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Abstract 
Ultrasonically Assisted Drilling (UAD) has received great interest in the past few years by 
both academia and industry. The technology has demonstrated a multitude of advantages 
over conventional drilling technology although its industrial employment has been mainly 
thwarted by inconsistent results and lack of development; a better understanding of the 
underlying dynamic process is required. This work commences with pertinent background 
information prior to delivering a critical and comprehensive literature survey on current 
UAD technology. From the literature survey, a key area requiring improvement is isolated, 
and a novel strategy is developed to address this. 
Standard high-speed steel drill bits are excited ultrasonically in their axial (longitudinal) 
direction and their vibration characteristics are recorded with respect to their tips' 
longitudinal and torsional velocities. It is revealed that a pronounced vibration mode 
conversion or coupled motion occurs in the drill bit's structure. This has not previously 
been measured or documented and prompts a critical change in the design philosophy of 
UAD vibration systems. It also highlights the shortcomings of employing traditional drill 
bits and promotes the development of modem alternatives. 
Ultrasonically excited (standard) drill bits were employed to cut steel samples. During the 
UAD process, the excitation frequency was swept over a range of frequencies and the 
drilling reactions were recorded. The swept excitation signal employed is novel and unique 
to this work. As a result, clearly optimal 'regimes are revealed. A critical discussion is 
performed, and the workpieces that result from steady state UAD are evaluated with 
respect to their physical properties, and mechanisms that occur during UAD are proposed. 
Knowledge of these mechanisms supports future UAD system development. 
A three-dimensional finite element modelling methodology is developed to further 
understand the UAD system's vibration characteristics. Simulation results show similar 
characteristics to the experimental data obtained although inconsistencies have been 
identified. Further work is necessitated to fully identify the numerical models developed 
with the experimental system. Routes by which this can be achieved are defined. The 
modelling techniques employed may be expanded to incorporate nonlinear cutting forces, 
and are suitable for the development of a new generation of UAD technology. 
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Chapter One Introduction 
Chapter One provides an introduction to drilling technology and background knowledge of 
high power ultrasonic processes. 
Section 1.1 is concerned with conventional twist drills. It explains the manner in which 
they form holes, and their materials, geometries and structures are discussed. Typical 
challenges and problems associated with twist drilling are also documented. 
Section 1.2 describes low and sonic frequency vibration assisted drilling technology. This 
gives essential background information. 
Section 1.3 documents high power ultrasonic processes. Information gained from most 
high power ultrasonic processes are directly applicable to Ultrasonically Assisted Drilling. 
Section 1.4 formulates the probldms and aims of this research. 
Section 1.5 documents how this work contributes to knowledge. 
Section 1.6 summarises this chapter. 
1.1 Conventional twist drilling 
Drills, as basic hole-producing tools, have existed in nearly all civilizations for which we 
have a recorded history. The first machine made twist drills were produced in about 1860 
and the first truly modem twist drills began with the invention of high-speed steel in 
around 1900 (Oxford 1955). The drilling process has not changed significantly since 
(Devine 1985). Of all machining processes performed in manufacturing, drilling accounts 
for about 25% and one estimate states that companies are consuming 250 million twist 
drills per year (DeGarmo, Black et al. 2003). In 1976, the cost of circular hole cutting tools 
exceeded $200 million annually (in the USA). This is almost a third of the cost of all 
cutting tools bought (Dallas 1976). In 1991 this figure rose to $1.62 billion (USCom 1992). 
Some interesting statistics exist on drill sizes purchased. Published in 1983, and over a 
sample of more than fifty million drills, a median of 90% of drills purchased fell into the 
size range 1.27 - 10.16 mm. diameter. 5% of drills were smaller and 5% were larger. The 
most common drill size was 3.264 mm, (wire gage equivalent - No. 30) and only about 1% 
of drills purchased were greater in diameter than 19mm, (Drozda and Wick 1983). 
Twist drills and hole producing devices are constantly evolving (Agapiou 1993; DeGarmo, 
Black et al. 2003). Important drill bit traits include the torque and thrust generated, the drill 
bit's useable life, a hole's positional accuracy, the self-centering action of the drill bit and 
hole quality. Factors that affect these characteristics include the drill bit's geometry, the 
workpiece material, the drill bit material (including coatings), cutting speeds, and coolant. 
The layout of a twist drill has evolved over time and has become universally accepted. 
I 
1.1.1 The twist drill and Its cutting action 
The standard terminology and geometrical aspects of a twist drill are shown in Figure 1.1. 
Although this type of drill is regarded to be the standard type of drill bit, many different 
forms exist with widely 
varying geometries, 
materials, and mounting 
mechanisms. 
It must also be noted 
that twist drills are not 
considered to be 
precision cutting tools 
(Drozda and Wick 
1983). They are used to 
produce holes rapidly 
and economically. If a 
high precision hole is 
required, subsequent 
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Fiqure 1.1 - Drill bit nomenclature 
(Adapted from (Kalpakjion 1999)) 
operations are usually performed. These include boring and reaming. 
Drill bit cutting action 
There are four main cutting mechanisms taking place at a drill bit's tip when it is cutting 
through a workpiece's material (DeGanno, Black et al. 2003): 
1) A "core" of workpiece material is extruded at the drill bit's chisel edge. This 
accounts for the material in the centre of the drill up to the diameter of the drill bit's 
web thickness. In this position, the workpiece is not cut in the classical sense, but 
"forced" or "extruded" out of the way. 
2) The rotating lips of the drill bit cut the workpiece's material. 
3) The cut chips are extracted from the cutting zone by the screw action of the drill 
bit's helical flutes. 
4) The drill bit is guided into the workpiece's material by the land and the drill bit's 
margins; these rub against the hole's surfaces, and act as guides. 
2 
These cutting motions, including the shape of the resulting deformed workpiece, are shown 
in Figure 1.2. 
edgtý 
Section A-A 
Thrus: Otiter cornei 
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Rake anylp 
Outer Corner 
wr 
PI Ce 
Figure 1.2 - Conventional drilling cutting mechanisms 
(Reproduced from (DeGarmo, Black et al. 2003)) 
Figure 1.3 shows the chips produced whilst drilling a ductile workplece. The workpiece 
was specially prepared to demonstrate the c 
the workpiece was brass and its centre 
(the drill's web thickness) was 
substituted with lead. During drilling, 
the drill was stopped instantaneously 
within the workpiece and withdrawn. 
The two modes by which material is 
removed by a drill can be seen. The 
hole centre is formed by extruding the 
workpiece material resulting in a long 
stringy chip. A slicing cut takes place 
at the drill bit's lips forming larger 
chips that have a more uniform form. 
mechanism ol'a drill. The main hody of 
The stringy chisel edge chips may either be forced outwards radially during the drilling 
processes and become entwined with the chips fon-ned by the cutting lips, or they may 
remain isolated, turning over the edge of the flute, and be ejected as a separate chip 
(Oxford 1955). 
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1.1.2 Drill bit material, geometry and structure 
Material 
The material used to manufacture conventional drill bits must have several key attributes. 
These include good wear resistance, toughness, and hardness at elevated temperatures. 
Modem twist drills are usually manufactured from high-speed steel (HSS) or sintered 
tungsten carbide (normally referred to as carbide). HSS is the most common material for 
general purpose drilling, but carbide drills, either solid or with a tip brazed onto a steel 
shaft, are readily employed in industrial applications. 
Carbon and low-alloy tool steels were used for practically all cutting tools prior to 1900. 
These are no longer employed for production metal cutting primarily due to their low 
hardness at elevated temperatures (Drozda and Wick 1983). 
High-speed steel (HSS). HSS drill bits are usually made from a molybdenum-based HSS. 
When more demanding applications are encountered, cobalt is introduced into the alloy. 
Cobalt-containing drills allow faster operation and have a greater hardness at elevated 
temperatures. There is an associated cost to using cobalt-containing drills and they are 
normally only used for drilling nickel-based alloys, titanium alloys and hard steels (Drozda 
and Wick 1983). 
The heat treatment (hardening, quenching and tempering) processes employed in drill bit 
manufacture is critical to the quality and performance of a twist drill, and different drilling 
applications require different material conditions. 
Various surface treatments may be employed in order to increase the hardness of the chill's 
outer layer and reduce the friction generated between the drill bit and the workpiece. These 
treatments are usually performed after the drill has been finish ground and include 
processes such as nitriding, cyaniding, black oxiding, and, less frequently, carbonitriding 
and carburizing. The drill bit may also be polished in order to reduce friction, either that 
present between it and the workpiece, or that generated by the chips travelling up its flutes 
(Dallas 1976). (Bataineh, Klamecki et al. 2003) showed that, by simply modifying the 
magnetic properties of a HSS drill bit using a pulsed magnetic treatment, drill life increases 
of up to 35.5% and up to a 10% decrease in wear could be achieved. As far as the author is 
aware, this technology is not curTently employed in mainstream drill bit manufacture. 
Coatings may be applied to drill bits using electroplating, chemical plating, vapour 
deposition, and flame or arc deposition. The element being plated on to the drill bit may be 
hard chromium, nickel, tungsten, tungsten carbide, titanium nitride or another wear 
resistant, low friction, compound. 
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Sintered tungsten carbide. Cemented carbide drills have a much higher hardness and 
wear resistance than HSS drills. As a result, they are often employed (both in solid and 
tipped forms) for drilling cast irons, aluminium. and other soft nonferrous materials, highly 
abrasive materials and hard steels. The drilling of soft steels, or steels with a moderate 
hardness, is not possible with carbide tools. 
The advantages of using carbide drills over HSS include longer tool life (up to 10 times), 
higher speeds of operation (about 2.5 times) and faster penetration rates (up to twice as 
fast) (Drozda and Wick 1983). Limiting characteristics include brittleness and the 
requirement for accurate drill tip point accuracy. 
Carbide drill bits are usually manufactured from pure carbide i. e. not containing additives. 
They may be coated in a similar manner to HSS drills in order to give better surface 
properties with respect to friction reduction and improved surface hardness. 
Carbide drills are more expensive than HSS drills and for larger diameters, carbide tipped 
HSS drills are often employed to reduce costs. Carbide tips may be brazed, bonded or held 
in place mechanically (MCTI 1959; Iscar 2006). 
When uncoated carbide (either tipped or solid) or High Speed Steel (HSS) drill bits wear 
out, they may be reground. This may be a factor in the tool material selection process. 
The geometrical arrangement of a twist drill 
The arrangement of a typical twist drill is shown in Figure 1.1. Its cutting lips are at the 
end of a relatively flexible tool. Justice is not served to the complexity of its design and the 
following is a brief description of a twist drill's form. 
A drill's axis is the centreline of the drill and runs longitudinally down its length (it is not a 
physical feature). The flutes are grooves formed helically down the axis of the drill bit 
providing a passage for the chips formed during chilling. Usually drills have two flutes 
although single flute drills are available, as are multi-flute drills (MCTI 1959). The 
material left, forming the cylindrical shape of the drill, is called the land. The angle made 
between the leading edge of the land and the drill's axis is called the helix angle and 
determines the pitch of the flutes. A. margin is present on the leading edge of the land in 
order to guide the drill bit into the workpiece material. Behind the margin, and down the 
drill's land, the drill bit is relieved to a clearance diameter. This area of the drill is not 
designed to interact with the workpiece and reduces friction. A back taper may be 
introduced along the drill bit's length. This reduces the drill bit's diameter as you move 
from the point to the shank and provides clearance - again reducing friction. The point is 
the cutting end of the drill bit. It is made up of the ends of the lands, the web, and the 
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cutting lips. The point of a drill bit resembles a cone, however, the material is relieved 
behind the cutting lips (the lip relief angle) in order to ensure clearance and reduce friction. 
The point angle is the angle included between the lips of the drill when viewed from a 
position perpendicular to the drill's axis. The drill's lips extend from the chisel edge to the 
periphery of the drill and cut material in a conventional sense. The drill's web is the central 
section of material that lies between the flutes and joins the lands. On a two-fluted drill bit, 
it forms the chisel edge, and its thickness is measured at this point. The chisel edge is the 
edge at the end of the web that connects the cutting lips. This is the area of the drill that 
performs the extrusion process. The chisel edge angle is the angle included between the 
chisel edge and the cutting lip as viewed axially down the length of the drill. The rake 
angle of the drill bit's cutting edges varies across its tip as is seen in Figure 1.2. The rake 
angle increases from being negative at the chisel edge, to being positive at the periphery of 
the drill. The material cutting motion is improved as the rake angle increases. 
Each feature detailed above may be adjusted to change the drill bit's characteristics. 
The drill bit shown in Figure 1.4 is manufactured from Tungsten Carbide and has a 
Titanium Nitride (TiN - gold in colour) coating in order to reduce wear, friction and the 
build-up of workpiece material on its cutting surfaces. TiN coatings are frequently 
employed in industry; other tool coatings and treatments are constantly under development. 
As an example of geometry modification the lip relief angle may be considered. If the lip 
relief angle is too small; drilling thrust is increased, excessive heat is generated, and drill 
bit wear is increased. Advantages are seen, 
however, when machining hard materials in 
which the strength of the lips is crucial. Too 
large an angle causes chipping or breakage of 
the drill bit's cutting edge but allows soft 
ductile materials to be drilled more effectively 
(Drozda and Wick 1983). 
A drill's lips may be relieved (ground away 
slightly) on larger drill bits to reduce the 
drilling reaction thrust force; see Figure 1.4. 
The drill's point angle may be fine tuned for 
different applications. Softer workpiece 
materials allow smaller point angles to be 
Coolant Ho 
TiN Coating d Chisel Edge 
Figure 1.4 - Drill bit tip with thru- 
coolant holes 
(Reproduced from (CarbDepot 2004)) 
used which help to control the flow of chips. Harder workpiece materials or deeper drilling 
depths require the point angle to be increased, which has the effect of reducing burring. 
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The chisel edge on large drill bits may be relieved to reduce the thrust force required. This 
is generally restricted to large drill bits as too big a reduction in the chisel edge will reduce 
the drill's strength and chipping will occur. An example of a relieved chisel edge is shown 
in Figure 1.4. A drill's web may be thinned in order to reduce the thrust force required to 
drill. This results in a more delicate centre section (supporting the chisel edge) and again, 
may break or chip more easily. The helix angle of a drill bit is optimised for chip removal. 
The limited chip space provided by a drill bit favours, small chips. Less ductile workpiece 
materials tend to produce smaller chips but ductile materials produce chips that bend and 
coil. This jams up a drill's flutes (potentially causing breakage) and special "chip-breaker" 
grooves are often ground into a drill's geometry to avoid this. These are positioned on the 
web (within the flute), just behind the lip's cutting face. Grooves facilitate the breakage of 
long chips and are especially useful in automated processes in which long stringy chips 
need to be disposed of without operator assistance (Sahu, Ozdoganlar et al. 2003). 
When hole depths reach three or four times the diameter of the drill bit, the speed and feed 
rate need to be reduced and a periodic retraction of the drill bit may be required to remove 
the cut chips (Dallas 1976). Through drill coolant is often applied to automated drilling 
processes. A drill bit may be formed with coolant holes running within it. High-pressure 
coolant is then forced out of the drill bit's cutting end (coolant holes are shown in Figure 
1.4) assisting in chip removal. Through coolant drills can produce holes greater in depth 
than eight times their diameter with little or no sacrifice in feed or speed (Dallas 1976). 
A drill bit's geometric features are interrelated. They are generally optimised for specific 
applications / processes (Galloway 1957) and the geometry derived is often a compromise 
between several performance variables. Cutting parameters are usually recommend for 
each specific application / process (Stellram. 2004; Titex 2004; Sandvik 2006). 
It must be noted that the quality of the holes produced by twist drills is also dependant on 
the drilling machine employed, the workpiece holding device, the drill holder and the 
surface of the workpiece. Many workpiece attributes such as inclusions, anisotropy and 
porosity will greatly affect a drill bit's performance. 
1.1.3 Challenges and problems encountered when drilling 
New materials are constantly developed which possess properties that are advantageous for 
high specification modem components. Applications for these materials can be found in 
space exploration, aerospace industries, automotive industries, electronics industries, etc. 
The materials may be alloys, ceramics (including glasses) or composites, and their 
advantages may include attributes such as: 
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High Strength 
Hardness / Wear Resistance 
Thermal Stability 
Rigidity/ Stiffness 
Anisotropy 
Resistance to Chemical Degradation 
In many applications, materials may be sintered, cured or hardened to form a component's 
final shape. This is not always possible, and machining is required to finish the component. 
Machining may be done using conventional methods such as turning, rnilling, drilling, 
grinding, lapping or polishing. Alternatively, modem machining methods such as electrical 
discharge machining, laser drilling, water-jet cutting, ultrasonic erosion machining or 
ultrasonically assisted machining may be employed. 
Machining procedures may be complicated by the component's material being non- 
homogenous, anisotropic, or possessing attributes such as brittleness, hardness or 
abrasiveness. Problems experienced in conventional machining may be poor geometric 
accuracy and surface finish, cracking, composite delamination, and splintering or chipping 
at hole edges. Abrasive materials may also have detrimental effects on cutting tool life. 
In order to facilitate the production of components manufactured from new materials, 
manufacturing methods are constantly being modified and developed (Konig, Cronjager et 
al. 1990; Aspinwall, Dewes et al. 2005). As a note, machining costs can account for up to 
90% of the total production costs of ceramic components (Pei, Prabhakar et al. 1995). 
Typical twist drill problems and limitations are as follows, 
0 The chips may only escape via the hole being cut by the drill bit 
A drill bit's cutting edges are at the end of a relatively flexible tool. This affects 
cutting accuracy and the strength of the tool especially in small diameter drill bits 
where the web thickness has a bigger relative proportion (MCTI 1959) and the 
ratio of length to diameter is much larger 
Burr formation is frequently encountered on the entry and the exit of a hole. This 
results from the drill not cutting the workpiece cleanly (causing material 
deformation) and becomes more pronounced as drill bits wear 
The drill may wander. This causes the drill bit to bend and generates both a 
positional error and an inclined hole. Excessive bending may also cause breakage 
especially in holes with a large length to diameter ratio (Lee, Eman et al. 1987) 
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0 Drill bit wear is uneven along the cutting surfaces of the drill bit (Dallas 1976). 
This is shown in Figure 1.5 along with the quantity of material which requires 
removal if the drill is to be reground 
Wear land 
Mý', 
ý^ 
on lip Ile To be 
removed 
Ficlure 1.5 - Drill wear on lip, chisel edqe and marain 
(Reproduced from (Dallas 1976)) 
0 Dimensional errors are frequently encountered in drilling. It is usual for a twist 
drill to cut oversize (Dallas 1976) 
Irregular, oval, triangular or multi lobed hole shapes are frequently encountered, 
especially at hole entry (Zhixiong and Cheng 1999; Bayly, Lamar et al. 2002). 
These are caused by drill bit geometry inaccuracies (lack of symmetry) or rigidity 
issues. Drill bits are highly sensitive to manufacturing accuracy (Fujii, Marui et 
al. 1986b; Fujii, Marui et al. 1986a; Ema, Fujii et al. 1988). See Figure 1.6 
0 Friction between the twist drill and the workpiece results in heat. This is in 
addition to the heat produced by cutting and can damage / melt materials 
0 The flow of chips away from the cutting face makes lubrication and cooling the 
cutting face awkward 
0 Sometimes a built-up edge is formed on a drill bit. This happens when the 
workpiece material adheres to its surfaces causing workpiece tearing and damage. 
Various coatings are employed (and are constantly developed) to reduce this 
0A drill bit's torsional stiffness can be relatively low resulting in natural vibration 
frequencies that may be excited during a drilling operation. The excitation of 
these natural vibration frequencies may cause chatter between the drill bit and the 
workpiece which in turn will degrade the quality of the hole surfaces formed. In 
extreme cases this can result in tool breakage 
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0 
0 
0 
Increased environmental and government pressure for companies to reduce waste 
generation has instigated philosophies such as Nlinimurn Quantity Lubrication 
(MQL) (Envirowise 2004). These philosophies conflict with the requirements of 
drilling deep holes, especially when the drill bit diameter is small (Heinemann, 
I-Endu a et al. 2006) 
Long chips may be formed, wrapping themselves around the drill bit (external to 
the workpiece) and clogging the drill bit's flutes (within the workpiece). This 
requires the adoption of chip breaking features or periodic retractions of the drill 
to break and remove the chips 
Small diameter drill bits and holes formed with large length to diameter ratios are 
more sensitive to workpiece / chip interactions and frequently the drill bits must 
be manufactured to be stronger, i. e. with a greater web thickness. A larger web 
thickness will generate a higher thrust force. 
EWI motAh Bc&shoped Concove Incrned 
(crooked) 
Zoýp 
Oversize Btxr occurance Bent 
Jf. 
jr 
qý 
Undersize Location error Roundness error 
triangle 
(thn stock) 
True hole 
Actual hole 
Dimension error 
FI-qure 1.6 - Common qeometrical errors experienced durinq drilling 
(Reproduced from (Drozda and Wick 1983)) 
The outcomes in drilling inaccuracy as caused by the factors detailed above may result in 
one or more of the circumstances as shown in Figure 1.6. 
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1.2 Low and sonic frequency vibration assisted drilling 
Low frequency vibration assisted drilling is related to Ultrasonically Assisted Drilling 
(UAD) and should be considered since the mechanism by which the applied vibration 
affects the drilling process is similar. 
The concept of superimposing vibration onto a tool's motion during a cutting process was 
first studied in 1910 (if not before) (ratarinov 1910). Periodic forced tool vibrations were 
induced with impacts at an average frequency of approximately 10 Hz. This was conducted 
during turning experiments and was seen to improve chip formation. Due to the low 
vibration frequency employed it was only found to be beneficial at low cutting speeds. 
Early work on low or sonic frequency vibration assisted drilling was conducted by The 
Scientific Research Institute of the Tractor and Agricultural Machinery Industry, 
Leningrad Carburettor Plant, Kirov First State Watch Plant, Kalinin Frezer Plant, and the 
Bauman Higher Technical College Moscow (Markov 1966). The work addressed 
difficulties encountered when drilling holes from 0.2 to 2 mm. in diameter. Drill bit 
breakage when drilling small diameter holes was common especially in tougher materials 
such as stainless steels, carbon steels, heat resistant steels, and brass. Chips would often 
clog in the drill bits' flutes causing breakage. Vibration frequencies ranging from 50 to 600 
Hz at amplitudes ranging from 0.015 to 0.09 mm in the direction of the drill bits' axes 
were employed to enhance the drilling process; significantly increasing drill bit life, 
promoting chip fragmentation, and facilitating the use of mechanical feed. 
A modem manifestation resulting from this early work exists currently. Modem Computer 
Numerically Controlled (CNQ machines generally incorporate built-in "pecking cycles", 
which periodically retract the drill. These cycles are frequently employed for drilling deep 
(large depth to drill bit diameter) holes in materials that exhibit long stringy chip 
formations. They facilitate chip removal and breakage causing a reduction in workpiece 
damage and drill breakage. Drill retractions are performed kinematically by the positioning 
mechanisms of the CNC machine (Stein and Domfeld 1995). 
Another serious problem that manufacturers face when drilling metals is that of burr 
formation. Burrs may either be minimised in order that their presence becomes acceptable; 
often by careful drill bit design (Shikata, DeVries et al. 1980; Kim, Domfield et al. 1999; 
Ko, Chang et al. 2003), or removed completely in a subsequent manufacturing operation. 
Of course, performing additional manufacturing operations adds additional expense to the 
component. In many cases, however, it is imperative that burrs be removed e. g. in 
crankshaft oil ways and valve manufacture. (Adachi, Arai et al. 1984; Adachi, Arai et al. 
1987) document the employment of low frequency vibration in the direction of a drill bit's 
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axis, to reduce burring in aluminium; the maximum frequency of the vibration system was 
100 Hz. Although improvements were seen whilst drilling aluminium, the results obtained 
from drilling carbon steel were less promising. 
(Chem and Liang 2007) documents vibration drilling employed to reduce burring in 
intersecting holes in aluminiurn alloy (Al 6061-T6) valves. In this work, vibration boring 
was also investigated and optimal parameters were determined using a Taguchi approach. 
(Wang and Qiu 1989) documents a reduction in burr size when low frequency sonic 
vibration is applied to HSS drill bits whilst drilling stainless steel and aluminium 
workpieces. Rather than exciting vibration independently of the drill bit's rotation, a 
predefined number of oscillatory cycles per bit revolution was prescribed and the vibration 
amplitude varied. Since the vibration displacement had a fixed kinematic relationship with 
the drill bit's rotation, chip thickness remained constant, and the holes were formed with 
undulating end surfaces. Burr height was substantially reduced in both materials. 
Fibre reinforced plastics such as carbon fibre and glass fibre, which are often employed as 
composite laminates, have a relatively poor strength in their thickness direction. This often 
leads to delamination during automated drilling operations (Dharan, Tomizuka et a]. 1998; 
Hocheng and Tsao 2003; Tsao and Hocheng 2003) and fibrillation along cut or drilled 
surfaces (Doerr, Greene et al. 1985). Defects such as these compromise the structural 
integrity of components, have the potential to cause long term performance deterioration, 
and may preclude their use in structural applications (Linbo, Lijiang et al. 2003). Materials 
of this nature are frequently employed in aerospace industries and much research has been 
conducted on reducing manufacturing imperfections. In 1982, drilling associated 
delamination accounted for 60% of all part rejections during final aircraft assembly 
(Wong, Wu et al. 1982). (Linbo, Lijiang et al. 2003) documents a vibration assisted drilling 
system for drilling carbon fibre laminates. A2 mm HSS drill bit was employed with 
vibration frequencies ranging from 0 to 600 Hz and amplitudes of oscillation ranging from 
0 to 10 Am. The carbon fibre laminates were 4.8 mm thick with a ply thickness of 0.1 mm. 
The work documented optimum excitation frequencies and displacement amplitudes that 
resulted in decreased drilling thrust forces and reductions in delamination. 
(Aoki and Nishimura 2004) documents a reduction in surface roughness (portraying 
delamination) when drilling layered Glass Fibre Reinforced Plastic (GFRP) (30 layers with 
an overall thickness of 3 mm) with vibration assistance. Both HSS and Carbide drill bits 
were employed in this research and the workpiece was excited at its resonance frequencies. 
(Zhang, Wang et al. 2001) derives analytical drilling reaction force and torque models for a 
GFRP material. They allow the force and torque reactions to be calculated with respect to a 
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material's properties, vibration parameters, drilling parameters, and a drill bit's geometry. 
Experimental results were obtained from GFRP with 2 mrn HSS drill bits to validate the 
model and assess the implications of feed rate, vibration amplitude, and vibration 
frequency. The vibration applied was seen to reduce both the thrust and the torque 
generated during drilling (both by about 20 - 30 %). 
(Rarnkumar, Malhotra et al. 2004) and (Arul, Vijayaraghavan et al. 2006) document that 
vibration at a frequency of 200 / 220 Hz (with an amplitude of around 15 Arn) can be 
employed to increase drill bit life, reduce thrust force, and improve hole quality (reducing 
delamination) when drilling 4 mm thick GFRP sheets. 
1.3 High power ultrasonic processes 
This section describes high power sources of ultrasonic vibration and documents some 
pertinent ultrasonic processes. Information, techniques, characteristics and technology 
gained from the vast majority of high power ultrasonic processes are applicable to UAD. 
1.3.1 Sources of high intensity ultrasound 
There are three main methods that may be used to generate high intensity ultrasound. 
These are piezoelectiic, magnetostfictive and mechanical. 
Piezoelectric sources of ultrasound 
Piezoelectric transducers are the best 
generator of ultrasonic vibration in high 
power devices. They are generally 
formed of a piezoceramic disk or plate 
(see Figure 1.7) that is clamped under a 
static compressive force between an 
acoustic horn and a backing material. 
They can however be sintered into any 
geometry. Off the shelf control systems 
. '0 
j 
Fiqure 1.7 - Piezocerarnic elements 
(Reproduced from (Seacor 2006)l 
and high power generators are readily available (FFR 2006). High forces may be generated 
using piezoceramic materials and, when properly tuned, systems can operate at efficiencies 
of over 90% (Morgan 2006b). That said, the displacement amplitudes generated are low; in 
the region of 5 Am for a5 mm thick plate. Further information about piezoelectric sources 
of ultrasonic vibration is included in Section 2.2. 
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Maqnetostrictive sources of ultrasound 
Magnetostrictive transducers may be based around a rod, a tube or a stack of thin plates 
made from a magnetostrictive material. A coil is wrapped around this base to form an 
electromagnetic source. When an alternating current is applied to the coil, the base expands 
or contracts with the same frequency as that of the driving voltage. A magnetostrictive 
transducer is shown in Figure 1.8. 
The oscillation amplitude generated by 
a magnetostrictive transducer 
operating at resonance is in the region 
of 5 to 10 Am. This low amplitude 
oscillation may then be amplified 
using an acoustic horn. 
Magnetostrictive transducers exhibit 
significant losses in their operation 
including eddy current formation, 
hysteresis, and the generation of heat 
through electrical resistance and 
friction. Due to their construction they 
are large and have a high mass. The main advantage of using magnetostrictive devices is 
their tolerance to high temperature. Applications such as the degassing of molten metals 
require their use. For applications such as material cutting, the losses, which may account 
for 30 to 40% of the total power supplied (Hueter and Bolt 1955; Babikov 1960), outweigh 
any advantages of their employment. 
Mechanical sources of ultrasound 
High intensity ultrasound is usually generated in an air or gas by using mechanical devices 
such as whistles, gas-jet generators, or sirens. Although simple to manufacture and use, in 
UAD, a direct mechanical link is required between the ultrasonic generator and the point of 
application. 
1.3.2 Ultrasonically assisted machining 
Ultrasonically Assisted Machining (UAM) is conventional machining with ultrasonic 
vibration superimposed onto the processes. Ultrasound has previously been applied to most 
machining processes; Table 1.1 gives some examples. 
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Substantial improvements have been documented and the technology employed in all of 
these processes is directly related to UAD. It should also be noted that in some instances, 
when brittle or reactive materials are machined, ultrasonic assistance is indispensable 
(Devine 1985; Klocke and Ruebenach 2000). 
Machining Process Related Work 
Blade cutting 
(Wiltshire and Pilkington 1986; Schock and Kroplin 
2002) 
Boring (Chem and Liang 2007) 
Broaching (Markov 1996) 
Coning (Markov 1996) 
Countersinking (Markov 1966) 
Cutting off (using abrasive disks) (Ishikawa, Suwabe et al. 2004) 
Degassing molten metals (Shoh 1975) 
Drilling (using twist drills) (Deng, Li et al. 1993; Fuji 2006a) 
Electro Discharge Machining (EDM) (Gao and Liu 2003) 
Electro plating (Babikov 1960; Rozenberg 1969) 
Grinding (Balamuth 1966) 
Implementing interference fits (Balamuth 1964) 
Knurling (Markov 1996) 
Lapping and honing (Balamuth 1964) 
Material hardening (Puskar 1976) 
Metal bending, forming and extruding 
(Balamuth 1964; Eaves, Smith et al. 1975) 
(Graff 1974; Shoh 1975) 
Milling (Balamuth 1966; Shamoto, Suzuki et al. 2005) 
Reaming (Markov 1966) 
Sawing (Devine 1985) 
Shaping and grooving 
(Liu, Li et al. 2004; Son, Lim et al. 2006) 
(Devine 1985) 
Tapping (Markov 1966; Anon 2001) 
Thread cutting (Markov 1966) 
Turning 
(Balamuth 1964; Balamuth 1966; Markov 1966; 
Devine 1985; Astashev 1992; Cornier 1992; Han, 
Xu et al. 1998; Jin and Murakawa 2001; Sharman, 
Bowen et al. 2001; Babitsky, Kalashnikov et al. 
2003; Mitrofanov, Babitsky et al. 2004; Ahmed, 
Mitrofanov et al. 2006; Xiao, Wang et al. 2(X)6) 
Table 1.1 - Some ultrasonicaliv assisted machinin2 Drocesses 
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Ultrasonically assisted drilling 
ultrasonicaiiy ASSIstea 
Drilling (UAD) takes 
place when high 
frequency oscillations 
are superimposed on to 
the cutting motion of a 
conventional twist drill 
Work-piece Tool holder Concentrator 
Ultrasonic 
transducer 
Drill Bit 
111A 
Figure 1.9 - Ultrasonically assisted drilling 
(see Figure 1.9). The cutting process is modified and many advantages are revealed 
including increased accuracy, improved surface finish, reduced or eliminated burr 
formation, a reduction in tool wear, 
reduced cutting forces and, in some 
cases, multiple machining steps may be 
reduced to a single step. 
Being the main consideration of this 
work, an in depth literature review on 
the subject of UAD is presented in 
Chapter Three. 
Currently, the only company that sells 
UAD technology commercially (as far I 
as the author is aware) is Fuji Ultrasonic Engineering Company Ltd. (Fuji 2006a). Their 
drilling systems are shown ir 
and some are designed for 
installation into 
conventional machine tools 
such as drill tools, milling 
machines and lathes. 
System prices vary with 
specification although a 
typical control system and 
transducer package costs in 
the region of ;E 13,000. 
1.1 u anct 1.11. Nome ot the systems are hand held, 
Figure 1.11 - Fuell UAD tool 
(Reproduced from (Fuji 2006a)) 
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Figure 1 . 10 - Fuai UAD tools 
(Reproduced from (Fuji 2006a)) 
1.3.3 Conventional ultrasonic machining 
Conventional Ultrasonic Machining (USM) is essentially an erosion process. There are 
various names for this technology which include Rotary Ultrasonic Machining (RUM), 
Rotary Ultrasonic Drilling (RUD), ultrasonic cutting, ultrasonic dimensional machining, 
ultrasonic abrasive machining, slurry drilling, ultrasonic twist drilling (Graff 1975), and 
ultrasonic impact grinding. After grInding, USM is the most common method used for 
machining brittle materials (Dam, Quist et al. 1995). 
The first patent for ultrasonic machining 
was issued in 1945 to Balamuth. 
Subsequently, the process has been 
developed and optimised to offer a 
commercial, practical, and cost effective 
process (Hocheng and Hsu 1995). 
Figure 1.12 shows the schematic of a simple 
USM process. The tool may be rotated, free 
to rotate, or rotationally fixed. Small 
abrasive particles, usually in the form of a 
water-based slurry, are fed in to the gap 
between the tool and the workpiece and 
perform the machining process when they 
are "hammered" ultrasonically on to the 
S: ailc Force 
VlbTanon 
Tool 
0 
'C k) C'C 
Fiqure 1.12 - Tool / workpiece slurrv 
interaction durinq USM 
(Reproduced from (Pei, Prabhakar et al. 
1995)) 
workpiece's surface by the machine's tool. The machine's tool is also subjected to a 
constant static load in order to provide a feed mechanism and assist the erosion process. As 
the abrasive particles chip away at the workpiece, it is gradually eroded until the required 
geometry is achieved. More modem methods of 
controlling the application of the abrasive 
particles employ Metal Matrix Composite 
(MMC) tools manufactured from metal bonded 
diamond particles. 
Rotating tools are superior to the more 
conventional static tools (Thoe, Aspinwall et al. 
1998), as the wear observed when rotation is 
prescribed is more uniform on both the tool and 
the workplece. It is also easier to control the 
application and replenighment of the abrasive 
. 
F-T' )-17 
'Y'Q 
Workpiece 
Figure 1.13 - 3D profilinq usinq 
USM 
(Reproduced from (Dam, Quist et al. 
1995)) 
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when rotation is employed. Rotating tools, however, are limited to producing round holes! 
The tools used may be solid, hollow, or in some cases, it may be advantageous to contour 
the tool in three dimensions, as in Figure 1.13, and fix them rotationally. This allows 
complex three-dimensional shapes to be formed directly in a workpiece without the need 
for CNC profiling or a complicated 
II 
grinding process. 
USM and RUM machines are 
commercially available and have been 
employed industrially for some period of 
time. Commercially available machines 
include the 'Sonic Power' machine that 
costs in the region of ; E15,000 (Anon 
1989a), the 'Erosonic' (Anon 1989b), 
Takesho Co's RUM machine (URT - 
VOI) that costs in the region of E33,200 
(Anon 1993; Anon 1994), and Sonic- 
Mill's Rotary Series 10, which is shown 
in Figure 1.14. 
Figure 1.14 - Sonic-Mill RUM machine 
(Reproduced from (SonicMill 2006)) 
Currently, the most advanced RUM machines available are manufactured by DMG (DMG 
2006). They offer a range of 5 
industrial CNC machines, with F 
up to 5 axes of motion, all with 
ultrasonic capability (see Figure 
1.15). The tools employed are 
predominantly MMC RUM 
grinding tools, but any tool can 
be mounted in the ultrasonic tool 
holder's / transducer's collet. 
The machines are aimed at high 
precision ultrasonic grinding of 
hard brittle materials, but are 
general-purpose machines that 
may be employed for any task. 
It is not possible to retrofit the system to an existing machine tool, and machine prices start 
in the region of f 150,000 for a basic machine. 
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1.3.4 Ultrasonic Metal Welding 
Ultrasonic metal welding is simple, reliable, and does not require that the surfaces to be 
joined are prepared or cleaned. It is clean in operation, requires no consurnables, does not 
require a skilled operator and lends itself readily to automation. 
During ultrasonic metal welding, sheets of FORCE 
metal are layered on top of one another, and 
a vibrating rod, vibrating in the plane 
i 
HORN 
VIBRATION <xxmW>> 
parallel to the joint, is forced against the WELD INTERFACE 
sheets under a relatively high static force 
(Rozenberg 1969); see Figure 1.16. AWL 
Standard equipment can weld components 
greater than 3 mm thick depending on Fic g jure 1.16 - Ultrasonic metal weldinc 
material and part configuration. This (Reproduced from (AmTech 2006)) 
process is often employed in the - 
microelectronics, semiconductor, electrical and prototyping industries. Advantages of 
ultrasonic metal welding include low heat and distortion, and dissimilar metals may readily 
be welded with little formation of intermetallic compounds (Graff 1974). 
1.3.5 Peening 
When ultrasound is applied directly to the surface of a metal component, a shallow, 
compressive, residual stress may be generated i. e. a localised hardening of the metal takes 
place (Langenecker 1966; Pei, 
Prabhakar et al. 1995). This is 
a similar effect to that 
encountered when a component 
is shot peened and increases 
the high cycle fatigue strength 
of the finished component (Pei, 
Prabhakar et al. 1995). 
Technology for achieving this 
is commercially available such 
as that shown in Figure 1.17. 
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1.3.6 Friction control 
The presence of low amplitude high frequency vibration can convert the friction acting 
between two bodies from that of static, to a large proportion (at some points in the 
vibration cycle the two interacting components may have zero relative velocity) of 
dynamic friction (Markov 1966). As dynamic friction is generally lower than static 
friction, this has the phenomenological effects of both reducing the friction between the 
two contacting bodies (Littmann, Storck et al. 2001b; 11ttmann, Storck et al. 2001a; 
Storck, Littmann et al. 2002; Wu, Fan et al. 2004; Wu, Fan et al. 2005; Oiwa 2006), and 
transforming its characteristic from that of dry friction to that of viscous friction (Astashev, 
Babitsky et al. 2000). 
During cutting operations, the reduced frictional forces that occur by this mechanism cause 
reduced levels of plastic deformation (which can cause work hardening) in the workpiece 
material (which often occurs due to a frictional interaction between the tool and the 
workpiece), reduced chip compression, and reduces the heat generated during cutting. 
Furthermore, ultrasonic friction reduction mechanisms may be used to adjust the motion of 
two contacting surfaces relative to each other. Employment in this manner allows for the 
creation of ultrasonic clutch mechanisms (Chang 2004a). 
1.3.7 Piezoelectric motors 
Piezoelectric motors are complex in nature when compared to the other high power 
ultrasonic processes documented in this section and often rely on quasi-static deformation 
processes rather than exclusively those of wave propagation (Nakamura, Kurosawa et a]. 
1993). This is not always the case though, and the motors may be tuned to exhibit both 
longitudinal and torsional resonance at the same frequency (Yi, Seemann et al. 2005). 
Piezoelectric motors also exhibit significant nonlinear processes and often incorporate 
advanced devices and structures in their designs (Vyshnevskyy, Kovalev et al. 2005). 
These devices and structures may be readily converted for use in alternate high power 
ultrasonic applications. 
Rotational piezoelectric motors operate by applying reciprocating longitudinal and 
torsional vibration to friction plates and essentially "claw" their stator around rotationally. 
This may either be achieved by generating elliptical vibration (i. e. with longitudinal and 
torsional vibration modes) in a well-defined structure (this will be discussed further in 
Section 2.3), or by generating travelling waves along the frictional surfaces (Hagedom and 
Wallaschek 1993; Kandare and Wallaschek 2002). Linear motion piezoelectric motors 
work on similar principles and are also available (PICer 2006). 
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1.4 Formulatlon of problem and alms of research 
UAD problems identified and the aims of this research are defined as: 
0 Traditional twist drill geometries have up until now been employed in UAD 
systems. Their three-dimensional vibration response to ultrasonic excitation has not 
previously been analysed and the characteristics that they exhibit are not 
understood or documented. This research is concerned with understanding the 
characteristics and implications of a UAD oscillatory system. 
0 UAD processes are regularly described as being sensitive to process conditions and 
positive experimental results are usually pronounced but are not always repeatable. 
It is also frequently the case that positive characteristics are reported but negative 
results remain undocumented. A critical experimental investigation should be 
conducted on curTent UAD technology to assess its characteristics and isolate 
problematic areas or areas that require further consideration. During this 
investigation, data that will support numerical model development should be 
generated. 
0A modelling strategy that is suitable for the development of UAD should be 
selected and employed to analyse the charactetistics of a typical UAD system. The 
modelling strategy selected should support the future incorporation of nonlinear 
and impulsi-ýe drilling loads to which a UAD system is subjected. 
1.5 Contributions to knowledge from this research 
From this research, the following important contributions to knowledge have been made: 
The vibration characteristics of a typical UAD system have been obtained and 
analysed. Combined longitudinal / torsional vibration modes and vibration mode 
conversion has been proven to exist within typical UAD vibration systems. This 
has not been documented previously and has significant implications for future 
UAD development. 
A critical experimental investigation has been conducted on a typical UAD system. 
During this investigation, data that supports model and system development (with 
respect to drilling reaction loads) has been generated. UAD characteristics and 
limitations (for example workpiece quality) have been documented, and areas 
requiring further consideration are identified. To the author's knowledge, the swept 
frequency excitation method employed in this investigation has not previously been 
applied to the UAD process and has resulted in a better understanding of it. 
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A numerical modelling strategy suitable for UAD development has been selected 
and characteristics similar to those exhibited by a typical UAD system have been 
calculated. Two types of model were employed; modal analysis and transient 
analysis. Each type has its benefits and its limitations and these are discussed. The 
modelling strategy selected supports future UAD system model development. 
Clear recommendations for further work are made. This defines the development 
route of UAD. 
The results obtained have improved both experimental methods and the basic 
understanding of UAD. 
1.6 . Summary 
Conventional and universally employed twist drills have been introduced, the manner in 
which they form holes has been documented, and their materials, geometries and structures 
have been discussed. Typical challenges and problems associated with twist drilling have 
also been identified. A brief description on low and sonic frequency vibration assisted 
drilling has been given along with the advantages that it exhibits. This provides important 
background information and indicates both academic and industrial interest in oscillatory 
drilling technology. Pertinent high power ultrasonic processes have been introduced and 
sources of high power ultrasound generation have been discussed. Information and 
techniques gained from almost all high power ultrasonic processes are directly applicable 
to UAD. The problems and aims of this research have been formulated and the way in 
which this work contributes to knowledge has been documented. 
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Chapter Two Ultrasonic System Theory 
Chapter Two provides the theoretical background required to understand the dynamic 
processes that occur during ultrasonically assisted drilling. 
Section 2.1 gives a brief overview of one-dimensional theory that can be employed to 
describe and analyse acoustical / oscillatory systems. It also describes how ultrasonic 
systems may be tuned and explains the influence of nonlinear loads that act on them. 
Section 2.2 gives some background information on the employment of piezoceramic 
materials in ultrasonic systems. 
Section 2.3 describes more complex structures often employed in ultrasonic systems and 
gives brief explanations as to how these structures have previously been analysed. 
Section 2.4 summarises this chapter. 
2.1 Pertinent one-dimensional theory 
One-dimensional theory may be employed to provide simplistic background information 
and provide pointers as to how systems operate and to assist in their development. 
2.1.1 One-dimensional models 
Within the definition of elasticity, nothing limits considerations to either "slow" or "fast" 
loading rates and the division between various processes is artificial rather than physical. 
Figure 2.1 shows how artificial divisions are typically assigned with respect to relative 
strain rate. In the study of ultrasonic vibration systems, the rate of loading (hence relative 
strain rate) is 
considered to be 
fast, and inertial 
forces must be 
considered in 
analysis. 
There are many 
classical works on 
the theory of 
elasticity, 
Inertia forces usually neglected Inertia forces usually considered 
("Quasistatic " )- -( "Dynamic ") 
... Wave ... Shock 
propagation propagation 
U 
E Impact or -e- Creep Static Rapid 9 >1 impulse -'0- 
10- 5 10 
0 
10 
5 
Relative strain rate - sec- 
I 
Fi-qure 2.1 - Reqimes of mechanical loadinq response 
(Reproduced from (Wasley 1973)) 
acoustics, and wave propagation (Rayleigh 1894; Love 1927). (Mason 1958; Mason 1964) 
are more focused on the theory of elastic solids, piezoelectric and magnetostrictive 
materials, and their practical applications. Although these works allow wave propagation 
and dynamic structures to be modelled analytically with respect to one-dimensional and 
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independent modes of vibration (such as bending, torsional wave propagation, longitudinal 
wave propagation, etc. ), and in some limited cases coexisting / combined modes of 
vibration in relatively simple structures; complex three-dimensional structures are far more 
difficult to analyse analytically. The field of continuum mechanics (Mase 1970; Wasley 
1973) has generally superseded one-dimensional theories (which often limit the accuracy 
of the solution (Lerch 1988b)) for use within numerical computer models and allows finite 
element modelling software to be programmed with fully representative three-dimensional 
(four-dimensional including time) mathematics that models Poisson's ratio effects, wave 
propagation, reflection and divergence in complex structures. Having said this, one- 
dimensional theory remains useful for indicating trends and allows simple calculations to 
be performed on simple structures. 
2.1.2 Ultrasonic system tuning 
An example of a typical ultrasonic 
Bolt-clamped Langevin Transducer 
(BLT) is shown schematically in 
Figure 2.2. In transducers of this 
nature, two piezoceramic elements 
are typically clamped between a 
mild steel backing section and an 
aluminium waveguide by a steel 
bolt. 
(Babitsky, Astashev et al. 2004) 
A/4 A/2 
Backing 
Section Waveguide 
a) Bolt r- 
A/4 3AI4 
Backing Waveguide Section 
---L 
Bolt 
Fiqure 2.2 - Transducer tuninq len-qths 
investigates the tuning present within ultrasonic transducer systems. From this analysis it 
transpires that when a transducer is manufactured with aI/2 wavelength waveguide, as 
shown in Figure 2.2, a), the amplification ratio (the displacement amplitude at the working 
end of the transducer divided by the displacement amplitude at the joint with the 
piezocerarnic element) of the waveguide can only reach a maximum value of unity (the 
maximum displacements of the waveguide's particles, when standing waves are generated, 
are indicated by the blue curves in Figure 2.2). 
When a3/4 wavelength waveguide, as shown in Figure 2.2, b), is employed however, the 
amplification ratio of the waveguide can reach a theoretical maximum value of infinity. In 
this circumstance, the waveguide acts as a dynamic absorber, attempting to reduce the 
vibration present at the surface of the piezoceramic element to a minimum; itself attaining 
large displacement amplitudes. Again, the maximum displacements of the waveguide's 
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particles, when standing waves are generated, are indicated by the blue curves (the blue 
curves in Figure 2.2 are not drawn to scale). The infinite amplification ratio is only a 
theoretical value since in real life damping is present within the waveguide's material 
resulting in a limited displacement amplitude. The mathematical proof however, holds true, 
and ultrasonic power transducers (including their attached ultrasonic system) containing 
piezoelectric elements must have their waveguides / operating systems manufactured with 
an odd number of quarter wavelengths to achieve maximum displacement amplitudes. 
2.1.3 Quality factor and nonlinear load effects 
The response of a vibrating system is traditionally analysed and depicted as shown by the 
graphs in Figure 2.3. XV, is the system's nondimensional amplitude and is the 
/ 110 
%). 
frequency ratio, where w is the system's excitation frequencyl and w. is the system's 
natural frequency (assuming the system to be a simple one degree of freedom system). The 
phase angle 0 is the phase difference between the displacement and the exciting force. The 
system's damping factor ý affects the displacement amplitudes achieved by the system, 
and the system's characteristics are shown for various values. Resonance occurs when the 
exciting frequency o) is equal to that of the systems natural frequency w.. At resonance, it 
Must also be noted that the phase angle 0= 90% 
The Quality factor (Q factor) of a dynamic system can be obtained by noting the system's 
maximum response RmAx , and "half power points" (defined by 
RmA' ), which occur at and 52 
around its resonance frequency w,,. These points are shown in Figure 2.4, and the Q factor 
can be calculated as, 
Aw 2j' 
for values of ý less than 0.1 (Harris and Crede 196 1) i. e. for low levels of damping. 
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Figure 2.3 - Graphs showing nondimensional amplitude and 
phase angle of a sinqle deqree of freedom svstem with respect 
to its drivinq frequencv ratio 
(Reproduced from (Thomson 1993)) 
A system that has a high Q factor will give a large 
response when excited. This can be seen in Figure 
2.3 for small values of ý- 
If a specific level of response is required of a 
system, the half power point amplitude may be 
specified in order to ensure a minimum level of 
system performance. The bandwidth A(o for 
which the system provides the necessary level of 
response determines how sensitive the system is 
to small variations in the driving frequency. As a 
system's Q factor increases, the bandwidth Aw is 
reduced. 
The traditional way in which a vibrating system is 
maintained at resonance during a working process 
is to continually adjust the system's excitation 
frequency. The magnitude of excitation is also 
Ficiure 2.4 - Response curve 
showinq the "half power point". 
bandwidth 
(Reproduced from (Harris and 
Crede 1961)) 
usually adjusted (as shown by the dashed lines in Figure 2.5) in order that the system 
operates consistently over its operating regime. Highly tuned systems (those with a greater 
Q factor) therefore, are advantageous with respect to the vibration amplitude generated, but 
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are more sensitive to deviations in excitation 
frequency and as such are more difficult to maintain 
at resonance, 
Complications arise when a vibrating system 
generates periodic impacts. Impulsive events of this 
nature significantly change a vibrating system's 
natural frequency, and the characteristics of its 
amplitude-frequency response (Astashev, Babitsky et 
al. 2000). This can be seen in Figure 2.6 in which the 
system's natural frequency is seen to be dependant on 
the system's vibration amplitude. Figure 2.6, a) 
shows hardening nonlinearity in which the natural 
(a) 
10 
Flqure 2.5 - Traditional 
f reauencv control 
(Reproduced from (Sokolov 
and Babitsky 2001)) 
frequency of the system increases as its oscillatory amplitude is increased. Conversely, 
Figure 2.6, b) shows softening nonlinearity in which the natural frequency of the system is 
lowered as the vibration amplitude is increased. The 
curve that follows the resonance frequency of the 
system as the amplitude ip increased is called the 
backbone (Astashev and Babitsky 2007). 
The relationship between a system's vibration 
amplitude and frequency may have more than one 
value for a given excitation frequency (as seen in 
Figure 2.6). In this case, the way in which the 
excitation frequency changes will determine which 
branch of the amplitude-frequency response curve is 
followed. 
The jump phenomenon further complicates matters 
and is shown in Figure 2.7. If the control system 
increases the excitation frequency too far it may 
cause the system to drop from a resonance regime (at 
the peak of the curve) to a regime that gives a much 
lower amplitude response. This is shown in Figure 
2.7 by the vertical dashed line on the right hand side 
of the curve (with the arrows pointing downwards). If 
a) 
L 
b) 
Flaure 2.6 - Nonlinear 
system amplitude-frequency 
responses 
a) Hard nonlinearity 
b) Soft nonlinearity 
(Adapted from (Astashev, 
Babitsky et al. 2000)) 
the frequency is now reduced again, the system will not return directly to its resonance 
regime, but will return via the lower section of the curve (the lower solid line with the 
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arrow on it) and the vertical dashed line on the left 
side (with the arrow pointing upwards). An 
increase in frequency is now required to return the 
system to its original resonance state (shown by 
the arrow on the upper solid line). 
The third dashed line (with no arrow on it) is the 
analytically predicted response of the system. 
This region is predicted because, although it 
theoretically satisfies steady state oscillatory 
conditions, in practice it is unstable and physically 
unattainable. 
Fiqure 2.7 - The lump 
phenomenon 
(Reproduced from (Sokolov and 
Babitsky 2001)) 
Uluabullit'; UULL111r, p1morbbub k1mwUltir, 
ultrasonically assisted drilling) are strongly nonlinear due to their vibro-impact nature. For 
this reason, when employing frequency control, the vibrating system's point of optimal 
performance can never be reached (Astashev and Babitsky 1998). 
Figure 2.8 shows the transformation of 
an ultrasonic system's amplitude- 
frequency characteristic as the cutting 
speed is increased during Ultrasonically 
Assisted Turning (UAT). (a) shows the 
transducer with no load i. e. a traditional 
bell shaped resonance curve that is 
typical for linear systems. As the cutting 
speed v is slowly increased (from zero), 
and the tool starts to interact with the 
workpiece, the curve transforms into (b) 
and then (c). Curve (d) shows the case 
when the surface cutting speed is equal 
to the average speed of the tool 
undergoing vibration. This means that 
the tool is effectively travelling across 
the workpiece at twice the cutting speed 
v (at its peak relative velocity), and at 
(a) 
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(b) (C) 
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Ficiure 2.8 - Transformation of a 
transducer's amplitude-frequencv 
characteristic as cutting speed is 
Increased during turning 
(Adapted from (Astashev and Babitsky 
1998)) 
zero velocity at other times in its vibration cycle. Two areas of instability can be seen on 
this curve (as shown by dashed lines) and, as the speed is further increased, characteristic 
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(e) is encountered. This shows very pronounced levels of instability in the system 
rendering frequency control useless. At just below the critical speed (the speed at which 
the tool constantly remains in contact with the workpiece), situation (f) occurs in which the 
system displays a hardening nonlinearity. As the critical speed is exceeded, characteristic 
(g) is encountered in which the tool is permanently in contact with the work piece and the 
amplitude - frequency response curve again resembles that of a linear system. 
From these curves it is evident that, as well as changes in the transducer's amplitude 
response with frequency, the nature of the vibro-impact machining process is also 
modified. In order to reveal the optimum advantages associated with a periodically 
impulsive cutting process, the working tool must separate from the workpiece's material 
during its vibration cycle. This imposes limitations on the cutting speeds at which 
ultrasonically assisted machining processes occur. The limiting cutting speeds are 
dependant on both the amplitude and frequency of the ultrasonic cutting system employed 
(when under load). 
Hardening nonlinearities generally occur when an additional elastic restoring force is 
applied to a vibrating system. Conversely, a softening nonlinearity occurs when plastic 
deformation occurs. During Ultrasonically Assisted Machining (UAM) operations, 
hardening nonlinearities can occur due to elastic (non-cutting) impacts, and softening 
nonlinearities can occur due to plastic workpiece deformation. Any workpiece hardening, 
as described in Section 1.3.5 (Ultrasonic Peening), will also affect the vibration properties 
of a UAM system. 
Artificial damping may be introduced into a UAM system to reduce the Q factor (to allow 
better control / stability) and to increase the system's useable energy. 
Further to the nonlinear characteristics that occur due to the tool's oscillation, workpieces 
of specific sizes (determined by their material properties) may exhibit pronounced 
dynamically reactive qualities (i. e. modes of resonance); with respect to bending, 
longitudinal, or torsional vibration. No research (as far as the author is aware) has been 
conducted in this area of UAM. This clearly must be addressed but it is assumed that 
regimes under which workpieces exhibit resonance are unstable (largely due to changing 
workpiece geometry). 
In order to combat the instabilities associated with traditional frequency system control 
strategies, autoresonant control systems have been developed (Babitsky 1992; Sokolov and 
Babitsky 2001). The amplitude-phase characteristics of systems typically employed in 
UAM have flat resonance peaks and the curves are single valued hence autoresonant 
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control does not require precise maintenance of the phase shift in the feedback circuit in 
order to maintain the system at a point close to resonance (Babitsky and Sokolov 2002). 
An autoresonant system usually comprises of an electro-mechanical device that has its 
amplitude stabilised (at or near resonance) using phase shifting feedback. Autoresonant 
control is suitable for maintaining resonance states even in systems with high levels of 
nonlinearity, variable loads (which alter the resonance frequency), and transient processes 
(Babitsky 1998; Babitsky and Sokolov 2002). 
2.2 Plezoceramic materials In high power ultrasonic systems 
Piezoceramic materials are currently the most practical ultrasound sources for use within 
UAM systems (Kuttruff 1991). 
2.2.1 Piezoceramic materials and their employment 
Piezoelectricity is a property found in natural crystals such as Quartz, Rochelle Salt, and 
Tourmaline. It is also present in manufactured polycrystalline ceramics such as Barium 
Titanate and Lead Zirconate Titanates (PZ]Cs). These ceramics may be manufactured in 
almost any given three-dimensional shape or size and may be tailored to specific 
applications with respect to their physical, chemical and piezoelectric characteristics. 
The giezoelectric effect 
When a voltage is applied across a piezoelectric material an expansion of the material is 
experienced in its thickness direction (along with a contraction in the directions 
perpendicular to it). Conversely, by applying a voltage with reverse polarity, a contraction 
occurs in the thickness direction (along with an expansion in the directions perpendicular 
to it). The expansion or contraction only occurs whilst there is a potential difference across 
the material and once it is removed, the material reverts back to its natural dimensions. 
If a piezoelectric material experiences mechanical forces, either in compression or in 
tension, a voltage proportional to the applied force is generated. When a piezoelectric 
material is in compression or tension, it will try and compensate the shape change in 
alternative axes to produce a zero net volume change. 
Changes in the dimensions of piezoelectric materials are small, and maximum 
displacements are in the order of 5 to 10 jim for a7 mm thick piezocerarnic plate. 
At elevated or ultrasonic frequencies, conventional methods for vibration production such 
as electrodynamical transducers become inaccurate or unusable. If a single point of 
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excitation exists the entire component does not oscillate with the same phase and 
amplitude. When ultrasonic frequencies are encountered, no components can be considered 
to be totally rigid, but behave as transmission lines which then exhibit resonances and 
phase changes due to their own material properties. It is best to excite a body over a flat 
surface to promote planer or bulk wave generation. Piezoceramic materials are ideal for 
this purpose. 
Employment 
Due to their brittleness and poor tensile 
strength, if piezoceramic elements working at or 
near a system's resonance frequency are 
allowed to expand at high velocity they shatter 
(Dubus, Debus et a]. 1991). A static 
compressive force is thus usually prescribed 
(Chang and Bone 2005). In UAM applications 
this is typically achieved by clamping the Figure 2.9 - Pie 
, 
zoceramic failure 
elements in a BLT (Figure 2.2). Piezoceramic I 
elements are usually thin disks which deform linearly and quasi -statically. 
A typical failure mode of piezoceramic elements is cracking at their outer peripheries 
(Figure 2.9) due to a reduction in support at the edges of a transducer's waveguide; the 
elements are allowed to expand in this region (Dubus, Debus et al. 1991). Another failure 
mode that is typical of BLTs is insulation breakdown causing electrical arcing; this is seen 
in the centre of the piezoceramic element shown in Figure 2.9 (the black bum marks). 
Piezoceramic transducers are frequently "potted" (covered in epoxy resin) to both 
strengthen their outer surfaces and provide additional electrical insulation. 
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2.2.2 Electrical dynamics of ultrasonic systems 
Electrical analogies are frequently employed when 
designing high power ultrasonic transducers. Figure 
2.10 shows a simple electrical circuit that may be 
used for this purpose. Co is the capacitance of the 
transducer below its resonance frequency (minus 
capacitance CI), Rl is the resistance caused by 
mechanical losses in the transducer, RL represents 
the energy loss when the transducer performs work 
mechanically, and Cl. and LI are the representative 
capacitance and inductance of the mechanical 
circuit. ko is models the electrical losses in the 
piezoceramic. 
Ll 
- -CO RO Rl 
RL 
0 
Figure 2.10 - Equivalent circuit 
diaciram of a Diezoceramic 
transducer 
(Reproduced from (Morgan 
2006a)) 
CI, LI and R1 + RL form an electrical oscillatory circuit representing the mechanical 
resonance of the transducer (assuming it to behave as a single degree of freedom system). 
Piezoceramic components are capacitive i. e. Co is not insignificant. For this reason, when 
piezoelectric transducers are employed to generate high levels of vibration, this 
I 
capacitance is usually shunted 
with an inductor to reduce the 
electrical current required. The 
shunt inductor may be arranged 
in series or parallel with the 
piezoceramic and is designated 
as I-va, or Le,, in Figure 2.11. In 
this Figure, Ri is the voltage 
source9s internal resistance. 
The values of I,., and Lp,.,, are 
equal to each other and can be 
calculated as, 
2co 
where, w. is the intended 
system natural frequency in 
radians (also indicated as fs Hz 
in Figure 2.11). It must be 
ParoUl tuning 
Ri 
a Lpar CIO 
I 
both circuits resonant at f, 
s*ries tuning 
M 
Low J- 
CO 
Figure 2.11 - Electrical tuning 
(Adapted from (Morgan 2006a)) 
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noted that a piezoceramic element's capacitance is dependant on its environment. A BLT's 
capacitance is dependant on the level of pre-stress. 
Figure 2.11 shows that the addition of an inductor forms an electrical oscillatory circuit 
(indicated by dot dashed lines in the parallel tuning method). Electrical resonance must be 
considered when designing an ultrasonic system. 
In addition to the inductor that shunts the transducer's capacitance, a high frequency 
transformer is also frequently employed to step up the voltage generated by the power 
amplifier (which may only be able to generate voltages up to 50 V0 to peak). High 
frequency transformers usually have ferrite cores and care must be taken to ensure that the 
magnetic circuit doesn't reach saturation (electrical nonlinear effects would occur in this 
instance). 
The shunt inductor and the high frequency transforiner, for research purposes, are usually 
housed in a separate casing to that of the high power amplifier and other system 
components. This separate unit is usually referred to as a matching (or match) box and 
frequently allows for the adjustment of both the transformer tapping and inductor value. 
Another source of nonlinearity that can occur in high power ultrasonic systems arises when 
the high power amplifier reaches its operating voltage limit. When the voltage limit is 
reached, "clipping7' occurs, and the voltage outputted from the amplifier is limited to this 
level. If the amplifier is amplifying a sinusoidal signal, clipping has the effect of levelling 
off the uppermost and lowermost regions of the waveform causing periods of DC voltage 
output. In extreme cases the waveform outputted by the amplifier tends towards that of a 
square wave. Square waveforms, from clipping may be filtered by the electrical oscillatory 
system and may not cause a significant influence. Having said that, square wave electrical 
excitation may influence the vibration modes excited in the mechanical system. 
2.3 Vibrating structures 
Simple one-dimensional vibration theory facilitates the understanding of vibration in bars 
and beams but complex structures require more complex analytical methods. This section 
discusses acoustic vibration displacement amplifiers and some complex structures. 
2.3.1 Horn designs and vibration systems 
Piezoceramic elements generate large forces when excited but the vibration generated is 
low in amplitude (generally a few micrometers). Acoustical amplifiers are employed'to 
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"concentrate" vibration so that the displacement amplitude in a system's working region is 
increased. A loss in force results from the increase in displacement amplitude. 
Vibration amplification occurs when the cross sectional area of a hom is decreased; the 
horn's tip is generally at the position of maximal vibration amplitude. Conversely, when a 
horn's cross section area is increased; a lower amplitude occurs (Hansen 1997). 
Acoustical amplifiers are also frequently known as horns, concentrators, velocity 
transformers, boosters, sonotrodes and waveguides. These terms are commonly 
interchanged. 
Horns that amplify longitudinal vibration amplitude are considered in this section although 
horns that amplify torsional vibration amplitude are of the same form. Horns designed to 
amplify bending vibration amplitude also exist but are outside the scope of this work. 
There are four common types of horns. These are constant, stepped, linear (or conical) and 
exponential (Sherrit, Dolgin et al. 2002). Their cross sectional areas change as described by 
their names from a large area (the side at which the piezoceran-Lic elements are placed) to a 
small area (the system's working end), and each have slightly differing amplification 
characteristics. 
The constant hom shown in Figure 2.12 simply consists of a cylindrical bar with no change 
in cross sectional area. The length of this bar is half a wavelength (which is frequency 
dependent). This type of horn gives no change 
in vibration amplitude. The particle velocity 
distribution graph (included below the straight 
horn) shows the maximal displacement 
magnitudes of longitudinal vibration along the 
bar. It can be seen that a standing wave is 
generated and that a nodal point (point of zero 
displacement) is present in the bar's centre. 
Flaure 2.12 - Constant horn 
(Adapted from (Kuttruff 1991)) 
It must be noted that only longitudinal vibration is considered in this graph, the radial 
vibration (caused by Poisson's effect) is not shown. At a longitudinal vibration nodal point, 
a radial vibration antinode exists at which the radial vibration is at a maximum. 
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Other common horn types include the stepped horn (Figure 2.13, a), the conical (or linear) 
horn (Figure 2.13, b), and the exponential horn (Figure 2.13, c). Each horn type shown in 
Figure 2.13 is complemented with a 
particle velocity distribution graph (solid 
black line) indicating the velocities of the 
homs' particles along their length, and the 
bars' longitudinal stress concentrations (a) 
(dashed lines). Each of these magnitudes 
may be analytically derived at any point in 
the bar using one-dimensional theory. 
Each horn type has advantages and 
disadvantages such as mechanical (b) 
durability, amplification ratio, and 
simplicity of manufacture. 
Research has been conducted on 
compound and coupled vibration systems. 
As an example, a horn can be tuned for W 
both longitudinal and torsional vibration 
Figure 2.13 - Common horn types simultaneously (Zaima, Uno et al. 1984), 
and compound vibration systems may 
(Adapted from (Morgan 2006a)) 
employ two or more conventional BLTs exciting a system in a pre-defined phase in order 
to generate high power sources (Satonobu, Nakmura et al. 1997). 
Materials typically employed for ultrasonic homs include aluminium and titanium. They 
demonstrate high levels of elasticity, high mechanical strength, and low mechanical loss. 
Backing sections on piezoceramic transducers are generally manufactured from a heavier 
material such as mild steel. ' 
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2.3.2 Twisted structures and vibration mode converters 
When helical, or twisted structures are excited 
ultrasonically, either with longitudinal or torsional 
vibration, combined modes of vibration occur 
within their structures causing vibration mode 
conversion. 
Longitudinal and shear (torsional) waves travel 
through homogeneous isotropic solids at different 
speeds and two modes of vibration coexisting in 
simple structures do not have a specified phase 
relationship. In helical, or twisted structures, 
however, coupled modes of vibration can exist in 
which phase relationships between the modes are 
constant. The principal propagation mechanism of 
these coupled modes can either be shear, 
(a) 
iqUC slot 
Finure 2.14 - Cvlinder with 
oblique-slots 
a) Whole cylinder 
b) Cross section 
(Adapted from (Koike, Magane et 
al. 1997)) 
compression, bending or a combination of modes. As an example, a compression wave can 
travel up a drill bit's lands. As the drill bit's lands are helical, they are longer than a 
straight bar of the same material (the length of the drill bit) and the resulting resonance 
frequency is lower than that of a straight bar vibrating in its first longitudinal mode. 
Structures with twists or slots along their entire length, similar to the cylinder shown in 
Figure 2.14, may be analysed by coupling vibration mode equations (Koike, Magane et al. 
1997). Models of this nature have been developed to analyse the stability and development 
of chatter in drill bits (Bayly, Metzler et al. 2001; Stone and Askari 2002), and the 
influence of torsional displacements on low sonic frequency vibratory drilling processes 
(Gouskov, Voronov et al. 2005). 
A modification to uniform helical, twisted, or slotted structures is to restrict the helical 
features to a specific area on a cylindrical body. This type of device is called a vibration 
mode converter and is shown in Figure 2.15 being employed for an ultrasonic pl . astic 
welding operation. The longitudinal transducer used to excite the vibration mode converter 
is attached to the converter above the picture. 
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When excited at different frequencies, the 
vibration direction at the working end of the 
vibration mode converter changes (TsuJino, 
Ueoka et a]. 1995) although, for a given 
frequency, the phase relationship between 
the two modes remains constant (Shuyu 
1999). This is shown in Figure 2.16 for the 
plastic welding system shown in Figure 
2.15. 
(Shuyu 2000) presents a two-dimensional 
electrical circuit model that allows 
ongitudi n at -torsional vibration mode 
converters to be analysed. It assumes that 
Slitted part 
complex 
welding tip-, 
Welding 
specimens 
Fiqure 2.15 - Vibration mode 
converter used for plastic weldinq 
(Adapted from (Tsujino, Uchida et al. 
1997a)) 
the complex vibration generated by the slots only exists below the slots, and that all 
vibration present in the complex s 
analyses the effect of the slot 
inclination angle with respect to 
the device's resonance 
frequency, the level of vibration 
mode conversion, and the critical 
angle that generates the 
maximum mode conversion. The 
analysis is validated with 
ý,, ction is dissipated at its working enCl. trie worK aiso 
10 28.37 kHz ý2 28.41 kHz (ý)28.47 kHz @28.61 kHz 
1 21 0vI E2 1ý01 ELoMLtudmýl vibration ampliludeý 
experimentation. (Tsujino, I 
Suzuki et al. 1996), (Tsujino, Uchida et al. 1997b), (Tsujino, Ueoka et al. 1999), (Tsujino, 
Nakai et al. 1997), and (TsujIno, Ueoka et al. 2000) document similar results. 
2.4 Summary 
Some theory behind the dynamic processes occurring during UAD has been documented. 
A brief overview of one-dimensional theory that can be employed to analyse oscillatory 
systems has been given and a description of ultrasonic systems tuning, and the influence of 
nonlinear loads has been provided. The employment of piezoceramic matefials in 
ultrasonic systems has been presented, and complex structures that are often employed in 
ultrasonic systems have been described along with brief explanations as to how thesc 
structures have previously been analysed. 
Fiqure 2.16 - Drivinq frequencv and 
displacement direction of vibration mode 
converter's workinq end 
(Reproduced from (Tsujino, Uchida et al. 1997a)) 
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Chapter Three Literature Survey 
Ultrasonically Assisted Drilling (UAD) takes place when ultrasonic vibration is 
superimposed on to the relative cutting motion between a standard twist drill and the 
workpiece being drilled. It is the principal interest of this work, and this chapter documents 
the current thinking and technological level of UAD. 
Alternative names for UAD are Ultrasonic Vibration Drilling (UVD) (Zhang, Sun et al. 
1994), Ultrasonic Assisted (UA) drilling (Chang and Bone 2005), drilling with ultrasonic 
support (Neugebauer and Stoll 2004), and Ultrasonic Twist Drilling (Graff 1975; Devine 
1985). 
Section 3.1 introduces the modes of excitation that have been employed in UAD. 
Section 3.2 presents previously documented system characteristics that have been 
encountered during UAD. These include drilling reaction forces and drill bit life. 
Section 3.3 discusses phenomena observed on workpieces post UAD. This includes hole 
quality and the presence of burr formations. 
Section 3.4 highlights technological developments made specifically for UAD. 
Section 3.5 gives a brief overview of UAD, listing its advantages and disadvantages, and 
indicates a key area that requires improvement. 
Section 3.6 summarises this chapter. 
3.1 Modes of ultrasonic excitation 
3.1.1 Drill bit excitation 
The typical method for applying ultrasonic 
vibration to a drilling process is direct to the 
drill bit in a longitudinal (or axial) direction as 
shown in Figure 3.1, a). Table 3.1 shows the 
UAD parameters for a number of works 
employing longitudinal excitation. Included in 
this table are drill bit diameters, drill bit 
material, excitation frequency and amplitude, 
and the work to which the oarameters. relate. It 
a) Longitudinal excitation. 
b)'Forsional excitation. 
Figure 3.1 - Applyinq ultrasonic 
vibration directly to a drill bit 
can be seen that small diameter drill bits are generally excited at low displacement 
amplitudes and vice versa. Small drill bits are also generally excited at a higher frequency 
due to their small size which affects the frequency to which they are tuned. 
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Drill bits may also be excited torsionally as shown in Figure 3.1, b). Fuji Ultrasonic 
Engineering's UAD systems (these are commercially available and examples are shown in 
Figures 1.10 and 1.11) operate in a torsional vibration mode at a frequency of 27,000 Hz 
and can accommodate drill bits ranging in size between 0.2 mm and 12 mm (Fuji 2006b). 
It is interesting to note however that (Babitsky, Astashev et a]. 2007) states that when a 
torsional UAD system was employed to drill various metals no reduction in axial thrust 
force / process advantages were revealed. 
Drill Size Material 
Frequency Amplitude Work 
(mm) (Hz) (ILM) 
(Egashira, Mizutani et al. 
0.01 Carbide 40,000 0.8 2002) 
0.01 Carbide 75,000 1 (Ohnishi, Onikura et al. 2004) 
(Zhang, Feng et al. 199 1; 0.34 HSS 16,000 2.5 Zhang, Feng et al. 1994) 
1.00 Carbide 40,000 3.5 (Onikura, Ohnishi et al. 1996) 
1.60 HSS 16,000 - 250X) 16 (Deng, Li et al. 1993) 
3.26 20,000 25 (Shoh 1970) 
4.00 Carbide 18,000 - 22,000 15 (Zhang, Sun et al. 1994) 
(Azarhoushang and Akbari 5.00 Carbide 21,000 20 2007) 
6.00 Carbide - - (Neugebauer and Stoll 2(X)4) 
6.35 20,000 30 (Fairbanks 1975) 
8 00 Carbide 17 800 0.12 (Aoki and 
Nishimura 2004; 
. , Aoki, Hirai et al. 2005) 
Table 3.1 - UAD parameters of lonaitudinaliv excited svstems 
Finally, drill bits may also be excited in a lateral (bending) direction, although, as far as the 
author is aware, lateral vibration has not been employed in a UAD system. 
Of course, a combined mode of vibration may be applied to the drill bit such as a combined 
longitudinal / torsional mode. Since the macroscopic motion of a drill bit during a drilling 
operation is both longitudinal (feed) and torsional (rotation), this intuitively appears to be 
the best option. 
Figure 3.2 shows a schematic of the typical manner in which ultrasonic vibration is applied 
directly to a drill bit for experimental purposes. 
It is important that the drill bit is excited in a consistent manner regardless of the 
workpiece's material properties and structure. Careful design also promotes vibration 
isolation between the drill bit and machine tool structure, reduced vibration damping in the 
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ultrasonic system, facilitates good feedback from the 
drilling process, and improves the vibrating system's 
stability when influenced by varying working loads. 
A commercial machine tool system manufactured by 
Fuji Ultrasonic Engineering for exciting drill bits 
torsionally is shown in Figure 3.3. 
Alternatively, a machine tool's spindle in its entirety 
may be excited ultrasonically; conveying vibration to 
the drill bit. This is not generally the case as it requires 
specialised design of machine tool spindles, may 
convey ultrasonic vibration into unwanted areas of the 
machine tool, and is difficult to retrofit to existing 
machine tools. 
AC motor Slip ring 
Ultrasonic 
oscillator 
Piezoelectric 
actuator 
Drill holder 
Drill 
Workpiece 
Work holder 
Figure 3.2 - Typical UAD 
experimental arranciernent 
(Adapted from (Onikura, 
Ohnishi et al. 1996)) 
Drmwi g bolt Main spindle 
Q. ill 
BT40 ri3m 
B 
Air for cooling Ul' 
Holder 
Slip ring 
Cone Z' 
Cover ring 
I-lone 
Collet chuck- 
Twist drill 
Figure 3.3 - Fu4i Ultrasonic Engineering's 
drillina head 
(Reproduced from (Suzuki and Yagishita 
2005)) 
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3.1.2 Workplece excitation 
The workpiece may be excited ultrasonically. For this, the workpiece must either be of a 
small physical size in order that sufficient vibration amplitude be attained, significantly 
high levels of vibration must be generated (requiring large amounts of power), or the 
workpiece must be tuned ultrasonically (this tuning must not be changed during drilling 
(Neugebauer and Stoll 2004)). These factors limit the application of ultrasonic vibration to 
the workpiece and it is not general practice. Experimental work has previously been 
conducted, however, in which the workpiece has been excited axially (with respect to the 
drill bit) (Huber 1973; Takeyama and Kato 1991; Chang and Bone 2005) (it is favoured in 
micro hole fonnation (Egashira, Mizutani et al. 2002; Chem and Lee 2006)), and also 
elliptically in the plane perpendicular to the drill bit's axis; see Figure 3.4 (Ma, Shamoto et 
al. 2005). Research on micro slot milling has also been conducted using workpiece 
vibration in the plane perpendicular to the tool's axis (Chem and Chang 2006). 
In addition, the McMaster 
Manufacturing Research 
Institute was reportedly 
working on a two degree of 
freedom ultrasonic excitation 
system to excite workpieces 
both longitudinally and 
torsionally with respect to the 
drill bit's axis (Bone 2005). 
Rotation Elliptical 
direction 
vibration Amplifier Oscillator 
Elliptical 
L 
Drill 
r Dynamometer vibrator 
Ww 
Feed 
S1 orkpiece i Support 
Figure 3.4 - Ultrasonic vibration aDvIled In planar 
direction Perpendicular to drill bit axis 
(Reproduced from (Ma, Shamoto et al. 2005)) 
3.2 Process characteristics 
This section is concerned with characteristics observed during UAD. These include drilling 
reaction forces and torques, chip characteristics, built up edge formations, drill bit life, and 
material removal rates. 
3.2.1 Drilling reactions 
Drill bits are relatively long / flexible tools. They frequently suffer from breakage in 
arduous environments including scenarios such as the drilling of hard, stringy, tough 
materials, and when drilling holes with a large length to diameter ratio. 
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One of the main advantages associated with UAD is the reduction in load transmitted 
through the drill. This load reduction is experienced axially (Huber 1973; Takeyama and 
Kato 1991; Devine 2006); i. e. the thrust required to drill a workpiece, torsionally (Huber 
1973; Chen, Liao et al. 2006; Devine 2006), and significantly reduces the likelihood of tool 
failure, especially when drilling small diameter, deep holes (Devine 1985). 
Various materials have shown good drilling reaction force / torque reductions during UAD 
as shown in Table 3.2. 
Material - 
Axial Force - 
Reduction M 
Torque 
Reduction M r-Research. 
(Takeyarna and Kato Pure Aluminium 80 1991) 
Aluminium (Al 100-0) 20 (Chang 2004b) 
Alurninium (52S) 67 - (Ma, Sharnoto et al. 2005) 
Aluminium (6061-T6) - 65 (Devine 1985) 
Duralumin (alurniniurn 50 70 to 80 
(Onikura, Ohnishi et al. 
alloy) 1996) 
Hypoeutectic Al-Si 30 to 50 30 to 50 
(Neugebauer and Stoll 
alloys 2004) 
Copper 30 (Devine 1985) 
Cast Iron 30 - (Devine 1985) 
Mild Steel - 25 (Devine 1985) 
Titanium (6-4-2) 54 50 (Devine 1985) 
Glass 60 to 70 - 
(Egashira, Mizutani et al. 
' 2002) 
Glass Fibre Reinforced 87 (Takeyarna and 
Kato 
Plastic (GFRP) 1991) 
Table 3.2 - Reductions In cuttlnq- forces emerienced durinci UAD 
(Chen, Liao et al. 2006) reported a decrease in torsional reaction force during the drilling 
of Inconel 718 with ultrasonic assistance but claims that the thrust reaction remains the 
same as that under conventional conditions. (Zhang, Sun et al. 1994) also documents 
substantial force reductions when drilling a Carbon Fibre Reinforced Polymer (CFRP) 
under varying conditions. 
(Babitsky, Astashev et al. 2007) documents a pronounced axial force reduction when 
drilling Carbon Fibre Reinforced PolYMers (CFRP). Figure 3.5 shows the axial force 
measured, with respect to time, as a3 mm thick plate of CFRP was drilled (using a 
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standard twist drill) at a constant feed 
rate. Drilling was initiated under 
conventional drilling conditions and 
when the axial drilling reaction was 
seen to stabilise, longitudinal 
ultrasonic vibration was activated 
(marked in Figure 3.5 as "U. S. On"); 
the axial reaction force was seen to 
drop considerably. Under certain 
conditions, the reduction in axial 
reaction force was seen to be as high 
600 U. S. On 
Soo 
400 
300 
200 
100 US. Off 
0 
23 
LL 
T minum 0 
Flqure 3.5 - Axial force aqainst time 
(Reproduced from (Babitsky, Astashev et al. 
2007)) 
as 90%. When the ultrasonic vibration was deactivated (marked in Figure 3.5 as "U. S. 
Off"), the axial reaction force was seen to rise towards its original steady state level. 
In (Babitsky, Astashev et al. 2007), reductions in axial reaction force were also deemed 
responsible for reduced cratering (on exit faces) when drilling brittle materials, and the 
ability to drill 6 mm holes through very thin structures (0.25 mrn thick alun-dnium strips) 
with greatly reduced defonnation was facilitated 
(without the employment of UAD, this operation 
was impossible). 
(Zhang, Sun et al. 1994) documents an interesting 
experiment in which the axial (thrust) reaction 
force is measured as the drill bit's length 
(protruding from the tool holder) is varied. Figure 
3.6 shows the axial force generated under three 
differing conditions; conventional drilling, UAD 
with a constant excitation frequency of 21,500 
Hz, and UAD in which the excitation frequency 
z 
40- Conventional 
30- 
4) 
Ultrasonic$ 
2 (f a 21.5kHt) 20- 
10 - Ultrawnics 
(f varina) 
0 
30 3S 40 
Drill lenght LIMM 
Flaure, 3.6 - Axial force Wotted 
aclainst drill bit lencith 
(Reproduced from (Zhang, Sun et 
al. 1994)) 
was dynamically varied to ensure that the system remained at resonance. The axial thrust 
force was plotted for the three conditions against the protruding drill length. As can be 
seen, the drill bit was naturally tuned to both the working load and the other vibration 
system components when it protruded 35 mm from the tool holder. The varied excitation 
frequency curve also showed the minimum axial drilling reaction force when the drill bit 
protruded by this length but was able to compensate for the system's inaccurate state of 
tune when the drill bit protruded by other lengths. 
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3.2.2 Chip characteristics 
Chip characteristics are an important concern in drilling technology. The hole through 
which chips / waste material must pass is partially blocked by the tool creating it. The form 
of the chips and the mode by which they are evacuated from the workpiece must be 
considered. 
It is frequently reported that UAD greatly facilitates chip expulsion (Fairbanks 1975; 
Deng, 11 et al. 1993; Onikura, Ohnishi et al. 1996; Anon 2001; Suzuki and Yagishita 2005; 
Devine 2006). The visual effect is that the chips stream out of the drill bit's flutes as if 
being sprayed out. This results in greatly reduced chip packing, especially at greater 
drilling depths. This is especially useful when drilling small diameter deep holes in which 
drill bit breakage is significantly reduced. Under conventional drilling conditions, it is 
standard practice to periodically retract the drill from the hole being drilled (called 
pecking) whilst when UAD is employed this practice is often unnecessary. Hole depths in 
titanium (6-4) are normally limited to 2-4 times the diameter of the drill before a 
retraction is required. With ultrasonic assistance, holes 8 times the diameter of the drill 
have been successfully drilled without the need for a single drill retraction (Devine 1985). 
Similar results were obtained for aluminium (6061) where hole depths of 20 times the drill 
diameter were achieved without a single retraction (Devine 1985). (Devine 2006) also 
reports that, when drilling titanium at accelerated speeds, chips gained from conventional 
drilling had a crumpled, accordion-like appearance (indicating problems with expulsion) 
but those gained from UAD were conical and smooth. 
(Devine 1985) and (Uu, Zhao et al. 2005) report that chips are seen to be longer with a 
greater curl radius, (Devine 1985) reports that chips have smoother surfaces and edges, and 
(Devine 2006) reports thinner chips. (Onikura, Ohnishi et al. 1996) documents a reduction 
in chip thickness by more than 30% under various conditions, and (Ma, Shamoto et al. 
2005) reports a consistent reduction in chip thickness to about 1/2 to 1/3 of that 
experienced under conventional drilling conditions. 
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UAD may promote chip breakage i. e. 
periodically break the chips whilst 
drilling. Several works have documented 
this trait and are referenced in Table 3.3 
along with the workpiece material 
employed. A visual reference is shown in 
Figure 3.7. 
In the (Deng, Li et al. 1993) research, it is 
interesting to note that vibration 
amplitudes of 16 /Am were employed with 
feed rates as low as 4.5 jim per revolution 
to "promote" chip breakage! 
ý11 
06 
k 
I 
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1. 1,1 
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Fiqure 3.7 - Chips obtained from both 
conventional drillinq and UAD 
(Reproduced from (Chang and Bone 
2005)) 
Workpiece Material Research 
Copper (Markov 1966) 
Various aluminium alloys (Markov 1966) 
At 100-0 aluminium (Chang and Bone 2005) 
Aluminium alloy (A6063) (Suzuki and Yagishita 2(X)5) 
Hypoeutectic aluminium-si I icon alloys (Neugebauer and Stoll 2004) 
Mild steel (Suzuki and Yagishita 2005) 
Various steels (Neugebauer and Stoll 2(XA) 
Stainless steel (Deng, Li et al. 1993), (Markov 1966) 
Inconel (738-LC) (Azarhoushang and Akbari 2007) 
CFRP (Zhang, Sun et al. 1994) 
Al / SiC MMC (L: iu:, 
ýZh: 
aio et al. 2005) 
Table 3.3 - Materials that show enhanced chip breakinq characteristics with UAD 
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3.2.3 Built-up edge formation 
A Built-Up Edge (BUE) is often 
changes the drill bit's 
geometry, blunts the cutting 
faces and drags against the 
workpiece material causing 
hole surface damage. This is a 
persistent problem and drill bit 
manufacturers are constantly 
developing new coatings to 
alleviate it. A trait of UAD is 
the reduction / alleviation of 
BUE formation. Figure 3.8, a) 
shows TiN coated drill bits 
after drilling just 2 holes (under 
both UAD and conventional 
conditions). A significant BUE 
is present on the 
conventionally employed drill 
formed on or next to a drill mt, s cutting surlaces. i nis 
bit but is seen to be greatly 
reduced on the UAD drill bit. Figure 3.8, b) shows TiAIN coated drill bits after drilling just 
4 holes. Again, an improvement in BUE fon-nation is observed on the UAD drill bit. 
Table 3.4 shows workpiece materials that show a reduced BUE with UAD, the drill bits 
employed in the relevant research and the work to which the results relate. 
Workpiece Material Drill Bit Material Research 
Copper HSS (presumed uncoated) (Markov 1966) 
Various aluminium alloys HSS (presumed uncoated) (Markov 1966) 
Duralumin Uncoated carbide (Onikura, Ohnishi et al. 1996) 
Stainless steel HSS (presumed uncoated) (Markov 1966) 
Stainless steel (ICrl8Ni9Ti) HSS (presumed uncoated) (Deng, Li et al. 1993) 
Inconel (738-LC) Coated carbide (Azarhoushang and Akbari 2007) 
Al / SiC MMC Uncoated carbide (Liu, Zhao et al. 2005) 
Table 3.4 - Materials that show a reduction in BUE with UAD 
Fliciure 3.8 - Worn drill bits used to drill Inconel 
(738-LC) 
a) TiN coated carbide and b) TAIN coated Carbide 
(Reproduced from (Azarhoushang and Akbari 2007)) 
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3.2.4 Drill bit life 
The life of drilling tools is economically pertinent in industry. UAD has frequently been 
documented to increase the life of drilling tools (Fairbanks 1975) however several accounts 
also report a decrease in drill life when UAD is employed. Table 3.5 shows the change in 
drill bit life (100 % being the average drill bit life under conventional drilling conditions) 
reported in a number of works for different workpiece and drill bit materials. 
Change in Drill 
Workpiece Material Drill Bit Material Life with UAD Research 
Aluminiurn (Al 100-0) Uncoated HSS 65 
(Chang and Bone 2004) 
(Chang and Bone 2005) 
Aluminium(AIIOO-O) Coated (TiN) HSS 95 (Chang and Bone 2005) 
Aluminiurn alloy (Al Tungsten steel < 100 (Chem and Lee 2006) 606 1 -T6) 
Duralumin Carbide 105 (Onikura, 
Ohnishi et al. 
1996) 
hypoeutectic aluminium- Uncoated and Up to 2000 (Neugebauer and 
Stoll 
silicon alloys coated carbide 2004) 
Stainless steel (SS41) Tungsten steel < 100 (Chem and Lee 2006) 
Titanium 300 (Shoh 1970) 
Titanium alloy 800+ (Devine 2006) 
Various titanium alloys 334 to 500 (Huber 1973) 
InconeI718 Coated carbide 114 (Chen, Liao et al. 2006) 
Table 3.5 - Extension in drill life with UAD 
An interesting observation made by (Devine 1985) was that when UAD was employed, the 
wear present on the twist drills was distributed evenly along the cutting edges of the drill. 
Under conventional conditions, drill bits showed increased wear on their outer peripheries. 
Both (Babitsky, Astashev et al. 2007) and (Devine 2006) not only document that UAD has 
the effect of improving drill bit life, but that it also facilitates the use of worn drill bits; 
instances were reported in which, due to excessive drill bit wear, drilling could not be 
initiated (in materials including titanium) unless UAD was employed. 
(Zhang, Feng et a]. 199 1) and (Zhang, Feng et al. 1994) document the effects of ultrasonic 
vibration amplitude (A, tLm) on drill life (0.34 mm HSS drills drilling into a low carbon 
alloy; Wr2lNi4WA). The drill life, expressed as the total length drilled (L, mm) before the 
drill breaks, is shown in Figure 3.9. A clear optimum is seen at 0.511m. These results were 
obtained under several speed (n, RPM) and feed (f, mm / rev. ) conditions. 
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(Azarhoushang and Akbari 2007) reports a 
dramatic advantage when drilling Inconel 
(738-LC) with the employment of UAD. 
Under conventional conditions, every drill 
that passed completely through the 
workpiece material broke (as can be seen 
from the resulting holes shown in Figure 
3.10). Experiments were also performed 
without breakthrough to ascertain the wear 
present on the drill bit's surfaces. Figure 
3.8, a) shows TiN coated carbide drill bits, 
and Figure 3.8, b) shows TiAIN coated 
I-1 11 
n(r / min) 4000 7100 12500 
_f(-m 
/ r) 0.005 0.003 0.0025 
120 
80 
F- 
40 
0 
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 
A 
Figure 3.9 - Variation of drill life with 
amplitude 
(Reproduced from (Zhang, Feng et al. 
1994)) 
drill bits. The TiN coated drill bits are seen to suffer from extreme levels of wear under 
conventional drilling conditions after only several holes. The drill bit's cutting surfaces are 
seen to be cracked and heavily wom. There is also evidence of burning. A pronounced 
improvement is seen in the drill bit 
employed for UAD, which shows a 
greatly reduced level of chipping and 
burning. Similar results were obtained for 
the TiAIN coated drill bits which under 
conventional conditions showed 
pronounced levels of chipping, cutting 
edge breakage, and abraded off coating. 
The drill bits employed for UAD were 
seen to be maintained in a much better 
condition; only showing mild abrasions 
and chipping, with micro cracks only 
occurring near the chisel edge. It must be 
noted that coolant was not employed in 
these drilling trials. 
When drilling 10 Am micro holes in glass 
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Fiaure 3.10 - Hole exits whilst drillinq 
Inconel (738-LC) 
(Adapted from (Azarhoushang and Akbari 
2007)) 
using a specially formed carbide drill bit, (Egashira, Mizutani et al. 2002) reports a 
significant increase in both tool life and penetration rate enabling holes to be drilled deeper 
with greater reliability. In this work, the tool's life is invariably ended by breakage. In a 
similar venture, (Ohnishi, Onikura et al. 2004) documents the fabrication and employment 
I-1 11 
n(r / min) 4000 7100 12500 
f(-m / r) 0.005 0.003 0.0025 
_ 
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of carbide micro drill bits as small as 10.8 Am in diameter. Ultrasonic vibration was 
employed to excite the drill bits longitudinally in their axial direction with the intention of 
increasing tool life. When Duralumin workpieces were drilled, it was found that the 
presence of ultrasonic vibration significantly deteriorated the tool's life (which again was 
invariably ended due to breakage) but when drilling stainless steel, ultrasonic vibration 
significantly increased drill bit life. 
3.2.5 Material removal rates 
Material Removal Rates (MRRs) are pertinent in industry since the speed of a component's 
manufacture directly affects its cost. IýMs under manual feed / constant force conditions 
are directly related to the drilling reaction forces / torques since for a given thrust force a 
reduction in drilling reaction will serve to increase the speed of the drilling process. NM 
increases due to the employment of UAD are frequently documented although are 
sometimes contradictory as in (Fairbanks 1975) and (Fairbanks 1977). Table 3.6 shows an 
overview of various MRR increases documented by various works in different materials. 
'ce Material Wýikpie Increase in MRR with UAD Research 
Copper 160 (Devine 1985; Devine 2006) 
Alurninium 1600 (Fairbanks 1977) 
Alun-ýinium G 100-F) 500 (Devine 1985; Devine 2006) 
Aluminium (6060) 400 (Devine 1985; Devine 2006) 
Cast iron 5 to 15 (Fairbanks 1975) 
Cold rolled steel 200 (Devine 1985; Devine 2006) 
Stainless steel 160/700 
(Fairbanks 1975; Fairbanks 
1977) 
Titanium (6-4) 200 (Shoh 1970) 
Titanium (6-6-2) 400 (Devine 1985; Devine 2006) 
Titanium (6-6-2) 300 to 600 (Huber 1973, Mari 1973) 
Various materials 
(including Titanium) up to 400 (Babitsky, Astashev et al. 2007) 
Table 3.6 - Increase In MRR with UAD 
Both (Devine 2006) and (Shoh 1970) investigated increased MRRs when drilling titanium 
alloys under mechanised feeds. (Shoh 1970) accounts that when Titanium 64 was drilled 
with UAD at twice the recommended mechanised feed rate, the drill life remained the 
same as that under nonnal drilling conditions. When drilling 4340 steel using an 
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ultrasonically excited gun drill (i. e. not a conventional twist drill), (Anon 1981) reports an 
increase in MERR by 370%. This was also achieved using mechanical feed, and without any 
degradation in tool life, surface finish, concentricity, material adherence, or chip formation. 
(Devine 2006) tested other workpiece materials under machine feeds with similar results 
and (Markov 1966) reports a considerable increase in drilling speed without axial force 
increase when drilling copper, aluminiurn alloys, and stainless steel. 
(Chang and Bone 2005) makes the comment that as feed rates are increased during UAD, 
the benefits gained in burr reduction and chip segmentation are reduced. 
3.3 Workplece characteristics 
A machining process's effectiveness can often be quantified by the quality of the resulting 
workpiece. Workpiece traits that may readily be measured include the positional accuracy 
of the holes drilled, the holes' roundness size and shape, the surface finish on the internal 
surfaces of the holes, and the presence of any burr formation. 
3.3.1 PosItional accuracy 
Positional accuracy is often a consideration during drilling, especially when drilling into 
inclined surfaces (Kaminski and Crafoord 1991). It is not necessarily restricted to the 
actual position of the hole, as other factors are also affected such as oval hole formation, 
reduced hole concentricity and drill breakage, in extreme cases, especially when 
employing small diameter drill bits. 
(Zhang, Feng et al. 1991) and (Zhang, Feng 
et al. 1994) investigated the influences of 
both ultrasonic vibration amplitude and 
surface inclination angle on the radial 
deflection of a 0.32mm HSS drill bit whilst 
drilling a low-carbon alloy (18Cr2Ni4WA). 
Figure 3.11 shows the results, in which A is 
the vibration amplitude (um), e is the radial 
deflection (mm), n is the rotational speed 
(RPM), and f is the feed rate (mm/rev). In 
this work, the angle of workpiece inclination 
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Flaure 3.11 -Variation of radial 
deflection with amDlitude and Incline 
(Reproduced from (Zhang, Feng et al. 
1991)) 
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(Deg) was varied. It is interesting to note that at the maximum amplitude of ultrasonic 
vibration (2.5Am), and a workpiece inclination of 2.5', the radial deflection is noticeably 
less than the deflection experienced with no inclination angle and no ultrasonic vibration. 
In similar research, (Chem and Lee 2006) documents improvements in hole positional 
accuracy when drilling stainless steel (SS41) workpieces using a tungsten steel 0.5 mm 
drill bits with a mineral oil cutting fluid. The excitation frequencies employed in this 
research varied from 1,000 to 10,000 Hz which, strictly speaking, is outside the ultrasonic 
range but is included for completeness. Figure 3.12 shows the variation of the hole centres' 
displacement (from the intended 
excitation amplitude of 10 jim. It 
can be seen that as the excitation 
frequency is increased, the hole 
displacement decreases 
significantly. 
(Kagawa, Ogawa et al. 2005) and 
(Onikura, Ohnishi et al. 1996) 
report similar findings to the 
works (Zhang, Feng et al. 1991), 
(Zhaniz. Feng et al. 1994) and 
position) at varying excitation frequencies and an 
0.040 
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Ficiure 3.12 - Hole displacement aqainst 
excitation frequency 
(Reproduced from (Chem and Lee 2006)) 
(Chem and Lze 2006). 
(Ma, Shamoto et al. 2005) reports a theoretical increase in hole positional accuracy (due to 
a lower radial drilling reaction force which was measured to be reduced by a factor of 2) 
when the workpiece was excited elliptically in a plane perpendicular to the drill bit's axis. 
(Azarhoushang and Akbari 2007) illustrates improved positional accuracy when UAD 
Inconel (738-LC) with 5 mm coated ca 
in which the reduced deviation (of 
UAD over conventional drilling) 
from the initial hole position can 
clearly be seen. 
(Suzuki and Yagishita 2005) states 
that UAD using the Fuji Ultrasonic 
Engineering equipment assists when 
drilling into curved surfaces. 
-Ultrasonic Assisted b Convenfional 
1xm 
Figure 3.13 - Drill skidding at hole entrance 
(Reproduced from (Azarhoushang and Akbari 
2007)) 
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3.3.2 Hole roundness, size, and shape 
Various works, including (Devine 1985) and (Babitsky, Astashev et al. 2007), have 
claimed hole roundness, straightness, and size improvements when employing UAD. 
(Onikura, Ohnishi et al. 1996) documents that 
without ultrasonic assistance, Imm holes 
drilled in Duralumin at relatively high feed 
rates take a multi-lobed, triangular, or oval 
form that appear to be due to low frequency 
drill tip oscillation. An increase in roundness 
is encountered when UAD is employed, and 
the hole size error is reduced to 25 % of that 
experienced under conventional conditions. 
(Azarhoushang and Akbari 2007) documents 
that hole oversize under conventional drilling 
conditions were improved by 60 % with 
UAD. 
(Zhang, Feng et al. 1991) and (Zhang, Feng et 
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Ficiure 3.14 - Variation of hole 
diameter error with amplitude 
(Reproduced from (Zhang, Feng et al. 
1991)) 
al. 1994) investigated how variations in hole diameter related to the vibration amplitude. 
The work employed 0.34 mm HSS drill bits excited at a frequency of 16,000 Hz. Figure 
3.14 shows the mean square deviation s (jAm) of hole diameter, under different drilling 
conditions. The workpiece was aligned to be perpendicular to the drill bit's axis during the 
investigation. As the amplitude A (jim) of ultrasonic vibration was varied, a clear optimum 
was encountered at IlLm. 
In similar research, (Chem and Ue 2006) documents improvements in both hole 
roundness and size when drilling both aluminium alloy (Al 6061-T6) and stainless steel 
(SS41) workpieces using tungsten steel 0.5 mm drill bits with a mineral oil cutting fluid. 
The excitation frequencies employed in this research varied from 1,000 to 10,000 Hz. 
When drilling stainless steel workpieces with a vibration amplitude of 10 itm, the hole 
oversize improved by 83 % as the excitation frequency was increased from 1,000 to 10,000 
Hz. No explicit trends were encountered in the roundness results obtained. 
In the same work a clear increase in dimensional accuracy (both size and roundness) was 
encountered as the excitation amplitude was increased when drilling an aluminium alloy 
workpiece at an excitation frequency of 10,000 Hz. Hole accuracies increased from 3 ttm 
out of roundness when the excitation amplitude was I firn to I jim out of roundness when 
the excitation amplitude was 10 Am. It is interesting to note the proportions of these values. 
-RTr 4000 7100 12500 
' f(mm / r) 0.005 0.003 0.0025 
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Similar but slightly less pronounced improvements in hole oversize were also encountered 
when the excitation amplitude was varied whilst drilling stainless steel. 
(Chem and Lee 2006) does not encounter an optimum amplitude of excitation in the 
manner that (Zhang, Feng et al. 1991) and (Zhang, Feng et al. 1994) did, even though the 
drill bits employed were only 0.16 min larger in diameter. 
(Azarhoushang and Akbari 2007) reports similar findings to those of (Chem and Lee 2006) 
when drilling Inconel (738-LC) with 5 min coated carbide drill bits excited longitudinally 
at a frequency of 21,000 Hz. As the amplitude of ultrasonic vibration is increased, a 
pronounced improvement is seen in hole roundness and "cylinderisity" (assumed to mean 
concentricity / straightness). In contradiction to (Zhang, Feng et al. 1991) and (Zhang, 
Feng et al. 1994), no optimum amplitude is encountered; the results continued to improve 
with an increase in amplitude. (Azarhoushang and Akbari 2007) also documents that 
optimal hole roundness occurs at specific spindle speeds, but concentricity deteriorates 
with an increase in spindle speed. It was found that both the roundness and concentricity 
values deteriorated with an increase in feed rate. 
Documentation relating to Fuji Ultrasonic Engineering's UAD products (see Figures 1.10 
and 1.11) also indicates improvements in hole roundness (Anon 200 1). 1 
3.3.3 Surface finish 
Good quality surface finishes are extremely useful traits of hole forming technologies. 
They facilitate assembly, fluid flow, and when a component is to have additional surface 
treatments such as anodising; a better quality surface (without inclusions) assists the 
anodising process. Good surface finishes also increase perceived component quality. 
Various works have documented improvements in hole surface finish (Devine 1985; 
Babitsky, Astashev et al. 2007). 
(Onikura, Ohnishi et al. 1996) documents that, when drilling Duralumin with a Irrim 
diameter carbide drill bit, the axial surface roughness within the hole was improved by 80 
% with UAD. When measuring circumferential surface roughness, no great advantage of 
UAD employment was noticed until the feed rate was increased. At this point an increase 
in hole uniformity was recognised. (Deng, Li et al. 1993) reported similar findings when 
drilling stainless steel with 1.6 mm HSS drill bits. Measured surface roughness values (Ra, 
Am) improved by 95 % with UAD. (Chen, Liao et al. 2006) reports a 21 % improvement in 
surface roughness when UAD Inconel 718 with 10 mm coated carbide drill bits. 
(Chem and Lee 2006) documents the drilling of an aluminium. alloy (Al 6061-T6) with 0.5 
mm tungsten steel drill bits. UAD with a vibration amplitude of 10 Am and frequency of 
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10,000 Hz was 
employed. Figure 3.15 
shows surface pictures 
of holes formed under 
both conventional 
drilling conditions 
(Figure 3.15, a; 
portraying scratches 
and irregularities) and 
UAD conditions 
(Figure 3.15, b; portraying a great improvement, with regular spirals). 
These results are supported by (Deng, Li et al. 1993) which states that with UAD the inside 
surface of the holes appeared to be more uniform and had very few imperfections, and 
(Onikura, Ohnishi et al. 1996) which states that under conventional drilling conditions hole 
walls appeared lustrous with irregularities and scratches whilst with UAD the surface was 
seen to be uniform with a dull finish. Conversely, (Fairbanks 1975) states that the sidewalls 
of holes drilled with UAD appeared brighter and smoother with additional fine scratching 
than those obtained under conventional conditions. The work also states that when 
aluminium was drilled with UAD, the surface was both work hardened and burnished by 
the action of ultrasonic vibration. 
(Azarhoushang and Akbari 2007) reports a more in depth investigation of the drilling of 
Inconel (738-1-C) with 5 mm coated carbide drill bits. It reports an 82 % improvement in 
surface roughness as the ultrasonic vibration amplitude was increased from 0 firn to 10 Jim. 
The work also documented that an optimum spindle speed existed at which the holes were 
formed with minimal surface roughness. As the feed rate was increased, surface 
roughnesses was seen to deteriorate. 
When drilling GFRP with 8mm carbide drill bits excited at a frequency of either 17,800 or 
18,500 Hz, (Aoki and Nishimura 2004) and (Aoki, Hirai et al. 2005) document a reduced 
surface roughness. This reduction is attributed to lower levels of GFRP layer delamination. 
When employing UAD to drill an Al / SiC metal matrix composite (MMQ with 3 mm 
carbide twist drills, (Liu, Zhao et al. 2005) reports a more consistent hole surface with 
unifon-n grooves and no material tearing under UAD conditions. 
Finally, documentation relating to Fuji Ultrasonic Engineering's UAD products (Figures 
I- 10 and I -11) indicates that UAD improvement hole surface roughness (Anon 200 1). 
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3.3.4 Burr formation 
Burr formation is a pronounced problem especially when drilling soft and ductile 
materials. Deburring processes typically account for between 25% and 30% of total 
production costs (Bone, Elbestawi et al. 1991; Bone 2005) and in many instances is a 
critical factor of component manufacture. 
UAD can have the effect of significantly reducing / 
alleviating burr formation. (Devine 1985) for example 
states that when UAD is employed for drilling 
aluminium (6061) components, hole breakout 
becomes continuous and sharp, and the difficulty of 
hole de-burring is significantly reduced / eliminated. 
(Babitsky, Astashev et al. 2007) states the same for 
ductile materials such as aluminjum, copper and mild 
steel. A pictorial example is given in Figure 3.16 for 
an aluminium plate. The upper holes are conventional 
drilling, and the lower holes UAD. 
Holes drilled conventionally 
% Ib 1) 6 
OP Ok ph Ok 
F- -Holes drilled wth UAD 
Fiqure 3.16 - Burr formations 
in aluminium 
(Adapted from (Babitsky, 
Astashev et al. 2007)) 
Works supporting the claim that UAD reduces burring are included in Table 3.7 along with 
the material to which the results relate and some quantified results. 
Workpiece Material Burr size reduction with UAD Research 
Copper Good (Babitsky, Astashev et al. 2007) 
Aluminium Good 
(Babitsky, Astashev et al. 2W7) 
(Takeyarna and Kato 199 1) 
(Suzuki and Yagishita 2005) 
Aluminium (A 1100- 70 - 85 % reduction in height 
40 % reduction in width 
(Chang 2004b) 
(Chang and Bone 2W5) 
Aluminium (6061) Good (Devine 1985) 
Aluminium alloy (Al 
606 1 -T6) 
Good (Chem and Liang 2007) 
Duralumin 41 % reduction (on average) (Onikura, Ohnishi et al. 1996) 
Mild steel Good 
(Babitsky, Astashev et al. 2(X)7) 
(Suzuki and Yagishita 2005) 
Inconel (718) Good (Chem and Lee 2(X)6) 
Inconel (738-LC) Excellent (Azarhoushang and Akbari 2()07) 
GFRP Good (Takeyarna and Kato 1991) 
iame, j. i -uecrease in DurrTormationwitn UAD 
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(Chang 2004b) and (Chang and Bone 2005) investigated burr formations when drilling 
A1100-0 aluminium with UAD. The buffs generated were measured for both height and 
width and it was found that burr geometries were influenced by the parameters of both the 
drilling process and the ultrasonic system. Burrs can be increased or decreased in size with 
UAD but good reductions can be achieved with correct system parameter choices. 
In some extreme instances, drill breakout, hindered by buff formations, can cause torsional 
impacts leading to drill bit breakage or workpiece damage. This effect can be alleviated 
with the employment of UAD (Devine 2006). This effect is confirmed by (Azarhoushang 
and Akbari 2007) which states that when drilling Inconel (738-LC) under conventional 
drilling conditions it was impossible to exit a hole without drill bit breakage. With UAD 
however, hole exits were clean and drill bit breakage did not occur (see Figure 3.10). 
3.4 Technological aspects 
Technology that has been developed for UAD is documented in this section. This includes 
drill bit geometries, system tuning, control and energy, and materials that are influenced. 
3.4.1 Drill bit geometry and structure 
Several works have stated that ultrasonic vibration changes a drill bit's effective cutting 
geometry (Deng, IA et al. 1993; Neugebauer and Stoll 2004). 
(Neugebauer and Stoll 2004) states that drill bits must be designed in accordance with the 
system used to excite them; this ensures optimal tuning and eliminates the excitation of 
undesired resonance vibration modes such as bending. Through tool coolant (if present) 
must also be considered. The work documents steel drilling with carbide tipped drills; 
these had problematic vibration characteristics giving no significant advantage. 
(Shoh 1970) makes an interesting comment that drill bits greater than about 2 inches (50.8 
mm) in length are more likely to generate troublesome flexural vibrations when excited 
ultrasonically and highlights the fact that only traditional drill bit geometries and materials 
have currently been tested; UAD will likely benefit from dedicated tool design. 
(Zhang, Sun et al. 1994) documents CFRP drilling in which the drill bit's point angle and 
chisel edge length were varied. The research employed constant thrust forces rather than 
constant feed rates and it was found that as the length of the drill bit's chisel edge was 
increased, the MRR improved and hole quality was enhanced. One set of results related to 
a change in point angle which also incorporated a change in chisel edge length. Although 
the results obtained from the drill bit with an increased point angle appear favourable, it is 
difficult to be certain. Some potentially inaccurate assumptions were made. 
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In order to refine the cutting motion of the drill during breakthrough (assuming that only 
axial vibration is present), a standard t, 
The modification involves grinding a 
radius on to the peripheral lip of the 
drill (Takeyama and Kato 1991). 
The idea behind the modification is 
that as the drill starts to break 
through the material, the hole 
increases in size until the entire 
cutting process is being performed 
by the peripheral edges only. The 
modification now renders the cutting 
I-- I-- - -IL-- 
ist drill may be modified as shown in Figure 3.17. 
00 
Figure 3.17 - Radial veripheral lip drill 
(Reproduced from (Takeyama and Kato 1991)) 
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the application of ultrasonic vibration in the axial direction the peripheral edge now 
describes a shearing / slicing motion. Good results have been recorded with the use of 
these drill bits; burr heights were significantly reduced in aluminium, and hole quality in 
fibrous composite materials was improved. 
No research has been undertaken on combined or complex modes of ultrasonic vibration 
either applied to the drill bit, or resulting from its excitation (as far as the author is aware). 
The works that exist simply explain UAD traits using one-dimensional drill tip kinematic 
displacement. (Deng, Li et al. 1993) mentions "Due to the spiral flutes on the twist drill, 
the axial vibrations can produce simultaneous rotational vibrations at the time of cutting! '. 
Similarly, (Zhang, Sun et al. 1994) states, "the function of the (drill bit's) screw pitch 
makes the actual vibration direction of the twist drill edge a combination of axial and 
torsional vibrations". The work assumes that the torsional and longitudinal vibration modes 
remain in phase as a combined mode of vibration acting along the drill bit's helical 
structure and that the direction of this combined vibration mode can be adjusted by altering 
the drill bit's physical form. It advocates vibration occurring in the longitudinal direction, 
and suggests the employment of straight fluted drill bits. The only'works, that have 
documented the employment of straight fluted drill bits are those concerned with drilling 
micro holes (10 to 20, um in diameter) (Egashira, Mizutani et al. 2002; Ohnishi, Onikura et 
al. 2004). In these works drill bits are manufactured / formed on the drilling machine and 
their geometries are crude. Although results from these works are positive, due to the 
specialist nature of forming micro holes, this is not considered to be a satisfactory 
investigation into straight fluted UAD drill bit design. 
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Various drill mounting methods have been investigated. These include pre-mounting drill 
bits into setscrews (effectively forming a thread on the drill bit), grub screws, traditional 
collets, or attaching the drill by brazing, soldering, or welding. The principal problems are 
maintaining the drill bit's concentricity to the drilling axis, maintaining high vibration 
levels, allowing easy changeover, and the cost of the mounting method. Favoured methods 
are collet systems (Fuji 2006a) or grub screws (Azarhoushang and Akbari 2007). 
3.4.2 System tuning, control systems, and energy utilised 
(Zhang, Sun et al. 1994) documents the relationship between axial reaction force and drill 
length. When the drill's length was tuned to both the working load and the vibrating 
components, maximal reductions in thrust force occurred. A change in excitation 
frequency was seen to partially compensate for an inaccurately selected drill length. 
(Azarhoushang and Akbari 2007) also states that the length of the drill bit protruding from 
the ultrasonic transducer's hom is critical to the efficient operation of UAD. 
(Babitsky, Astashev et al. 2007) derives one-dimensional analytical tuning theory for UAD 
systems. It incorporates the system's waveguide, drill bit, and the nonlinear axial drilling 
load that acts on the drill bit's cutting edges. No model validation is included. 
Little information is available regarding UAD control systems. (Chang and Bone 2005) 
documents a simplistic high voltage switching circuit used to drive a commercially 
available stack of 33 piezoelectric disks (SensorTech 2006). It accommodates the large 
currents that they draw, but does not shunt their capacitance with an inductive element. 
Some works employ signal generators to generate ultrasonic oscillation (Chang and Bone 
2005; Chem and Lee 2006; Chem and Liang 2007), whilst others document the 
development of dedicated control systems. (Zhang, Sun et al. 1994) states that excitation 
frequency may be adjusted to compensate for changes in system tune but doesn't make 
mention of a dedicated control system, (Babitsky, Astashev et al. 2007) documents the 
employment of a previously developed autoresonant control system (Babitsky, Astashev et 
al. 2004; Babitsky, Kalashnikov et al. 2004), and (Chen, Liao et al. 2006) builds on 
(Babitsky, Astashev et al. 2004) presenting a crude mechanically tuned autoresonant 
control system and documents good results from its employment. 
Other works employ commercially available high power ultrasonic systems. Table 3.8 
summarises the works concemed and the transducers / control systems employed. 
Early works on UAD employed magnetostrictive transducers. Due to the low efficiency of 
magnetostrictive devices (25% to 35%, (Devine 1006)) piezoceramics (typically being 75 
85% efficient (Devine 2006)) quickly became the favoured device. 
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Research Transducer Control System 
Branson model UD-12 
(Huber 1973), (Branson 2006) 
EGR 1600 watt power supply 
(Anon 198 1) Possibly from (Sonobond 2006) 
P-245.30 Physik Instrument E-472-00 
(Chem and Lee 2006) (P12006) (P12006) 
P-270.02 Physik Instrument E-472.00 
(Chem and Liang 2007) (PI 2006) (PI 2006) 
Modified transducer MMM generator -MSG. 120O. IX (Azarhoushang and Akbari 2007) (Mastersonic 2006) (Mastersonic 2006) 
Table 3.8 - Commercialiv available equipment emploved in UAD 
Works have documented the power consumed by ultrasonic transducers. (Devine 2006) 
indicates that the electrical power required to excite a drill bit ultrasonically is but a 
fraction of the mechanical power "set free". (Huber 1973) documents the electrical power 
applied to an ultrasonic transducer and the resulting reduction in both torque 
(approximately 33% with 10 watts employed) and thrust force (approximately 8% with 10 
watts employed) when drilling a titanium alloy. As the power was increased linearly, the 
drilling reaction forces and torques were reduced to a lesser extent. (Devine 2006) also 
reports similar relationships between the power employed and drilling reactions 
encountered during the drilling of mild steel, cast iron, and copper. (Fairbanks 1975) 
makes mention of the power employed (ranging between 60 and 120 watts) but does not 
form any relationships with the resulting effects. 
3.4.3 Materials Influenced by ultrasonic vibration 
A range of engineering materials have shown beneficial traits when subjected to UAD. The 
materials documented in prior works are included in Table 3.9. (Fuji 2006b) and (Babitsky, 
Astashev et al. 2007) have previously performed UAD on a wider range of engineering 
materials with positive results although their findings have not been documented fully. 
As can be seen from Table 3.9, UAD is seen to positively influence the drilling 
characteristics of most engineering metals. Composite materials such as GFRP laminates, 
CFRP laminates, and Al / SiC MMCs, which show varying property attributes throughout 
their structures, also show positive traits to UAD. UAD is thus not restricted to a particular 
range of materials as are, for example, laser drilling, EDM or USM / RUM. 
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Material Type Work 
Copper (Devine 1985; Devine 2006; Babitsky, Astashev et al. 2007) 
Alummium Various (Devine 2006; Babitsky, Astashev et al. 2007) 
Pure (Fairbanks 1975; Fairbanks 1977; Takeyama and Kato 199 1) 
606 1 -T6 (Devine 1985; Chem and Lee 2006; Chem and Liang 2007) 
Al 100-0 (Devine 1985; Chang and Bone 2005) 
52S (Ma, Shamoto et al. 2005) 
6063 (Suzuki and Yagishita 2005) 
Duralumin (Onikura, Ohnishi et al. 1996; Ohnishi, Onikura et al. 2004) 
Al / Si alloy (Neugebauer and Stoll 2004)) 
Steel el Various (Neugebauer and Stoll 2004; Devine 2006) 
Mild (Fairbanks 
1975-, Devine 1985; Suzuki and Yagishita 2005; 
Babitsky, Astashev et al. 2007) 
Low Carb. Alloy 
(18Cr2Ni4WA) (Zhang, Feng et al. 199 1; Zhang, Feng et al. 1994) 
4340 (Anon 198 1) 
SS41 (Chem and Lze 2006) 
Stainless (Fairbanks 1975; Anon 2001; Ohnishi, Onikura et al. 2004) 
Stainless 
(ICrl8Ni9Ti) (Deng, Li et al. 1993) 
Stainless (18-8) (Fairbanks 1977) 
Nickel (Devine 1985) 
Cast Iron (Fairbanks 1975-, Devine 1985; Devine 2006) 
Titanium Various (Anon 2001; Devine 2(X)6; Babitsky, Astashev et al. 2007) 
64 (Shoh 1970, Devine 1985) 
64-2 (Devine 1985) 
6AI-6V-2Sn (Devine 1985) (Huber 1973; Mari 1973) 
Inconel 718 (Chen, Liao et al. 2006) 
738-LC (Azarhoushang and Akbari 2007) 
Glass (Egashira, Mizutani et al. 2002; Babitsky, Astashev et al. 2007) 
GFRP (Takeyama and Kato 199 1; Aoki and Nishimura 2004; Aoki, 
Hirai et al. 2005) 
CFRP (Zhang, Sun et al. 1994; Babitsky, Astashev et al. 2007) 
MNIC Al SiC (Liu, Zhao et al. 2005) 
Table 3.9 - Engineering materials that are positively affected by UAD 
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3.5 Overview of ultrasonically assisted drilling 
No process is ideal and this section gives an overview of the advantages and disadvantages 
of employing UAD. An area for improvement is also proposed. 
3.5.1 Advantages of employing ultrasonics 
The potential advantages of employing UAD include, 
Reduced chilling reaction forces / torques 
Increased positional accuracy / ability to drill into an inclined surface 
Reduced work hardening / workpiece material degradation (by friction heat) 
Reduced or eliminated burr formation 
Improved chip expulsion 
Improved hole geometry and size 
Elimination of chatter 
Improved hole surface finish 
Improved consistency and repeatability even with worn drill bits 
Possibly extended drill bit life 
Increased material removal rate 
Reduced or eliminated built up edge 
Reduced fibre pullout when drilling fibrous materials 
Reduced or eliminated coolant / lubricant requirement 
Secondary advantages may also result from those documented above. These include, 
Reduced number of manufacturing steps (e. g. deburring is no longer required) 
The employment of weaker I more flexible drill tools 
Possible alleviation of previously required drill coatings (due to lack of BUE) 
Reduced drill deflection when drilling tough or non-homogeneous materials 
No required pecking cycles due to improved chip expulsion thus saving time 
Reduced delamination when drilling layered structures 
Reduced exit hole cratering when drilling hard, brittle materials 
Reduced chipping and cracking when drilling hard, brittle materials 
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3.5.2 Disadvantages of employing ultrasonics 
Possible breakage or chipping of the drill bit's cutting edges decreasing its life 
The requirement for additional equipment / machine modification 
Drill bits are as yet undeveloped for use with UAD 
UAD control systems are relatively undeveloped 
Poorly defined / unreliable process with no standards existing 
Exact ultrasonic excitation parameters are required for each application 
Vibration parameters require adjustment during the UAD process 
Possibly increased machine tool lengths due to incorporated UAD devices 
3.5.3 Potential areas for Improvement 
When perfonning UAM, the best results are obtained when the vibration direction 
coincides with that of the principal cutting direction (Comier 1992; Astashev and Babitsky 
1998). This is not realised in UAD because the vibration applied has always been torsional, 
longitudinal, or planar. All vibration modes do, however, reveal clear advantages. 
The assumed motion of the drill bit's cutting edges contradict traditional twist drill design. 
Longitudinal vibration, for example, has the effect of forcing the relieved areas of a drill 
bit's tip into the workpiece i. e. the lip relief angle becomes irrelevant. If the chisel edge's 
cutting motion is ignored, the ideal cutting motion of a drill bit would be helically into the 
workpiece allowing the lips to remove a specified thickness of material on each pass. 
(Shamoto, Ma et al. 1999), (Moriwaki and Shamoto 1995), and (Ma, Shamoto et al. 2004) 
all document elliptical vibration modes in UAT. These ensure that contact only occurs 
between the cutting tool and workpiece when a cut is taking place. It is the author's 
opinion that this is the optimal motion and that that currently occurring in a drill bit's 
structure should be analysed and compared with this motion. 
3.6 Summary 
This chapter presented a literature survey documenting the current thinking and 
technological level of UAD. Different modes in which ultrasonic vibration may be excited 
have been documented, and trends and characteristics exhibited by UAD systems both 
during employment and the results obtained have been described. Technological 
developments made specifically for UAD have been highlighted, and an overview was 
given listing the advantages and disadvantages of UAD. A potential area for improvement 
is presented. 
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Chapter'Four Vibration System Characteristics 
Chapter Four documents the experimental data attained for the unloaded UAD system. 
Data relating to the properties of materials employed in UAD systems is also acquired. 
Section 4.1 is concerned with the identification of material properties. 
Section 4.2 documents the determination of the UAD system's response to a swept 
frequency excitation signal. Amplitude frequency characteristics are generated and a brief 
analysis is conducted on the system's electrical components. 
Section 4.3 employs the data obtained in Section 4.2 to calculate characteristic quality 
factor values for the system. These values indicate the sensitivity of the system to external 
influences such as drilling forces. 
Section 4.4 summarises this chapter. 
4.1 identification of physical material properties 
Coefficients representing the material properties of each material employed in the vibration 
system under consideration require definition. Approximate values for a material's density 
and its elastic constants can be read from material data sources but these values are not 
considered accurate and vary depending on the chemical composition of the material. The 
effective stiffness of a body is also influenced by its geometry. Representative values were 
thus obtained experimentally. The internal damping present within a homogeneous metal is 
dependant on a number of factors. These include the metallurgical state of the material, the 
ambient temperature, and the amplitude of excitation. The study of internal material 
damping is included in the field of rheology, but, due to the complexity of material 
behaviour, full rheological models are considered to be overly complex for employment in 
this work. Furthermore, the rheological coefficients required for the materials under 
consideration are not readily available and are difficult to measure. 
It is assumed that the materials under investigation are isotropic homogeneous solids that 
obey Hooke's law with the addition of viscous internal damping. As such, two elastic 
material constants, the density, and two internal damping constants are required in order to 
fully characterise each material (Wasley 1973). It is also assumed that the internal damping 
coefficients used to characterise the materials under investigation are constant under the 
working conditions that each material is subjected to. These working conditions were 
replicated as closely as possible during material testing in order that the coefficients 
obtained were relevant. 
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The two elastic and two damping constants relate to the two ways in which a stress wave 
propagates within a solid media. These are compression waves and shear waves (Shuyu 
1996). For this reason, experiments were conducted in order to isolate (as much as is 
feasible) the compression waves (measured from longitudinal vibration) and shear waves 
(measured from torsional vibration). 
Ideally, the materials' characteristics would be measured by performing a dynamic 
frequency sweep with a known excitation force, or displacement, of constant amplitude. 
However, transducers available for generating longitudinal or torsional vibration at 
ultrasonic frequencies have non-flat amplitude-frequency characteristics and are 
significantly affected by loading or the addition of extra components. They are tuned to 
operate at specific frequencies at relatively high Quality factors (Q factors), and under pre- 
defined loads. For these reasons it was not possible to measure the material properties by 
performing a dynamic swept frequency test. Instead, an experiment was devised in which 
samples were impacted, and the vibrational decay recorded and analysed. 
Prior to determining the elastic and damping coefficients for the materials under test, 
samples of the materials were measured geometrically, and their weight recorded. The 
materials' densities could be calculated by simply dividing the samples' weights by their 
volumes, 
Material Density = 
Mass 
Volume 
The density values calculated for each material are included in Table 4.1. 
Material Density (kg /m 3) (4 s. f. ) 
Aluminium 2692 
FISS 8051 
Mild Steel 7860 
Table 4.1 - Material densities 
4.1.1 Young's modulus and longitudinal damping 
in order to accurately determine a material's Young's modulus and longitudinal damping 
coefficient, which both directly influence longitudinal vibration; 0 10 mm, straight rods 
manufactured from the materials under investigation were obtained. Due to their slender 
dimensions, one-dimensional wave theory is assumed to hold true. The lengths of these 
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rods were specified as half the wavelength of 20,000 Hz vibration within the material and 
can be calculated from the fon-nula (Stephens and Bate 1966), 
41-9 _ 
j1p 
2xf,, 
in which, LL,,,, g 
is the length of the rod, E is the Young's modulus of the material, p is 
the materials density, and f, is the required natural frequency. 
Initial Young's Modulus values were taken from known material data and further 
calculations were also perfon-ned in order to ensure that no other resonant modes (e. g. 
bending) occurred at, or close to, 20,000 Hz. The calculated sample lengths are shown in 
Table 4.2. 
When these rods oscillate in their first mode of longitudinal vibration, a nodal point (a 
point at which there is zero longitudinal displacement) exists in their centre. The rods were 
clamped at this point using a thin clamp. The test arrangement is shown schematically in 
Figure 4.1. 
Material 
, 
(MM) LT.. (mm) 
Aluminium 127 78 
HSS 132 82 
Mild Steel 130 81 
Table 4.2 - Rod lengths for testing internal material damD! nq and elastic constants 
Clamp 
v 
F-Metal Specimen 
Laser Vibrometer Direction 
of Impact 
Fiqure 4.1 - Measurinq lonqitudinal vibration 
A Polytec: laser vibrometer (OFV512) was used to measure the velocity at one of the rod's 
free ends. Vibration was excited within the rod by impacting the other end with a small, 
light, striker, which was manufactured from high tensile steel (to avoid long impact 
durations). It is assumed that the impact time was short enough to generate sufficiently 
high frequencies of vibration, and that the impact occurred prior to the data being recorded 
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(a small delay was set between the impact and data being recorded). These assumptions 
were confirmed acceptable by investigating the curves showing vibration decay. 
This method of measurement is similar to that used to measure the elastic material 
properties of an Aluminium 606 1 -T651 cylindrical specimen (Zhu and Emory 2005). 
The velocity signal obtained from the laser vibrometer was passed through a Rockland 
Model 432 Band Pass Filter (set to pass frequencies within the range 14,000! ý f !ý 23,000 
Hz) and into a LeCroy 9314CL digital, data-recording, oscilloscope set to record at 500 
kS/s. The high-pass and low-pass frequencies selected on the band-pass filter were 
sufficiently clear of the frequencies under investigation in order that the roll-on and roll-off 
characteristics of the filter would not affect the measurements taken. They also ensured 
that the remaining signal contained only the modes of oscillation under investigation. This 
was confirmed by experiment, and the complete signal path is shown in Figure 4.2. 
As mentioned previously, the scope was set to trigger a short duration after the impulse 
generated by the striker was detected and, once captured, the data was transferred to a 
Personal Computer (PC) for further analysis. 
Laser Band Pass Digital 
Vibrometer Filter Oscilloscope 
Figure 4.2 - Signal Path when measuring vibration characteristics 
An example of the 
vibrational signal recorded is 
shown in Figure 4.3. It shows 
the decaying vibration 
exhibited by a High Speed 
Steel (HSS) rod. 
A Matlab computer program 
was used to process the data. 
Initially, the maximum and 
minimum velocity points 
were determined, and from 
these, the averaged damped 
natural frequency of the bar was calculated. The velocities measured were then converted 
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into values of displacement, and curve fits of the decaying displacement amplitudes are 
used to obtain aQ factor for the bar. 
Three assumptions were made in this program. Firstly, because the frequency bandwidth of 
the recorded signal was limited, the signal was assumed to only be composed of data 
relating to the bar's mode under consideration. Secondly, the rod was assumed to exhibit 
viscous damping. As such, the rod was assumed to behave as a single degree of freedom 
mass, spring, viscous damper system. The equation of motion that describes such a system 
is written as (Tse, Morse et al. 1978), 
x= Ae-ý'-Sin(o)d 01 
in which, x is the displacement, A is the theoretical initial amplitude of vibration (at 
t= 0), ý is the damping factor, w. is the undamped natural frequency, t is time, and wd 
is the damped natural frequency. 
Thirdly, the maximum velocities obtained can be converted directly into displacements 
using the formula, 
v 
Wd 
in which, x,,. is the maximum displacement and v. is the maximum velocity. This 
transformation assumes the system to vibrate sinusoidally with no damping and is 
considered to be sufficiently accurate due to the low levels of damping present within the 
materials under investigation and the fact that only one vibration mode was considered. 
The damping factors were converted into Q factor values using the relation (Tse, Morse et 
al. 1978), 
2C 
A Matlab program was employed to process the data obtained from a number of 
experiments and the bars' natural frequencies and Q factors were averaged in order that 
consistent results were obtained. 
Figure 4.4 shows an example of how the maximum and minimum displacement points 
were identified and then fitted in order to obtain the required damping factor. Red and 
green diamonds show the maximum and minimum points respectively, and the curve fit 
showing the decaying vibration is shown in pink. The calculated Q factor values and 
measured damped natural frequencies are included in Table 4.3. 
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x Peak 
Longitudinal Displacements Against Time 
4r 
Lo 
S '13 
:3 
C 
0 
to 
-4 ' -L LL 0 0.02 0.04 OtE Ot6 O'l 0.12 0114 0.16 0.18 0.2 
Time (s) 
Fiaure 4.4 - Curve fit of decavinq lonaitudinal 
vibration 
4.1.2 Poisson's ratio and torsional damping 
Poisson's ratio and the related shear-damping coefficient can be obtained by investigating 
shear wave propagation within a material (given prior knowledge of Young's modulus). 
Torsional vibration propagates via a shearing action alone so torsional vibration 
experiments were conducted. 0 10 mm straight rods manufactured from the material under 
investigation were obtained. The lengths of these rods were also specified as half the 
wavelength of 20,000 Hz vibration within the material. The rods' lengths required for 
torsional vibration investigation, again employing one-dimensional wave theory, can be 
calculated using the formula (Stephens and Bate 1966), 
rO5 
-E + or 
p 
2xf 
in which, is the length of the rod, E is the Young's modulus of the material, a is 
Poisson's ratio for the material, p is the materials density, and f, is the required natural 
frequency. 
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Laser 
Vibrometer 
Clamp Direction 
17 of Impact Metal's 
Pe 
E3 
cirne,, 
Fiqure 4.5 - Measurement of torsional 
vibration 
Known (approximate) material data was used to determine the rods' lengths for the 
torsional vibration investigation. The lengths are included in Table 4.2. Additional 
calculations were performed in order to ensure that no other resonant modes occurred at, or 
close to, 20,000 Hz- A node exists in the centre of a bar that vibrates torsionally, with no 
constraints, and in its natural mode. The rods were clamped at this node (Figure 4.5). 
Both the vibration measurements and the impacts were taken / applied at notches cut into 
the ends of the bars as shown in Figure 4.5, a band-pass filter (Figure 4.2) was employed to 
isolate the resonant mode under consideration, and the data obtained from the vibrometer 
was analysed in the same manner as for the longitudinal vibration data. A series of tests 
were conducted and averaged, and the natural frequencies and Q factors obtained from 
these experiments are shown in Table 4.3. 
The Q factors in Table 4.3 represent, as closely as was measurable, the sharpness of 
resonance (which is related to inner material damping) of raw material samples excited at a 
nominal frequency of 20,000 Rz. 
Material Qt.. g 
QTors FNat, Long (Hz) FNat, Tors (Hz) 
Aluminium 1,650 1,000 15,804 21,665 
High Speed Steel 19,000 18,000 20,155 20,674 
Mild Steel 
1 2,500 5,000 1 17,356 20,041 
Table 4.3 - Experimentally measured natural frecluencies and 0 factors 
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4.1.3 Discussion on material data 
Every attempt was made to reduce experimental error but it is assumed that frictional 
losses occurred at the point at which the samples were clamped. These losses would have 
the effect of increasing the damping present, reducing the specimens' Q factor. The Q 
factor values obtained are therefore believed to be slightly lower than true values. It is 
interesting to note that the aluminium samples deformed marginally when clamped, the 
mild steel samples deformed less and any deformation present on the HSS samples was 
undetectable. This factor is likely to have influenced the Q factor values recorded, 
although, as the samples were clamped in nodal positions, any influence of deformation 
should have been minimised. 
Another source of experimental error could arise from a prolonged interaction between the 
rod and the striker. This would have the effect of distorting the velocity curve during the 
initial few cycles. Due to the possibility of this interaction, the early vibration cycles were 
omitted from analysis. The analysed curves look uniform and consistent as can be seen in 
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 indicating that this error has been reduced to a minimum. Closer 
inspection of the early vibration cycles also confirmed this. 
The material coefficients obtained from this experimental analysis are considered 
sufficiently accurate. 
The rods were initially designed to oscillate either longitudinally or torsionally at a natural 
frequency of 20,000 Hz- Deviations in the rods' natural frequencies (Table 4.3) from those 
sought is attributed to the low accuracy of the generalised material data that was used to 
calculate the rods' lengths. For the Aluminium. samples and the Mild Steel longitudinal 
sample, the deviation in designed natural frequency is seen to be significant 
(approximately 20% for the Aluminium longitudinal sample). 
The Q factors calculated for the raw material samples are seen to be both high (indicating 
extremely low levels of damping) and differ significantly between the materials. The drill 
bits employed in this work are manufactured from HSS. This material shows extremely 
low levels of damping and, when employed to operate at resonance, is very sensitive to 
deviation in excitation frequency. This must be considered when designing or optimising 
oscillatory systems. 
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4.2 System vibration characteristics 
In this section, the vibration characteristic of the ultrasonic vibration system under 
consideration is obtained. Experiments are conducted over a wide frequency range in order 
that a good overview is attained. The data will be used to validate the results obtained from 
subsequent analysis. 
Communications with Dormer Tools (Dormer 2005 - 2006), a prominent commercial drill 
bit manufacturer, have indicated that the size of drill bit currently in the greatest demand is 
8.5mm. This size of drill bit is used to drill the nominal hole size required to form MIO 
threads. As a starting point for investigations into UAD technology, 8mm drill bits were 
selected. This size of drill bit is commonly used, i. e. shows good industrial relevance, and 
is not overly large that the drill bits would overload the ultrasonic system employed. 
Dormer Tools provided some uncoated ffigh Speed Steel (HSS) 8mm Jobber Drills 
(Dormer model number AlOO) along with a three-dimensional Computer Aided Design 
(CAD) model for use in analysis. 
A conventional BLT type longitudinal ultrasonic transducer, suitable for use with 8mm 
drill bits, was designed and constructed (Figure 4.6). It was operated both in isolation 
(Figure 4.7) for characterisation, and mounted securely in a lathe (Figure 4.8). When 
mounted in a lathe, a clamp was positioned around the red ring shown in Figure 4.6. 
Polytec OFV302 
Sens4w Head 
Fiqure 4.6 - Lonqitudinal ultrasonic transducer 
Drill bits were secured in the end of the transducer using two setscrews that passed through 
the transducer's working end at the point of attachment (Figure 4.8). They were used to 
push the drill bit (120 degrees apart) against the cylindrical inner surface of the hole 
formed in the end of the transducer. 
For subsequent chilling experiments, a slip ring arrangement (Figure 4.9) was used to 
connect the transducer's electrical connections to its supporting equipment. This allowed 
the transducer to be rotated whilst maintaining a good electrical connection. When 
operated in isolation, the slip fing arrangement was not employed. 
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The system elements required to excite and measure 
the characteristics of the ultrasonic system were 
arranged as per the schematic shown in Figure 4.10. 
A Black Star Jupiter 500 Signal Generator was used 
to generate a slow varying saw-tooth signal. This 
signal was inputted into the Control Port of the 
Hewlett Packard (HP) Pulse / Function Generator A. jK 
in Voltage Controlled which was operated 
Oscillator (VCO) mode. As the Saw-tooth signal 
progressed through its cycle, the frequency of the 
sine wave generated by the HP generator was 
swept. The swept sine wave signal was fed into the 
Ficiure 4.9 - Sliv rinci 
Universal Amplifier in order to produce a signal 
arranciement 
powerful enough to drive the ultrasonic transducer. The amplifier is known to have a flat 
response well into the ultrasonic frequency range but its output must first be conditioned 
for use with the low impedance 
ultrasonic transducer. This was 
Black Star 
Jupiter 500 Universal 
achieved with the use of the rý Matc Signal atch Box 
Universal Matchbox as supplied Generator 
by FFK Ultrasonics (FFR 2006); ....................... Ramp 
High 
Signal Voltage It Model Number: EVB-2. Signal 
contains an inductor (to shunt the Hewlett Packard 
Pulse / Function 
piezoceramic's capacitance) and 
Ultrasonic 
Generator Transducer 
a transformer (to step up the Model8116a 
voltage generated by the Sweep Laser 
..... ....... sine 
amplifier). The matchbox and Wave 
transducer form a passive Universal Polytec 
Amplified Vibrometer 
electrical oscillatory circuit. 
Amp 
ýffiiser 
Signai 
The transducer's mechanical Velocity 
....................................... % .......... 
response to excitation was 
measured using a Polytec 
..................... 
ýe Croy 9314C L 
OFV302 laser vibrometer. The Digital Oscilloscope 474ý 
signal generated by this device is Figure 4.10 - ExperiMental arrangement for 
analogue and determines the 
velocity at which a single point 
sweell) sine tests 
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on the ultrasonic transducer is moving. 
The ramp signal generated by the Black Star Jupiter, the swept sine wave generated by the 
HP function generator, and the velocity signal obtained from the laser vibrometer were 
recorded using a LeCroy Digital Oscilloscope; model number 9314CL. The sample rate of 
this device was set at 500,000 Hz and it was triggered from the ramp signal. Once 
collected, the data was transferred to a PC for further analysis. 
4.2.1 Electrical System Analysis 
The matchbox transducer 
arrangement fon-ned an electrical 
oscillatory circuit, and its influence 
on the response of the complete 
system is considered. 
Figure 4.11 shows the sections of 
the experimental arrangement 
considered in this analysis. The 
sections analysed are presented in 
bold whilst the remaining sections 
of the system are retained but are 
greyed out. 
Figure 4.12 shows the electrical 
circuit diagram of the components 
under consideration. 
The Matching Box is AC-coupled 
with the amplifier by a capacitor 
which is shown as CMB, the Match 
Box inductor is an air cored 
Universal 
Match Box 
High 
Voltage 
Signal 
Ultrasonic 
Transducer 
Universal 
Amplifier d 
Signal 
Figure 4.11 - Sections of experimental 
arramement considered in electrical anaivsis 
inductor with an inductance of LO. 3 -'ý 0.3 mH (as selected for all experimental work), 
piezoceramic transducers are predominantly capacitive in nature which is modelled by 
capacitance Cp, and Vm represents the voltage occurring over Cp (this is proportional to the 
excitation force in the mechanical system). The auto-transformer's turns ratio (which was 
employed in all experimental work) was 3.5. 
The electrical representation of the transducer's mechanical resonance (Figures 2.10 and 
2.11) is not considered in this analysis. 
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T- 
L 
300 Wan 
lnptA Amplifier 
tormer 
L_i 
Matching Box 11 11 it (, ý 
Fiqure 4.12 - Amplifier. Matchina Box, and Transducer electrical circuit 
The ultrasonic transducer's capacitance Cp was measured experimentally using a Tinsley 
Prism (6401) LCR Databridge. Two measurement frequencies were employed, 100 Hz and 
1,000 Hz. The capacitance measured at each frequency was 7.205 nF and 7.181 nF 
respectively. A nominal value of Cp = 7.2 nF was thus adopted for analysis. 
To simplify the electrical circuit, components CmI3 and LO. 3 were moved to the right hand 
side of the transformer and their values modified accordingly (Figure 4.13); 
1 () X 1()-6 
Cm, '= --Z- and 3.5 2 
4.3 ': -- 0.3 x 
10-3 x 3.5 2. 
Turns 
Ratio = 3.5 
CMB' 
LO. 
3' 
CP 
vm 
T 
Fiaure 4.13 - Electrical circuit analvsed 
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There is negligible resistance in the electrical circuit, and the potential difference across the 
transducer (modelled as Cp); Vm, (which is proportional to the piezoceramic's excitation 
force) will be maximum when the system undergoes electrical resonance. 
The total capacitance of the two capacitors can be written as, 
1=1+I 
CT CMB' CP 
and since the electrical system forms a single degree of freedom resonance circuit, the 
relation (Warnes 1994), 
. 31 
CT 
2; r 
can be used to calculate its natural frequency, fo, 
r 
10-3 O. 3'X. l -'XX33.5522 
3.52 
-i. -2x10'+16xlO' 
-31,026Hz. 2-ir 
This is above the frequency range considered in this work (10,000: 5 f :5 30,000 Hz) and 
should not influence any of the experimental data obtained. 
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4.2.2 Transducer 
The transducer's amplitude frequency characteristic was obtained with the transducer both 
isolated from any other mechanical system (by placing it on a foam pad - Figure 4.7), and 
when secured in the mounting tube (Figure 4.8). This was done to evaluate the vibration 
characteristic of the transducer / electrical system, and to ascertain any influence that the 
mounting method had on the device. No drill bit was attached to the transducer during 
these experiments, and a series of tests were performed with the excitation frequency swept 
both upwards and downwards to ensure consistency. 
The BIP generator (Fig 4.10) was set to a constant output voltage of 1.5V (zero to peak) 
and this was held constant throughout the test. This is representative of the typical control 
signal (before amplification) used in ultrasonic systems during machining. 
The point selected for investigation was on the front face of the transducer, next to where 
the drill bit was to be fitted (approx 4mm, from the edge of the drill bit's hole - see Figures 
4.6 and 4.7). 
The rate at which the frequency was swept was set to be as low as was feasible (the 
oscilloscope has a limited amount of memory) to ensure that the ultrasonic transducer was 
allowed to reach a quasi-equilibrium state throughout the frequency range investigated. 
Comparison of the data obtained for the frequencies swept both upwards and downwards 
confirms this to be the case. The sweep rate was approximately 9,000 Hz / s. 
A Matlab program was used to isolate the peak velocity values (i. e. the points of maximum 
velocity), calculate the system's excitation frequency (from the reference swept signal), 
and convert the velocities recorded into displacements according to the transfori-nation, 
Xna 
in which, x. is the maximum displacement, v. is the maximum velocity and. W is the 
excitation frequency (in radians). This transformation assumes the system to vibrate 
sinusoidally as that of a single degree of freedom system. It is considered to be sufficiently 
accurate due to the transducer's motion being close to sinusoidal, and the low levels of 
damping present within the system. The peak displacement values were plotted against the 
excitation frequency resulting in the displacement amplitude-frequency characteristic (for 
the transducer in isolation) shown in Figure 4.14. The results from a number of tests were 
analysed in this way and were found to be consistent. 
Some noise was encountered 
, 
in the vibration characteristic at frequencies 12,700,13,500, 
15,800, and 27,000 Hz. This is visible in Figure 4.14, and is likely to alter the displacement 
amplitude calculated. 
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By performing a Fast 
X 10'6 
Displacement Amplitude Frequency Responce 
Fourier Transfon-n (FFT), 
1.4 
the data obtained was 1.2 - 
also inspected in the 
frequency domain. The E 
sample rate employed 
CL 0.8 - 
during experimentation 0.6 
was 500,000 samples per 
-9 0.4 - .X cc second resulting in a a) 
Nyquist frequency of 0.2 - 
250,000 Hz. The laser 0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3 
vibrometer employed, Frequency (Hz) X 10 4 
however, had a low pass Figure 4.14 - Displacement amplitude-frequency curve 
filter set at 100,000 Hz, of isolated transducer 
and for this reason, the data was analysed up to this frequency. Since the frequency domain 
data was calculated from swept frequency data, the averaged amplitude at each 
instantaneous frequency was lower than the "real time" magnitudes recorded. 
Over the frequency range 
12,000:! ý f :! ý 30,000 Hz, 
the frequency domain 
representation of the data 
was similar, as was 
expected, to that shown 
in Figure 4.14. For this 
reason it is not included. 
When interrogated over 
the frequency range 
35,000: 5 f !ý 100,000 Hz, 
(Figure 4.15) several very 
small amplitude peaks 
were encountered around 
x1 O'D Spectrum of swept excitation frequency data 
3- 
2.5 - 
a 
C2- L 
E 
CL) E 
r 
0.5 
0A 
456789 10 
Frequency (Hz) 
x le 
Figure 4.15 Displacement amplitude spectrum of 
isolated transducer 
frequencies 51,000 Hz and 76,000 Hz. These frequencies were not specifically excited 
within the system and should be noted. 
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The same experiment was 
repeated with the 
transducer mounted in the 
lathe (Figure 4.8). Figure 
4.16 shows the 
displacement amplitude- 
frequency characteristic 
obtained. 
This work is IL 
predominantly interested 
in the characteristics of 
the isolated transducer 1.2 
and frequency domain Fiqure 
interrogations were not 
performed on the data 
obtained from the mounted transducer. 
4.2.3 Transducer with drill bit 
The above experiments were repeated with an 8mm drill bit fixed firmly into the working 
end of the ultrasonic transducer. The same control and measurement arrangements were 
used and the ultrasonic X 10 .0 Displacement Amplitude Frequency Responce 3.5 
system was operated with 
identical settings. Again, 3 
a number of runs were 
'E 
2 2.5 - 
E analysed in which the 
2- 
excitation frequency was S2 0 
r swept both upwards and 1.5 
C downwards. The results a 
were found to be 
consistent. The resulting 
displacement amplitude- 
frequency characteristic 
for when the transducei 
was considered in 
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isolation (Figure 4.7) is shown in Figure 4.17. 
More pronounced levels of noise were encountered in this amplitude-frequency 
characteristic (in comparison to that obtained when no drill bit was attached. The noise 
occurs at frequencies 11,600 Hz to 14,500 Hz, 17,000 Hz and 28,500 Rz. This noise is 
likely to alter the displacement amplitude calculated. 
When interrogated in the 
frequency domain, the 
frequency content over 
the frequency range 
10,000:! ý f !ý 30,000 Rz 
was found to be similar to 
the curve presented in 
Figure 4.17 and is not 
included. Low amplitude 
frequency content was 
encountered over the 
frequency range 
3 5,000! ý f !ý 100,000 Hz 
and is shown in Figure 
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4.18. Low displacement 
amplitude peaks were 4.5 
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encountered throughout 4- 
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Cn 2.5 - 
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These frequencies were C', 1.5- 
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CU 1 
within the system and IL 
should be noted. 
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When the transducer was 
11 1-1.2 1.4 1.6 1. -8 
mounted in the lathe 
Freq 
(Figure 4.8), the 
Figure 4.19 - Displacement 
displacement amplitude- 
of mounted transc 
frequency characteristic shown in Figure 4.19 was obtained. 
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4.2.4 Drill bit 
The same arrangement as was used for the transducer experiments was employed to obtain 
the vibration characteristics at the drill bit's tip. The sweep rate remained at 9,000 Hz /s 
and a number of tests were conducted to ensure the consistency of the results both with the 
transducer in isolation and when mounted in the lathe. 
The longitudinal point of measurement was moved from the end of the transducer to the 
end of the drill bit as shown in Figure 4.20. A second, differential mode, laser vibrometer 
(Polytec: OFV512) was used to measure the torsional vibration characteristic at the drill 
Polytec OFV612 
Fibre Interferometer 
1\ 
Polytec OFV302 
Sensor Head 
Figure 4.20 - Measurement of drill bit longitudinal and torsional vibration 
bit's tip. The longitudinal velocity measurement was taken in the direction along the drill 
bit's axis and the torsional velocity measurement was taken tangentially at the edges of the 
drill bit. The differential mode laser vibrometer ensured that any influence of bending 
vibration modes on the torsional data was minimised. 
The longitudinal and torsional velocity signals were simultaneously recorded allowing for 
direct comparison between the signals, not only with respect to amplitude, but also with 
respect to phase. 
Prior to readings being taken, an experiment was conducted to assess any deviation in 
amplitude or phase between the two laser vibrometers employed. This involved measuring 
the velocity on a transducer, in approximately the same position, using both of the 
vibrometers simultaneously. The results were then compared, and all variables and 
positions exchanged to ensure an accurate test. It was found that the vibrometers were 
accurate with respect to amplitude, but the OFV302 vibrometer's signal lagged that of the 
OFV512 by a fixed duration of 1.2 /is over the frequency range of interest (10,000 to 
30,000 Hz). This time lag corresponds to a phase lag of approximately 13 degrees at the 
highest frequency (30,000 Hz) and was considered acceptable. 
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Longitudinal 
Vibration 
During isolated transducer experimentation, it was difficult to obtain a vibrometer velocity 
measurement over the complete frequency range without encountering significant levels of 
noise. For this reason, the HP generator's (Figure 4.10) output voltage was reduced from 
1.5V (zero to peak) to IV (zero to peak). 
Having been processed as previously, the displacement amplitude-frequency response 
curves for both longitudinal (blue curve) and torsional (green curve) vibration modes (for 
the isolated transducer) are included in Figure 4.2 1. 
Signal noise is encountered over the frequency range 12,500! ý f :! -ý 15,500 Hz and around 
29,000 Hz- 
As a guide, for the drill bit under test, I mrad of torsional displacement is equal to 4 ýLrn of 
linear displacement at the chill bit lip's outermost edge. As such, a significant level of 
torsional vibration can be seen at the drill bit's tip. 
Points of maximum vibration in the torsional and longitudinal vibration modes are seen, 
generally, to coincide, but with differing relative magnitudes and sometimes differing 
frequencies of peak amplitude. 
When interrogated in the frequency domain over the range of frequencies that the system 
was excited, the displacement amplitude frequency curves were similar to those shown in 
Figure 4.21 and for this reason are not included. When the frequency spectrum was plotted 
over the frequency range 35,000! ý f !ý 100,000 Hz, additional characteristic displacement 
peaks were encountered for both the longitudinal and torsional mode vibration data. These 
characteristics are plotted in Figures 4.22 and 4.23 respectively. 
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Fiqure 4.22 - Lonqitudinal displacement amplitude 
spectrum of Dormer 8mm drill - Isolated transducer 
The torsional spectrum (Figure 4.23) shows much simpler / cleaner characteristic peaks 
than the longitudinal spectrum (Figure 4.22). They occur at frequencies 48,500 Hz, 57,400 
Hz, 73,000 Hz, 86,200 Hz, and 98,000 Hz. The longitudinal spectrum (Figure 4.22) also 
exhibits these peaks, with the addition of peaks at 44,600 Hz, 52,100 Hz, and 78,000 Hz. 
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When repeating the above experiments with the transducer (with a drill bit attached) 
mounted (Figure 4.24), it was again difficult to obtain a vibrometer velocity measurement 
over the complete frequency range without encountering significant levels of noise. Two 
excitation signal Brnrn HSS D611 Bft - ArnpIftude Frequency Responce Curn 10 3 
amplitudes were thus 
employed for these 
measurements. A lower 
amplitude (350 mV zero 
to peak) excitation signal 
was employed to obtain 
the system's 
characteristic with the 
laser vibrometer 
operating as shown in 
Figure 4.20 (i. e. bending 
vibration was 
compensated for), and a 
higher amplitude (1.5V 
zero to peak - 
comparable to the 
excitation level of the 
experimental transducer 
data) excitation signal 
was employed but with 
the laser vibrometer 
operating only in single 
beam mode (i. e. bending 
vibration was not 
compensated for). 
The displacement 
amplitude-frequency Figure 4.25 - Displacement arnplitude-frecluency curve 
characteristics for the low of Dormer 8mm Drill - Mounted transducer (1.5 V) 
and high amplitude (Longitudinal / torsional / bending vibration) 
experiments conducted 
on the mounted transducer are shown in Figures 4.24 and 4.25 respectively. The blue 
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curves show longitudinal vibration displacement amplitude-frequency curves, and the 
green curves show those for the torsional mode. 
Although lower levels of signal noise (when compared to the curves portrayed in Figure 
4.21) are encountered in Figures 4.24 and 4.25, the number of system resonances 
encountered is significantly increased. 
Since the swept frequency velocity data was recorded simultaneously for both the torsional 
and longitudinal vibration modes, it is possible to not only plot their relative amplitudes in 
amplitude-frequency characteristics, but also their motion relative to each other. The 
velocity data recorded was numerically integrated into displacement data using Matlab. 
This integration was performed because kinematic displacements are easier to interpret / 
visualise. The program employed used a trapezium numerical integration method and 
employed a simple Simulink model (Figure 4.26) to filter low frequency noise (using a 
1,000 Hz high-pass filter) from the displacement signal. 
b utte r 
disp simout 
From To Workspice 
wod(space Analog 
Filter Design 
Figure 4.26 - Simulink model used to perform the hicih pass filter 
Once displacement data had been obtained, kinematic relationships between the 
longitudinal and torsional vibration of the drill bit's tip could be plotted for a given 
excitation frequency. An example of this relationship is shown in Figure 4.27. Time is 
shown along the lower right axis, the axial displacement of the drill bit's tip is shown along 
the vertical axis (+ve values indicate longitudinal extension of the drill bit), and the linear 
displacement resulting from torsional motion (at the peripheral point on the drill bit's 
cutting lip i. e. at a radius of 4 mm) is shown along the lower left axis (+ve values occur 
when the drill bit's tip twists clockwise, as viewed from behind the cutting edge, in the 
direction in which the cutting lips cut). Each two-dimensional relationship shown on the 
plot (torsional displacement against time etc. ) is shadowed onto the back faces of the plot 
for easy interpretation. I 
By following the curve depicted in Figure 4.27 in the direction of time, it can be seen that 
when vibrating at this frequency, the drill bit's tip moves towards the workpiece, rotating 
in a counter clockwise direction, and then retracts in the opposite sense. The vibration of 
the drill bit's tip is thus in the oppositp sense to that required for productive UAD i. e. by 
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oscillating in this manner, any interaction between the drill bit's tip and the workpiece 
would result in an impulsive event between the drill bit's (flat) top face and the workpiece. 
By interrogating the data at various excitation frequencies, it is found that the phase 
relationship between longitudinal and torsional modes of vibration is not constant and is 
influenced by the nature of resonant modes. For given excitation frequencies, however, it is 
constant and, as such, the excitation frequency applied to the system can be predefined to 
prescribe the required drill bit tip motion. 
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Fiqure 4.27 - Lon aitudinal and torsional displacement 
of the drill bit's tip aqainst time 
4.2.5 Discussion on vibration characteristics 
Apart from the sections of the displacement amplitude-frequency curves that exhibit noise 
(which is evident both visibly in the plots and by interrogating the raw data), the vibration 
data recorded during experimentation is considered to be of a good quality. Since the 
measuring points selected were at the ends of the components that make up the ultrasonic 
system, Poisson ratio effects would not occur (since inner material strains resulting from 
high stress concentrations cannot be developed significantly in these regions). The 
principal sources of error in the results obtained are envisaged to result from bending 
modes within the system's structure. Although some bending is likely to be encountered 
(given the geometric complexity and asymmetry of the system), it is unlikely to attain large 
displacement amplitudes since the system is excited only longitudinally and the physical 
form of the system does not significantly promote bending vibration. The only data 
recorded that is questionable with respect to its validity is the high amplitude drill bit tip 
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velocity data that was recorded when the system was mounted. In this instance, the laser 
vibrometer employed to measure torsional vibration was operated in single (as opposed to 
differential) beam mode and bending vibration was not compensated for. 
Two speeds of wave propagation exist in a homogeneous isotropic metal bar (longitudinal 
and shear / torsional) resulting in resonant modes related to each (bending not being 
considered). 
The drill bit under consideration has a helical structure and attempts to unwind when 
expanded longitudinally and wind up when compressed. This results in a coupling between 
longitudinal and torsional modes of oscillation and high amplitude torsional vibration will 
influence longitudinal displacement equally. From this coupling, it is possible to excite 
predominantly torsional resonant modes with the application of longitudinal vibration. This 
is evident from the displacement amplitude-frequency plots presented. 
Two sets of displacement amplitude-frequency data were obtained; the system considered 
in isolation, and the system mounted. For each data set, experiments were conducted with 
both a chill bit attached to the system and without. Figures 4.28 and 4.29 compare the 
characteristics of the system (isolated and mounted) without the drill bit attached and with 
the drill bit attached 
Iý, 
n-5 Transducer Amnfituda-FrAnisAnrv PArnnnsp 
respectively. The blue 
curves relate to the 
vibration characteristics 
measured when the 
system is isolated, and 
the turquoise curves 
relate to the mounted 
system. In both instances, 
the system becomes 
significantly more 
complicated when 
mounted. Multiple 
additional resonance 
peaks are encountered and the prominent resonance peaks encountered when the system is 
considered in isolation are typically attenuated or modified (with respect to resonance 
frequency) by the influence of the mounting mechanism. 
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In this work, consideration is restricted to the isolated system's characteristics. This is 
justified since this work is primarily interested in understanding the typical vibration 
response of a UAD system (specifically in relation to the drill bit's form), and a UAD 
system should be designed such that it is not dependant on the machine tool / structure to 
which it is attached. 
One fact that is evident 
from comparisons between 
the system's characteristics 
when isolated and those 
when mounted is that it is 
critical that ultrasonic 
systems are designed such 
that they are isolated 
acoustically / mechanically 
from their surrounding 
environment. This 
promotes high Fiqu e 4.29 - Comparison of transducer with drill 
displacement amplitudes displacement amplitude-frequency characteristics 
within the system, increases the reliability of its intended operation, and reduces unwanted 
vibration excitation in external regions. 
By comparing the displacement amplitude-frequency characteristics of the isolated 
transducer without the drill bit attached (blue curve in Figure 4.28) to the characteristic in 
which the drill bit is attached (blue curve in Figure 4.29), it is seen that the characteristic 
exhibited by the transducer's end is significantly altered. The difference between the two 
vibration characteristics demonstrates the sensitivity of ultrasonic systems to changing tool 
geometries and system additions. 
The displacement amplitude-frequency characteristics shown for the isolated transducer 
with the drill bit attached (Figure 4.30, a) can be compared directly to the isolated 
transducer drill bit tip displacement amplitude-frequency characteristics (Figure 4.30, b). 
Both sets of data (although not recorded at the same time) relate to the same system but 
measured at different positions. Other than the dip in the transducer's characteristic at 
approximately 20,400 Hz, and the peak in the drill bit's characteristic at approximately 
22,000 Hz, each feature in both sets of characteristics can be related directly to a feature in 
the other characteristics. Differing relative magnitudes and curve forms are observed 
between the characteristics and these relate to the mode shape occurring at the specific 
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resonance 
frequency. Further 
consideration of the 
vibration modes 
occurring in the 
system is included 
in Chapter Seven. 
Spectral analysis 
indicates the 
existence of 
frequency 
components other 
than those 
specifically excited 
in the ultrasonic 
system. These 
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Figure 4.30 - Comparison between transducer and drill bit 
tip displacement amplitude-frequencv curves 
occurred both when the drill bit was attached to the system and when the transducer was 
excited in isolation. The origin of vibration outside of the frequency range specifically 
excited is likely to come from nonlinearity within the data recorded. Possible sources of 
nonlinearity include errors in the laser vibrometer data recorded (which is considered the 
most likely, and visually encountered, source), clipping in the power amplifier (i. e. when it 
reaches its maximum working voltage and sinusoidal waveforms become squared off), 
nonlinearity in the electrical components (e. g. a non-linear magnetic B-H curve), and stick- 
slip / frictional interactions that occur in the ultrasonic system between system elements. 
The nonlinearities within the system, although noted, are not pronounced in amplitude and 
are assumed not to significantly influence the drill bit's vibration. Further consideration on 
system non-linearity will be conducted in Chapter Seven. 
Finally, resonance of the system's electrical section is not believed to influence the 
characteristics recorded during these experiments, and further consideration of the 
mechanical system's resonances is performed numerically in Chapter Six and an overall 
comparison is performed in Chapter Seven. 
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4.3 Dynamic quality factor analysis 
In order to assess the sensitivity of the ultrasonic system employed for UAD, dynamic 
Quality factors (Q factors) were sought. They were calculated for the complete ultrasonic 
system including the matching box, transducer, and drill bit when attached. The sensitivity 
of the system is related to the damping present within it and offers a good means by which 
comparisons may be made between dynamic systems. Analysis is performed on the data 
obtained from the experiments documented in Section 4.2. 
The Q factors of the system's responses were calculated as for that of a single degree of 
freedom system (Thomson 1993), 
ýn 
W2-0)1 2j 
where, Q is the Q factor, o),, is the frequency at 
which there is a peak in vibration amplitude (in 
radians), (ol and w2 are the frequencies (in 
radians) at which the system drops to the 
resonance peaks' half power points [2-/2ý, 
and ý is system's the damping ratio for the 
x 2L 
7 
C) 0.707 
2 
U-) W 
Fiqure 4.31 - Determinina the 
sharpness of resonance 
(Reproduced from (Thomson 1993)l 
resonance mode considered. A graphical representation is shown in Figure 4.31. 
4.3.1 Transducer 
The three prominent peaks 
in Figure 4.14, were 
analysed for sharpness as 
shown in Figure 4.32; the 
transducer's displacement 
amplitude frequency 
characteristic is 
accompanied with the data 
points of the frequencies 
selected for Q factor 
determination. Three points 
were employed to calculate 
each Q factor. They are 
shown by coloured circle / 
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crosses and indicate the peak resonance position and the two half power points. The 
calculated Q factors are listed in Table 4.4. 
The Q factors calculated range from 44 at a frequency of 26,450 Hz to 279 at a frequency 
of 14,524 Hz. By visual inspection of the green determination data points (Figure 4.32), it 
is likely that the Q factor calculated as 44 should be lower. The other Q factors are 
accurate. 
Resonance Frequency (Hz) Colour of Data Points Q-Factor (0 d. p. ) 
14,524 Red 279 
25,298 Magenta 95 
26,450 Green 44 
Table 4.4 - Transducer -0 factor data 
4.3.2 Transducer with drill bit 
Selected (owing to noise in the data recorded) characteristic peaks in the transducer with 
drill bit's displacement amplitude-frequency characteristic were analysed to determine 
their Q factors. 
Figure 4.33 shows the characteristic peaks selected and their Q factor data points. 
The resonance frequencies considered, and their associated Q factor values, are included in 
Table 4.5. 
The Q factor values are 
seen to range from 43 at a 
frequency of 28,473 Hz to 
425 at a frequency of 
19,202 Hz. 
As previously, however, 
the yellow data points 
defining the Q factor of 43 
occur in a noisy section of 
the curve and are not 
believed to accurately 
represent the sharpness of 
the peak. 
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Resonance Frequency (Hz) Colour of Data Points Q-Factor (0 d. p. ) 
15,730 Red 66 
19,202 Magenta 425 
23,712 Green 49 
26,004 Cyan 215 
27,047 Black 93 
28,473 Yellow 43 
Table 4.5 - Transducer with drill bit -0 factor data 
4.3.3 Drill bit 
Two amplitude frequency characteristics were obtained for the drill bit's tip; the 
longitudinal characteristic and the torsional characteristic. These characteristics were 
treated in an identical manner to those analysed previously. 
Longitudinal vibration 
Figure 4.34 shows the 
longitudinal 
displacement amplitude 
frequency curve along 
with the Q factor data 
points employed in the 
Q factor analysis. The 
isolated frequencies and 
their corresponding Q 
factors are listed in 
Table 4.6. 
The Q factor values are 
seen to vary from 48 at 
a frequency of 28,713 
Hz to 256 at a 
frequency of 26,150 Hz. 
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Resonance Frequency (Hz) Colour of Data Points Q-Factor (0 d. p. ) 
11,645 Red 89 
16,657 Magenta 133 
19,132 Green 130 
24,286 Cyan 104 
26,150 Black 256 
28,713 Yellow 48 
Table 4.6 - Lonciitudinal drill bit -Q factor data 
Torsional vibration 
The drill bit tip's torsional displacement amplitude frequency characteristic with the 
factor data points is X 1(1-3 Amplitude-Frequency Responce with 0-Factor Data Points 
3.5 
shown in Figure 4.35. 
The isolated 3- 
frequencies and M 2.5 
,E 
calculated Q factors are F= 
2- 
listed in Table 4.7. CL A2 0 I; The first and fourth 1.5 
E2 
0 
characteristic peaks at 
cc I (D II 
approximately 11,900 EL 
Hz and 29,000 Hz were 
too noisy to process. 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.6 2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3 The maximum Q factor Frequency (Hz) X le 
was 72 at a frequency Figure 4.35 - Amplitude-freguency curve of drill bit - 
of 15,862 and the 
0 factor data points - torsional vibration 
minimum was 61 at a frequency of 24,286 Hz. 
Resonance Frequency (Hz) Colour of Data Points Q-Factor (0 d. p. ) 
15,862 Red 72 
24,286 Magenta 61 
Table 4.7 - Torsional drill bit -0 factor data 
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4.3.4 Discussibn on quality factors 
The Q factor values calculated using this method rely on the system under investigation 
reaching quasi steady state vibration amplitudes over the frequency range considered. This 
indicates a possible source of experimental error. The curves were all recorded at identical 
sweep rates, however, and may be directly compared against each other. 
The quality factors determined for the complete ultrasonic systems range from 43 to 425. 
This indicates that in certain resonant regimes, the system is extremely sensitive to 
deviations in excitation frequency. 
4.4 Summary 
Characteristic material data has been generated in order to facilitate the determination of 
representative material coefficients for use in numerical modelling. 
A brief analysis was conducted on the electrical system components used during 
experimentation. The UAD system was then excited over a swept range of frequencies and 
its displacement amplitude-frequency characteristics have been determined for several 
scenarios. These scenarios include the transducer without a drill bit attached (both in 
isolation and when mounted), the transducer with a drill bit attached (both in isolation and 
when mounted), and the characteristic at the drill bit's cutting tip (both with the system in 
isolation and when mounted). The vibration present at the drill bit's cutting tip was 
investigated both longitudinally and torsionally, and a significant level of vibration mode 
conversion was encountered within the structure of the drill bit. 
Spectral analysis was performed on the vibration data obtained to assess the linearity of the 
system. Frequency components other than those specifically excited were encountered 
although the level of non-linearity within the system (owing to the magnitude of the 
additional frequency components) was seen to be low. 
Finally, Q factor values were calculated for the resonant modes of the UAD system. These 
represent the system's sensitivity both the excitation frequency and to external loading. 
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Chapter Five Drilling Experiments 
Chapter Five is primarily concerned with attaining UAD experimental data. 
Section 5.1 documents dynamically recorded drilling reaction torques and forces. 
Experiments are conducted under conventional drilling conditions, under UAD conditions 
in which the excitation frequency is swept through a range of frequencies, and under 
steady state UAD conditions in which predefined excitation frequencies are chosen. Also 
included in this section is analysis performed on a modified drill bit. A standard twist 
drill's margins were relieved by hand to remove their influence from the drilling reaction 
data recorded. Tests were conducted on this modified drill bit under both conventional 
drilling conditions and under steady state UAD conditions at approximately the same 
excitation frequencies as that of the unmodified drill bit. 
Section 5.2 presents post-drilling analysis. The workpieces obtained during drilling 
experiments were analysed for hole size, hole roundness and hole roughness. Hole surface 
photographs were also taken to give a visual reference. Analysis was conducted on the 
chips obtained from both conventional drilling and UAD, and the drill bits employed 
during experimental work were also analysed. 
Section 5.3 gives an overview and a discussion on the main findings of both the reaction 
torque and force measurements, and the post drilling analysis. The results are interrelated 
in this section. 
Section 5.4 briefly documents some of the previous experimental work conducted at 
Loughborough. 
Section 5.5 summarises this chapter. 
5.1 Drilling load characteristics 
Drilling experiments were performed on the same experimental test rig as that used 
previously to determine the system's vibration characteristics (described in Section 4.2). 
Drilling was performed both conventionally, and with ultrasonic assistance. The data 
recorded under conventional drilling conditions can be used as a base line to which to 
compare UAD results. 
All drilling tests were performed on EMA mild steel samples to ensure consistency. 
ENIA was chosen due to it being inexpensive, relatively easy to cut, and tougher than 
aluminiurn (i. e. it is closer in nature to stronger materials such as stainless steel and 
titanium; UAD has been previously proven advantageous when employed to drill these 
materials (Shoh 1970; Shoh 1975; Fairbanks 1977; Deng, Li et al. 1993)). Samples were 
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cut into small cylindrical test pieces with a diameter of 30mm and a length of 50mm. Their 
faces were also cleaned up and they were centre drilled to minimise drill wander at hole 
entry. 
Typically, in industry, a peak cutting speed of 30m/min would be employed when cutting 
mild steel with FISS tools. The feed rate would be set at 0.1mm. per revolution, rising 
slightly in high production environments. For an 8mrn diameter drill bit, this cutting speed 
translates to a rotational speed of 1200 Revolutions Per Minute (RPM). With the addition 
of ultrasonic vibration, assuming that the outer edges of the lips deflect by a linear 
tangential displacement of 6 gm (a conservative estimate given the drill tip's displacement 
amplitude measured in Section 4.2.4 and the likely reduction in amplitude due to 
interaction with the workpiece) at a frequency of 20,000 Hz, and that the vibration present 
is sinusoidal, the peak velocity achieved by the outer edges of the lips, as a result of the 
ultrasonic vibration only, would be the same as the velocity that they would experience if 
the drill was spinning with a rotational velocity of 1800 RPM. Similarly, the average 
cutting velocity that the edges would experience under the same conditions would equate 
to a rotational, non-vibrational, velocity of 573 RPM. Although the displacement that is 
assumed to result from ultrasonic excitation is conservative, the tests being performed 
cover a wide frequency range (the UAD system has a very sensitive amplitude frequency 
characteristic) and in order to facilitate data collection, and not to overload the vibration 
system, a conservative experimental drilling velocity of 370 RPM was selected. The feed 
rate remained the same as industry; 0.1mm. per revolution. These settings were used for all 
drilling trials to ensure consistency. 
Some of the workpieces tested were pre-drilled with 1.4 mm diameter pilot holes. This 
diameter equates to the width of the drill bit's chisel edge and, as such, force 
measurements could be taken that would isolate the cutting force generated by the drill's 
lips (Figure 1.1). Of course, the cutting action of a drill bit is more complex than this 
simplified mechanism; as having been deformed, the material that interacted with the 
chisel edge would be pushed aside, and removed by the drill bit's lips and flutes. As an 
initial method of obtaining cutting force data, however, this was considered sufficiently 
accurate. 
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The ENIA samples were held concentrically in a chuck, which was in turn mounted on a 
two-component Kistler dynamometer, type: 9271A. The dynamometer allowed 
simultaneous measurement of both axial thrust force and torque. The complete 
experimental arrangement, as shown in Figure 5.1, was aligned concentrically, and the 
positional accuracy of the components was monitored throughout the experimental 
investigation to ensure consistency. 
All cutting experiments were conducted dry i. e. no coolant or lubrication was used. 
The signal path of the cutting force signals was as shown in Figure 5.2. The force signals 
generated by the Kistler dynamometer were conditioned using a pair of Kistler Charge 
Amplifiers, type: 5001, before being fed into the L&Croy 9314CL data-recording 
oscilloscope employed previously. It must be noted that the charge amplifiers incorporated 
low-pass filters set at 100 Hz. The filters removed any high frequency, transient, or 
ultrasonic, vibration. 
Kistler Two- 
Component Charge Digital 
Dynamome 
, 
ter Amplifiers Oscilloscope ?, 
ýr F-11 
-- 
Figure 5.2 - Siqnal path of cuttinq force signals 
Prior to the commencement of any drilling experiments, the Kistler dynamometer 
employed to measure the axial thrust force and torque was calibrated. This was done over 
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the entire range of drilling reactions that it would experience. As a result, the dynamometer 
was found to be linear, and Sl unit correction factors were calculated (N and Nm). 
All drilling experiments were conducted with Dormer FISS AlOO 8mm drill bits. A new 
drill bit was used for each set of results to ensure consistency. 
5.1.1 Conventional drilling 
Prior to UAD tests, the drilling reaction force and torque generated during conventional 
drilling was recorded. This was used as a base line to which UAD tests can be compared, 
and experiments were conducted with both solid workpieces, and those with a pilot hole. 
An example of the unprocessed data obtained for the torque reactions and thrust forces is 
shown in Figures 5.3 and 
4.5 
Unprocessed Torque Data 
5.4 respectively. The flat 
section at the beginning 
3.5 - 
of each curve shows the 
initial charge amp value, 
2.5 
the ramp upwards shows 
2 
the force generated as 2' 
chilling commences, and 1.5 - 
the section along the top 1 
shows steady state 0.5 
0 drilling. Along the top 4 -2 OL 2L 4L 68 
section of the 
Time (s) 
unprocessed thrust force 
Eigure 5.3 - Unprocessed torque reaction 
curve, a fon-n of 'clipping' is observed. This is assumed to be due to the charge amplifiers 
reaching their maximum charge capacity. This effect was found to only affect the results 
mildly (experiments were performed at different charge amplifier sensitivity levels) and 
has not been corrected for. The charge amplifier's sensitivity settings were maintained at 
this level to ensure the consistency of the results obtained with those obtained in 
subsequent UAD analysis. This was also the range (and the settings) over which the 
dynamometer was calibrated. 
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The offset required to 
account for any residual 
charge in the charge 
amplifiers was calculated, 
and the averaged steady 
state drilling reaction 
forces / torques were 
obtained. 
Examples of processed 
and averaged torques and 
thrusts are shown in 
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 -4 U24b0 Time (s) 
respectively. The blue Figure 5.4 - Unprocessed thrust force 
line shows experimental 
data, and the green line, the average value calculated. 
After the experiments had been conducted, and drilling had ceased, the residual charge 
remaining in the charge amplifiers was measured. During conventional drilling trials, the 
dynamometer exhibited small levels of leakage (i. e. a gradual loss of energy in its charged 
piezoelectric elements). 
This was not corrected 
for, hence the average 
conventional reaction 
torques and forces are 
considered to be 
conservative i. e. 
marginally lower than 
true values. 
Data was recorded for a 
number of drilling tests 
with both solid 
workpieces and those 
with a pilot hole. Overall averages were then calculated for both thrust and torque values; 
for solid workpieces and those with pilot holes. 
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The average thrust reaction force generated whilst drilling through a solid workpiece was 
measured as 1185 N (4 s. f. ) 
(2 s. f. ). 
When workpieces with 
pilot holes were drilled, 
the thrust force generated 
was found to be 579 N (3 
s. f. ) and the torque was 
measured as 3.1 Nm (2 
s. f. ). 
From these values, and 
assuming that no 
complex interaction took 
place between the cutting 
modes (the material 
reaction generated was measured to be 3. / INM 
Thrust Against Time 
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and the t 
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Ficiure 5.6 - Averacied thrust force 
B 
extruded by the chisel edge interacting with the cutting lips), the cutting force generated by 
the drill bit's chisel edge can be calculated. This is done by subtracting the forces 
generated by the solid workpiece from those measured for the workpiece with a pilot hole. 
The resulting thrust force is 606 N (3 s. f. ) and the resulting torque is 0.6 Nrn (I s. f. ). 
5.1.2 Swept excitation frequency ultrasonically assisted drilling 
UAD is usually conducted at pre-defined excitation frequencies that are known to give 
good results. These are generally found empirically by either measuring the transducers 
displacement amplitude (under no load conditions), or monitoring the drilling process (for 
force reductions etc. ) as it occurs. 
In order to gain a better overview of the UAD process, and to determine the most 
beneficial excitation frequencies, a drilling trial was conducted in which the excitation 
frequency was swept through a range of values. Due to the difficulty of measuring the 
displacement of the drill bit's tip during drilling, torque reactions and thrust forces were 
measured to give an indication of the efficiency to which the process was operating. 
The amplitude frequency characteristics presented in Section 4.2 show that the transducer 
and drill bit are both tuned to very specific frequencies of oscillation. Furthermore, when 
these vibrating components interact with the workpiece as cutting ensues, their 
characteristics are deformed due to the nonlinear nature of vibro-impact systems (see 
Section 2.1.3). This must be remembered during the analysis of such systems. 
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A similar arrangement to that used in Section 4.2 was used to investigate the drilling torque 
reactions and thrust forces, during drilling, as the excitation frequency was swept through a 
range of frequencies. The complete arrangement of the electrical components is shown in 
Figure 5.7. 
The LeCroy digital 
oscilloscope, which was 
employed to capture the 
required data, is limited in 
memory. As such, when the 
recording times were 
increased to account for both 
a full sweep, and a small 
duration prior to testing (so 
that the charge amplifiers' 
initial value could be 
ascertained), it was not 
possible to capture all of the 
cutting force data whilst 
retaining a good resolution of 
the swept sine excitation 
signal. For this reason, the 
Ramp Signal, generated by 
the Black Star Jupiter to 
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Figure 5.7 - Swept freguency ultrasonic drilkg 
arranqement 
control the excitation frequency, was recorded instead. Prior to the commencement of 
drilling experiments, the relationship between the Ramp Signal and the excitation 
frequency was defined. The excitation frequency could then be calculated, indirectly, from 
the Ramp Signal in subsequent analysis. 
A new drill bit was selected at the start of the swept frequency UAD experiments. 
During the experiments, the oscilloscope was set to trigger from the Ramp Signal, and as 
the excitation frequency rose into the range of interest, the charge amplifiers were reset, the 
oscilloscope was triggered, a small duration prior to cutting was recorded (in order that the 
charge amplifiers' residual values could be recorded), and drilling was initiated using the 
lathe's automatic feed. The Ramp Signal, torque reactions, thrust forces, and time 
signature, were recorded simultaneously, and synchronously, over a selected duration (at a 
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sampling rate of 1,000 Hz), and once recorded, the data obtained was transferred to a PC 
for analysis. As previously, the sweep rate was held constant at 9,000 Hz / s. 
Experiments were repeated in order that average values be sought, and were conducted 
with both solid workpieces and workpieces in which the diameter of the drill bit's chisel 
edge had been previously removed in order to assess its contribution to the cutting forces 
recorded. During these experiments, the excitation frequency was swept both upward and 
downward to investigate any influence that this may cause. 
In all ultrasonically assisted cutting experiments, the amplitude of the controlling swept 
sine wave was set at 1.5V (zero to peak). 
Whilst conducting these experiments, an effect was noticed that warrants mention. As the 
workpiece was drilled, chips would often wind themselves inside the flutes of the drill bit. 
After each test, when chips were still present in the drill bit's flutes, the lathe's rotation 
was stopped and the chips were removed manually. It was noticed that, as the swept 
frequency passed through specific frequencies, the chips would either 'jump' off the drill 
bit, or would fall off when gently 'teased'. When no ultrasonic vibration was present the 
chips were more difficult to remove. This result is purely qualitative, and no measurement 
was conducted. It was seen, however, to be consistent. 
Another trait that was encountered was that, at certain frequencies of excitation, the drill 
bit used to conduct the drilling trials, when excited, felt 'oily' to the touch. This is 
attributed to the movement, caused by ultrasonic excitation, affecting the frictional 
properties of surface-tool interaction. 
Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show 
examples of the resulting 
unprocessed torque 
reaction, and thrust force. 
The time signatures on 
each set of results are 
coincident, and may be 
used to link the data. The 
data presented in these 
figures was recorded 
whilst the Ramp Signal 
(hence the excitation 
frequency) was being 
swept upwards, and the 
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workpiece had been pre- Unprocessed Thrust Data 
chilled. 
7 
The initial level sections 6- 
in Figures 5.8 and 5.9 5- 
show the Kistler 4 
dynamometer in an 
unloaded state. 
Subsequently the drill bit 
is fed into the workpiece 
at a constant rate 0 
resulting in a steady -1- 4202468 10 
increase in torque Time (s) 
reaction and thrust force. Ficiure 5.9 - Unorocessed thrust force aqainst time 
The torque reaction and 
thrust force reach an initial peak and then show the dependence of the torque reaction and 
thrust force against time (and hence excitation frequency). 
The data recorded was processed using Matlab. The initial non-drilling sections of the 
curves were isolated and the charge amplifier offsets calculated. The torque reaction and 
thrust torce aata was men 
processed to account for 
the initial offsets, and the 
force and torque 
correction factors 
calculated previously. 
The resulting torque 
reaction against 
excitation frequency, and 
thrust force against 
excitation frequency plots 
for the data shown in 
Figures 5.8 and 5.9 are 
shown in Figures 5.10 
d11U -). I I Lr-bpCAA1 VC; 1y. 
In these figures, the green horizontal lines show the average torque reaction and thrust 
force generated during conventional drilling. 
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The frequency range under investigation was restricted to frequencies ranging between 10 
and 30,000 Hz. This is 
the range over which the 
Ramp Signal was 
correlated to the 
excitation frequency. 
A clear optimum can be 
seen at an excitation 
frequency of around 
28,000 Hz. At this 
frequency there is a 
pronounced reduction in 
both torque reaction and 
thrust force. 
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Fi-qure 5.11 - Thrust force aqainst excitation freauencv 
During individual analysis, it was seen that the frequencies at which the key points on the 
torque reaction and thrust force graphs exist varied slightly. This was believed not to be 
due to variations in vibration and cutting characteristics, but due to the indirect method 
employed for determining the excitation frequency. 
Subsequent to individual analysis, an averaging frequency bandwidth of 10 Hz was 
selected, and the torque reactions and thrust forces were averaged for the data collected for 
each type of experiment. 
The resulting averaged torque reactions and thrust forces against excitation frequency are 
shown in Figures 5.12 to 5.19. Figures 5.12 and 5.13 relate to the excitation frequency 
being swept upward whilst workpieces with a pilot hole are drilled, Figures 5.14 and 5.15 
relate to the excitation frequency being swept downward whilst workpieces with a pilot 
hole are drilled, Figures 5.16 and 5.17 relate to the excitation frequency being swept 
upward whilst solid workpieces are drilled, and Figures 5.18 and 5.19 relate to the 
excitation frequency being swept downward whilst solid workpieces are drilled. 
In each Figure (5.12 to 5.19), the green line shows the average conventional cutting force 
for the same conditions (e. g. whilst drilling a workpiece with a pilot hole). 
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The results displayed in Figures 5.12 to 5.19 show that the dynamometer exhibited higher 
levels of leakage than those encountered during conventional drilling (this can be seen by 
comparing the frequency swept downwards with the frequency swept upwards, under the 
same conditions, and is characterised by an overall drop in drilling reaction torque / force 
magnitude). Matlab was used to compensate for this leakage, and to align the frequencies 
of the characteristics. Strategically placed key points were identified in both the lower and 
the upper frequency ranges for both torsional reaction and thrust force. These points were 
applicable to all of the data collected and were chosen as to be easily identifiable. The 
estimated true frequency positions of the key points were derived from the frequency- 
averaged data, as was the local reaction magnitude. The reaction magnitudes defined were 
chosen from the lower frequency ranges in the case when the frequency was swept 
upwards, and the higher frequency ranges when the frequency was swept downwards. The 
leakage experienced was assumed to occur linearly with respect to time, and may be 
different for each set of experimental data recorded. The frequency shift was corrected by 
aligning the identified key points with the frequencies obtained for the same key points in 
the frequency averaged data. The frequency shift was also assumed to be a linear function 
of time. 
Once the data had been corrected, traces of leakage were still seen. Matlab was again used 
to adjust the amplitude of the data at both lower and upper frequencies (linearly over the 
frequency range) to make the data more representative. As previously, the magnitude of 
the data in the low frequency range was gained from the data in. which the frequency was 
swept upward etc. 
Once the data had been corrected, the final results were displayed resulting in Figures 5.20 
to 5.23. In these Figures, the blue curves represent the drilling reactions recorded as the 
frequency was swept upward; the green curves show the same for the frequency being 
swept downward. The red lines show the average reactions recorded during conventional 
drilling. In addition to these curves, Figures 5.22 and 5.23 also contain a cyan line, 
magenta diamonds, and black circle / crosses. These results will be discussed in the 
following sections. 
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5.1.3 Steady state ultrasonically assisted drilling 
In addition to the experiments in which the excitation frequency was swept, steady state 
experiments at pre-defined excitation frequencies were conducted. For these experiments, 
the Black Star Jupiter 500 Signal Generator (Figure 5.7) was substituted for a Time 
Electronics Ltd. DC Voltage Calibrator Type 2003S. The rest of the experimental 
arrangement remained the same. The DC Voltage Calibrator was used to control the BP 
Pulse / Function Generator, via its VCO input, to generate a steady state, constant 
frequency sine wave. Due to the high accuracy of the control voltage generated by the DC 
Voltage Calibrator, and with knowledge of the Ramp Signal / Excitation Frequency 
relationship, accurate excitation frequencies could be prescribed. 
A new drill bit was employed for the steady state UAD experiments. 
The excitation frequencies which gave the most pronounced reduction in drilling reaction 
forces and torques were selected from the swept excitation frequency experiments 
conducted previously. Solid workpieces were drilled at these frequencies using the same 
procedure as that for the swept excitation experiments. 
In these experiments, the leakage exhibited by the dynamometer was seen to be extremely 
low / non-existent. The data obtained was analysed in a similar manner to that obtained 
under conventional drilling conditions; the charge amplifiers' initial offsets were analysed, 
and the resulting steady state drilling reactions were averaged. In addition, the frequency 
excited was calculated from the averaged VCO controlling voltage. The results were then 
displayed and are included in Figures 5.22 and 5.23 as magenta diamonds. 
Along with the drilling reaction measurements, several observations were made during 
these experiments. At excitation frequencies 22,246 Hz, 22,471 Hz, 22,745 Hz, 26,931 Hz, 
27,140 Hz, 27,736 Hz, and 27,920 Hz, the drill bit felt "lubricated" to the touch, and at 
frequencies 26,931 Hz, and 27,140 Hz, it violently repelled any chips that remained on it 
when it was removed from the workpiece. When drilling at these frequencies, the chips 
generated in the cutting zone were seen to stream out of the drill bits flutes, i. e. chip 
evacuation was greatly facilitated. 
When excited at frequencies 28,471 Hz, and 28,668 Hz, no pronounced effect was 
observed when excited, and a squealing or chattering noise was encountered during 
drilling. 
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5.1.4 Experiments with a modified drill bit 
During the steady state UAD experiments detailed above it appeared that, at certain 
excitation frequencies, small chips of metal had been welded to the holes' inner surfaces 
(this will be further discussed in Section 5.2.1). It is consistent with the mechanism by 
which metal is welded using ultrasonic vibration (Section 1.3.4). It was assumed that the 
drill bit's margins (shown in red in Figure 5.24; also shown in Figure 1.1) were responsible 
for the metal welding as it was likely that they were being vibrated against the workpiece's 
surface, trapping small fragments of chip, and welding them in place. In order to reduce 
this unwanted effect, a new drill bit's margins were relieved by hand on a bench grinder. 
These surfaces are required during conventional drilling in order to both help guide the 
chip down the drill bit's flute and away from the cutting edge, and to guide the drill bit into 
the hole so as to ensure that it remains 
straight / concentric within the hole. 
Experiments with the modified drill bit 
were performed under conventional 
drilling conditions (i. e. without 
ultrasonics). This was important to 
determine the influence of these surfaces 
on the conventional drilling reaction 
forces / torques. The steady state drilling reaction data was processed as per the initial 
-conventional drilling experiments. The averaged force and torque for the relieved drill bit 
were both seen to be lower than those measured for the unmodified drill bit. The average 
torque reaction generated was calculated as 3.303 Nm, and the average thrust force was 
calculated as 1084.7 N. These reactions are shown in Figures 5.22 and 5.23 as cyan lines. 
Subsequently, to investigate the influence of ultrasonic excitation, and assuming that the 
optimum excitation frequencies would be the same as those for steady state UAD using an 
unmodified drill bit, experiments were conducted in an identical manner to those 
conducted for steady state UAD. The same effects observed during the steady state UAD 
experiments were encountered during these experiments, and the drilling reactions 
measured were processed as previously. The resulting drilling reactions are presented in 
Figures 5.22 and 5.23 as black circle crosses. 
The leakage exhibited by the dynamometer in these results was minimal / non-existent. 
Higher levels of force and torque fluctuation was encountered when drilling with the 
relieved drill bit. This is assumed to result from increased drill bit deflection and 
deteriorated chip handling mechanisms. 
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5.1.5 Discussion on drilling loads 
The results obtained from the swept excitation frequency UAD experiments were corrected 
intuitively. One of the main assumptions made during this correction was that the leakage 
exhibited by the charge amplifiers / piezoelectric torque and thrust dynamometer was 
linear with respect to time. It is possible that the ultrasonic vibration present during UAD 
cutting experiments influenced the leakage exhibited by the dynamometer / charge amp 
measuring system. Although the measuring system may be sensitive to specific frequency 
ranges, as the excitation frequencies tested under steady state conditions showed minimal 
leakage, the trends seen in the swept excitation are believed to be accurate. 
The corrected results (Figures 5.20 to 5.23 in which the blue curves show the excitation 
frequency being swept upward, the green curves downward, and the red lines, average 
reactions under conventional drilling conditions) are assumed to be accurate with respect to 
both frequency and drilling reaction magnitude. From the averaged results (shown in 
Figures 5.12 to 5.19 with no correction; the blue curve is the reaction magnitude - 
frequency relationship, and the green line is the average reaction under conventional 
drilling conditions) they are representative of the drilling torque and force reactions 
measured. 
From Figures 5.20 to 5.23, by comparing the swept excitation torque and force reaction 
curves, it can be seen that although the drill bit's chisel edge contributes significantly to the 
thrust force required to drill the workpiece, the main traits of the curves (both torque and 
thrust) are similar i. e. force and torque reductions occur at similar excitation frequencies in 
all of the curves. The reduced magnitudes of torsional reaction and thrust force occurring 
in the curves obtained from drilling the workpiece with a pilot hole at around 23,500 Hz 
and 28,500 Hz are assumed to relate to those obtained from drilling a solid workpiece at 
around 23,500 / 25,500 Hz and 29,500 Hz respectively i. e. the excitation frequency at 
which optimal drilling occurs increases in the solid workpiece results. Furthermore, in 
almost all instances, the frequencies at which the optimal drilling conditions occur when 
the excitation frequency is swept downward are lower than the frequencies at which they 
occur when the excitation frequency is swept upward. 
The deviations in the results that occur due to the direction of the frequency sweep are 
believed to be due to prior cutting events influencing the vibration state of the vibrating 
system via the geometrical state of the workpiece. This may be due to one or more of the 
following scenarios: 
Prior, non-cutting, vibration cycles may leave a build up of workpiece material in 
the cutting zone causing the vibrating system to be loaded further. 
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0 Vibration previously excited in the drill bit could have increased the volume of 
chips requiring removal, hence, increased the drill bit's working load. 
The previously dominant vibration mode may have had the effect of peening the 
workpiece material (Section 1.3.5), leaving a residual compressive stress (i. e. 
surface harness) present in the layer of material being cut. 
The workpiece material may have been work hardened by repeated plastic 
deformation as caused by the ultrasonic vibration present. Indeed, (Fairbanks 1977) 
states, "'The metals which are capable of being work hardened by the ultrasonic 
vibrations were found to be affected most by the ultrasonic assistance'. The 
accuracy of this statement, however, is questionable. 
Particles may have been welded to the inner surface of the hole causing a 
constriction / greater frictional influence. 
The increased thrust reaction force experienced in the drilling experiments conducted on 
solid workpieces is assumed to have a significant effect on the vibration of the ultrasonic 
system. That said, the reaction amplitude / frequency curves show very similar traits. The 
principal mode of cutting by the drill bit's lips (which cut the significant majority of the 
workpiece material) occurs largely in a rotational direction (as opposed from axial). If the 
drill bit's longitudinal vibration mode was suppressed due to the magnitude of the 
workpiece's axial reaction force (as the workpiece's dynamic stiffness when no cutting 
occurs is substantial and a'kinematic feed rate was employed), it may be assumed that the 
dominant mode of ultrasonic vibration present during UAD is torsional (as found in 
Chapter 4, the drill bit exhibits high amplitudes of torsional vibration). As shown during 
the conventional drilling experiments, the increase in torsional reaction observed between 
workpieces with a pilot hole and solid workpieces, is not significant. This mild increase in 
torsional reaction could have the effect of stiffening the vibration system in the torsional 
vibration mode (see hardening nonlinearity in Section 2.1.3). As such, the increase in the 
frequencies at which optimum drilling occurs appears consistent. 
The curves shown in Figures 5.20 to 5.23 show that the influence of ultrasonic vibration 
can increase the drilling reaction torques and forces as well as decrease them. This is to be 
expected since the motion of the drill bit's tip must be considered kinematically. All of the 
scenarios documented in the bullet pointed list of prior cutting events (above) are assumed 
to influence the vibration system at any point in its swept excitation frequency cycle. 
Figures 5.22 and 5.23 show the averaged conventional drilling reaction torques and forces 
whilst drilling through a solid workpiece for both the conventional drill bit (red horizontal 
line) and the relieved drill bit (turquoise horizontal line). A reduction in both torque 
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reaction and thrust force was seen when the relieved drill bit was employed. The reduction 
in drilling torque reaction seems intuitive, but the reduction in thrust force is unexpected 
on this scale considering that the motion that the drill bit has in relation to the workpiece is 
mostly torsional. The interaction between the drill bit's margin and workpiece material is 
therefore seen as significant. It must be noted at this point, that although there was a 
reduction in both drilling torque reaction and thrust force when the drill bit's margin was 
removed, the steady state cutting data recorded was seen to fluctuate heavily. This is likely 
to be due to deteriorated chip expulsion (hence a build up of chips in the hole causing 
mechanical noise), and reduced drill tip guidance (the drill bit's tip was able to wander to a 
greater extent when inside the hole). Indeed, a reduced chip expulsion was observed during 
conventional drilling experiments with the relieved drill bit. 
The averaged steady state UAD results conducted at specific frequencies of excitation and 
with a conventional drill bit are shown in Figures 5.22 and 5.23 as magenta diamonds. 
Several drilling experiments were conducted at each excitation frequency although the 
frequencies at which the experiments occurred were seen to vary slightly. The results, 
however, are seen to be consistent; clustered in groups. It is interesting to note that the 
drilling reaction thrust forces (Figure 5.23) vary drastically from the curves obtained 
during the swept excitation frequency experiments. The thrust reactions are generally 
reduced in steady state UAD, and the best results, showing the maximum reductions in 
thrust force, occur at frequencies around 22,200 Hz. A deviation is also seen in the torque 
reactions measured with the biggest reduction in torque occurring at an excitation 
frequency of around 27,800 Hz and a slightly lesser reduction occurring around 22,200 Hz, 
which corresponds to the optimum reduction in thrust force. Again, the mechanisms by 
which the steady state UAD results deviate from the swept excitation frequency curves is 
believed to be the influence of prior cutting events. It is expected that the optimum cutting 
motion at the drill bit's tip would give rise to the cleanest, least affected, workpiece surface 
allowing the vibrating system's motion to continue oscillating in a stable manner giving 
consistent results. The excitation frequencies that were chosen to conduct the steady state 
UAD experimen 
- 
ts at are in no way exhaustive, and are indicative that further experiments 
must be conducted to optimise the UAD drilling system under test. 
Similar steady state UAD experiments were conducted with the relieved drill bit. The 
results from these experiments are shown in Figures 5.22 and 5.23 with black circle 
crosses. The resulting drilling reaction torques and forIces from these experiments again 
deviate heavily from those recorded during both the swept excitation frequency 
experiments and the steady state UAD experiments conducted with unmodified drill bits. 
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The thrust force reactions measured are generally greatly reduced from all previous results. 
The only concurrence between the two sets of steady state UAD results occurs in the thrust 
forces measured around the excitation frequency 22200. The torques recorded at this 
excitation frequency, however, are seen to differ. That said, it appears that the drilling 
reaction thrust forces recorded during the steady state relieved UAD drilling experiments 
are in similar positions to those recorded in the unmodified drill bit experiments, but 
simply transposed to lower thrust values. The torque reactions recorded are also seen to be 
reduced but don't show the conformity to the pattern exhibited by the unmodified drill bit 
steady state UAD results. The greatest thrust force reduction in the results obtained for the 
relieved steady state UAD experiments occurs at an excitation frequency of around 27,000 
Hz. This reduction is significantly greater than that experienced in any of the other 
experiments conducted but is not reflected in the torque reactions recorded at this 
excitation frequency which are similar in magnitude to those of conventional drilling with 
the relieved drill bit. 
5.2 Post-drilling analysis 
A good indication of how accurate and consistent a cutting process is, and the mechanisms 
that occur during cutting, can be gained from analysing processed workpieces, the chips 
formed duiing cutting, and the cutting tools employed. 
The workpieces drilled in Section 5.1, some chips, and the drill bits employed, were 
retained and are analysed in this section. 
Whilst eondueting the steady state UAD and relieved drill bit UAD experiments, although 
an accurate voltage source was employed to control the HP Function Generator's VCO 
function, the system's excitation frequency (as deduced from the voltage inputted into the 
VCO) was seen to vary slightly. The designated workpiece frequencies and the actual 
frequencies recorded during analysis are shown, for both the UAD and the relieved drill bit 
UAD experiments, in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 respectively. 
Designated sample frequencies (Hz) Measured excitation frequencies (Hz) 
22,500 22,246; 22,47 1; 22,745 
27,030 26,93 1; 27,140 
27,850 27,736; 27,920; 27,920 
28,500 28,471-, 28,668 
Table 5.1 - UAD designated and measured excitation frequencies 
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Designated sample frequencies (Hz) Measured excitation frequencies (Hz) 
22,500 22,353; 22,541 
27,030 26,979; 27,383 
27,850 27,469; 27,742 
28,500 
1 
28,126; 28,522 
Table 5.2 - Relieved UAD desianated and measured excitation frequencies 
5.2.1 Workpiece analysis 
The workpieces gained from the experimental work described in Section 5.1 were initially 
measured to determine the hole size and hole roundness of 
each of the samples. Subsequently, the samples were cut in 
half, axially down the length of the hole, to form two cross- 
sections (as shown in Figure 5.25). Profiles showing axial 
hole roughness were then recorded along with pictures of 
the internal hole surfaces for each side of each sample to 
give a visual reference. 
The depths of the holes drilled were not constant. The hole depth in each sample was 
measured from the hole entry surface to the lowest fully drilled position (i. e. not to the 
drill's point). This measurement is shown in Figure 5.25. The depths drilled in each sample 
are given in Table 5.3. 
Sample Hole Depth (mm) 
Conventional Drilling Workpiece 1 21.0 
Conventional Drilling Workpiece 2 21.0 
Conventional Drilling Workpiece 3 41.0 
Relieved Drill Bit - Conventional Drilling 36.0 
Steady State UAD - 22,500 Hz 33.5 
Steady State UAD - 27,030 Hz 34.5 
Steady State UAD - 27,850 Hz 47.0 
Steady State UAD - 28,500 Hz 17.0 
Relieved Drill - Steady State UAD - 22,500 Hz 28.5 
Relieved Drill - Steady State UAD - 27,030 Hz 15.0 
Relieved Drill - Steady State UAD - 27,850 Hz 25.5 
Relieved Drill - Steady State UAD - 28,500 Hz 21.0 
Table 5.3 - Lenaths of -holes 
drilled 
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Hole size measurement 
Each hole size was measured using a Bore Micrometer which measured to an accuracy of 5 
gm. Three (in the case of Conventionally Drilled Samples I and 2) or four approximately 
equally spaced hole size measurements were taken for each steady state drilling workpiece 
sample. Each reading presented is the average of a number of readings taken at that depth. 
The number of the reading presented indicates the depth at which it was taken, I being 
near to the hole entry surface and 3 or 4 being towards the end of the hole. 
Graphical representations of the hole sizes measured are shown in Figures 5.26 to 5.28. A 
table is also included in each figure showing the values of the hole sizes measured. This is 
to aid comparison between the figures. Each figure includes a straight line indicating the 
nominal hole size (8mm for the drill bits employed). This is used to compare the accuracy 
of the hole size to the ideal. 
Figure 5.26 shows the hole sizes of the samples drilled under conventional drilling 
conditions. Included in this figure are the sizes measured for the relieved drill bit under 
conventional drilling conditions. 
It is universally known that drill bits drill oversize holes. The degree to which the hole is 
oversize indicates the efficiency to which the drill bit drills and reflects the accuracy of the 
drill bit's physical geometry and the homogeneity of the workpiece material. 
An interesting 
trend in the 
hole sizes 
formed under 
conventional 
conditions is 
that each hole 
appears more 
oversize at its 
start and tends 
towards the 
nominal hole 
size as drilling 
depth 
increases. This 
is true for all 
of the hole 
Conventional Drillinq Hole Sizes 
8130 - 
6.110 
8090 
E 8.070 - 
8 050 - , 
8.030 
8.010 - 
7 990 . 2 3 4 
s Nom. Hole 6.000 6.000 8.000 8.000 
Cony. 1 8.065 8.0713 8.060 
Cony. 2 8.065 8.060 B. 050 
Cow 3 8.115 8.080 8.050 8.040 
Rel. 1 8.055 8.020 8.015 8.020 
Measurement Number (Depth) 
Figure 5.26 - Hole sizes during conventional drilling 
8 050 
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8.030 
8.010 
7 990 . 1 2 3 4 
Nom. Hole 6.000 6.000 8.000 8.000 
Cony. 1 8.065 8.0713 8.060 
Cony. 2 8.065 8.060 B. 050 
Conv. 3 8.115 8.080 8.050 8.040 
Rel. 1 8.055 8.020 8.015 8.020 
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sizes apart from the relieved drill bit which is seen to follow the trend apart from the last 
measurement taken which indicates that towards the end of the hole, its size increases 
again slightly. This trait is likely to be due to inaccuracies in the drill bit's geometry as the 
drill bit's margins, which serve to guide the drill bit concentrically into the hole, were 
relieved roughly by hand. 
Conventionally drilled sample number 3 shows a greater degree of deviation in hole size. It 
is both more oversize at entry than the other two conventionally drilled holes, and less 
oversize at its end. It must be noted that the depth of this hole is about twice that of both of 
the other conventionally drilled samples. 
The relieved drill bit is seen to hold a greater accuracy to the nominal hole size at each 
position within its hole. This indicates that the drill bit's margins are involved in the 
drilling process and, by relieving them to forrn a clearance, their effect is removed, and 
tighter tolerances are held. The disadvantages to doing this, such as reduced chip 
expulsion, deviations in hole direction, etc. are seen, industrially, to outweigh the 
advantages revealed. 
Figure 5.27 
shows the hole 
sizes 
measured for 
steady state 
UAD using a 
conventional 
drill bit. 
Conversely to 
the hole sizes 
obtained when 
drilling under 
conventional 
conditions, the 
hole sizes 
were seen, 
Steady State UAD 
3.240 - 
B. 190 
E 
b 
'S 8,140 - E 
8,090 - 
6,040 
7.990 
23 4 
Nom. Hole 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
22500 Hz 8.090 8,075 8.065 8.0135 
270M Hz 8045 8060 8.0130 8.120 
27850 Hz B, Fqý 8.095 8,170 8.245 
285M Hz 8.055 8.060 8.065 8,065 
Measurement Number (Depth) 
Fig ure 5.27 - Hole sizes under steady state UAD 
generally, to increase at a greater depth. This holds true for all excitation frequencies apart 
from 22,500 Hz and 27,850 Hz, which are seen to decrease initially and then increase in 
subsequent hole size measurements. 
VVU 
1 2 3 4 
Nom. Hole 8.000 8.000 8.000 8.000 
22500 Hz 8.090 8,075 8.065 8.0135 
270M Hz 8045 8060 8.080 8.120 
27850 Hz 8,096 B. 095 8,170 8.245 
285M Hz 8.055 8.060 8.065 8,065 
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It is unclear what causes this trend although the excitation of lateral modes of drill bit 
vibration is likely to be the cause. 
By comparing the hole sizes between the UAD holes and those formed under conventional 
drilling conditions, it is seen that the hole sizes formed during UAD, on average, are 
slightly larger, but are dependant on the excitation frequency employed. If anything, the 
holes fonned using UAD are slightly more consistent with respect to hole size with depth, 
but no great advantage is revealed. UAD at an excitation frequency of 27,850 Hz shows a 
hole size that increases greatly with depth. 
Figure 5.28 shows the hole sizes measured when employing UAD with the relieved drill 
bit. The holes formed, generally, hold a much tighter tolerance to the nominal hole size 
than any of the previously described drilling methods. The hole size profiles are seen to 
follow those of conventional drilling, in which the holes are more oversize at their entrance 
than at a greater drilling depth. An exception to this observation is when the excitation 
frequency is 27,030 Hz. Under this excitation condition, the hole sizes are seen to behave 
as that of the UAD described above whilst using a non-nal drill bit, i. e. the hole size is seen 
to increase as the depth increases. When calculating the average hole size for a given hole 
depth in the 27,030 Hz sample, a greater deviation between the measured values was 
encountered at all depths. 
Relieved Drill Bit - UAD 
8080 - 
8.070 - 
6.060 -- --- - 
E 8050 - 7 : 
8.040 
C3 8.030 - 
8.020 - 
41 
8.010 
8,000 
7.990 
23 4 
0 Nom. Hole 8000 8000 8.000 8ý 000- 
22500 Hz 8070 8.060 8.065 8056 
27030 Hz 8.015 8.020 6.025 &025 
27850 Hz 8.040 8.035__ýý 8.025 8015 
28500 Hz 8.010 8,010 1 6.020 8.010 
Measurement Number (Depth) 
Figure 5.28 - Hole sizes under relieved drill bit UAD 
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Hole roundness 
Hole roundness profiles were 
measured using a Taylor Hobson 
Talyrond; Model 50. They show a 
magnified surface profile (black curve) 
along with a least squares curve fit of 
the ideal circular form (green curve). Top 
The scale of the plot is shown in red. 
An example of the plots obtained is 
shown in Figure 5.29. This plot refers 
to the top hole in the third 
conventionally drilled sample. All of 
the hole roundness profiles obtained Fiqure 5.29 - Hole roundness profile - 
are included in Appendix AL Conventional Workpiece 3 
The curve in Figure 5.29 is interesting (Top) 
as it displays both a mildly lobed hole profile (3 lobes) which is a typical problem 
associated with drill bit technology (Section 1.1.3), and high frequency serrated profile 
sections. Although the Talyrond employed for these measurements does not calculate 
values of surface roughness, and is limited to measuring imperfections up to a specific 
frequency, it allows a visual representation of surface texture. This texture can be used to 
indicate workpiece surface properties. 
It must be noted that all plots are shown at the same level of magnification apart from that 
for the Relieved UAD sample that was obtained at an excitation frequency of 27,030 Hz. 
This plot uses a lower magnification level due to the level of deviation from circular. 
In addition to the hole roundness profiles, values of maximum peak to valley 
displacements, i. e. the greatest deviation of the hole's surface from circular, were recorded. 
These values can be used to give an indication of the holes conformity to roundness but, as 
the peak and valley distances can be situated anywhere on the profile, are not necessarily 
representative. The peak to valley distances recorded are included in Figures 5.30,5.31 and 
5.34. 
The hole profiles recorded are aligned rotationally i. e. a specific angular position shown in 
one hole profile will correspond to the same angular position shown in the other profiles 
obtained at different depths in the same sample's hole. 
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During the processing of the roundness data, a least squares circular fit is performed on the 
hole roundness data. As such, any deviation in positional accuracy, which would indicate 
deviations in concentricity, is automatically removed from the results. 
Conventionally drilled samples - See Figure 5.29. Some mild lobes are observed in 
conventionally drilled samples I and 3. This occurs in the upper two roundness readings 
taken and reduces as the hole depths increase. It is also observed that in these profiles, and 
at a greater drilling depth, the circular conformity increases and the deviations recorded 
increase in frequency. The peak to valley distance values (Figure 5.30) allow deviations in 
roundness to be compared numerically. It can be seen from this figure that the values range 
from 9.12 to 42.49 jim i. e. they vary over a large range. As such, the process is seen to 
result in varying hole roundness qualities. The conventionally drilled hole using the 
relieved drill bit shows a greater deviation from roundness which is consistent throughout 
its depth. Both mild lobes and high frequency imperfections are seen throughout the depth 
of the hole. The peak to valley values obtained (Figure 5.30) are reflective of its roundness. 
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Fic iure 5.30 - Measured peak to vallev distances for 
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UAD, 22,500 Hz excitation - The roundness profile recorded at this hole's entrance is 
extremely good. As the depth of the hole increases, the roundness deteriorates exhibiting a 
high frequency, jagged, profile. The last profile, i. e. the profile recorded at the greatest 
depth, shows a slightly oval shape. The peak to valley distances, given in Figure 5.31, are 
representative of the hole's roundness and its deterioration with depth. 
UAD, 27,030 Hz excitation - The roundness profiles exhibited by this sample are very 
close in nature to those exhibited by the 22,500 Hz UAD sample, if slightly worse. The 
inner surface of the hole exhibits a high frequency jagged profile throughout its depth (and 
increasing with depth), and shows very slight oval shapes which also occur throughout the 
hole's depth. 
UAD, 27,850 Hz excitation - The higher frequency deviations in roundness, as 
experienced in the 27,030 Hz UAD sample, are seen to reduce in this hole's profiles. A 
more oval form, however, is clearly seen throughout the depth of the hole. The angular 
orientation of this oval profile is seen to rotate at different depths. Again, the peak to valley 
distances shown in Figure 5.31 are representative of the profiles recorded but it must be 
noted that the deviations in roundness due to the hole's low frequency oval form are more 
significant than its higher frequency imperfections. 
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Fiqure 5.31 - Measured peak to vallev distances for UAD 
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UAD, 28,500 Hz excitation - See Figure 5.32. The hole profiles obtained from this 
workpiece are seen to be similar in nature to those obtained from the 27,850 Hz UAD 
workpiece. In the top and bottom hole 
profiles, lower levels of high 
frequency deviations are seen and the 
holes are seen to be oval throughout 
the holes depth. In this workpiece, the 
angular orientation of the ovals formed 
in the inner surface appear to be 
consistent throughout the depth of the 
hole. The hole profiles obtained from 
this workpiece also appear to have 
concentrated areas of high frequency, 
jagged, imperfections. These 
imperfections are also seen to exist, 
mostly, in the same angular position 
throughout the hole's depth. The peak 
Upper Middle 
Fiqure 5.32 - Hole roundness profile 
UAD. 28,500 Hz 
(Upper middle) 
to valley distances shown in Figure 5.31 show the increase in high frequency oscillations 
in the central two hole depths. 
Relieved UAD, 22,500 Hz excitation - The roundness profiles obtained from this sample 
show three point lobes throughout the depth of the hole. The most prominent instance of 
this being in the uppermost profile. Superimposed onto these lobes is a moderate level of 
high frequency oscillation that is comparable to that obtained during conventional drilling 
with an unmodified drill bit. The peak to valley distances recorded, as shown in Figure 
5.34, show a reasonably uniform surface profile throughout the holes depth. This is 
confirmed by visual inspection of the hole surface profiles. 
Relieved UAD, 27,030 Hz excitation - The hole profiles recorded for this sample show 
the greatest deviance from roundness. A pronounced three point lobed form is seen 
throughout the hole's depth to the extent that the magnification level had to be reduced to 
display the profiles. The three point lobes are seen to rotate at different depths within the 
hole. Again, moderate levels of high frequency deviations are observed within this profile. 
It must be noted that due to the reduced magnification of these plots, the higher frequency 
deviations appear lesser in significance. This is not the case. In order to illustrate the 
significance of the lobed profiles, the top hole profile has been included in Figure 5.33 - 
the scale of the plot must be noted. 
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Top 
Ficiure 5.33 - Hole roundness Drofile - 
relieved UAD at 27,030 Hz 
(Top) 
Relieved UAD, 27,850 Hz excitation - The profiles obtained from this workpiece are 
much less extreme than those obtained in the Relieved UAD 27,030 Hz sample. They are, 
however, relatively poor in quality. Both three pointed lobed forms and moderate levels of 
high frequency deviations in roundness are seen throughout the hole's depth. The peak to 
valley distances (Figure 5.34) understate the level of deviation from roundness. 
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Ficiure 5.34 - Measured Peak to valley distances for relieved UAD 
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Relieved UAD, 28,500 Hz excitation 
- See Figure 5.35. The hole profiles 
obtained from this sample are much 
better than those obtained in the 
Relieved UAD 27,850 Hz sample, 
especially the upper most profile. 
Again, lobed forms and high 
frequency oscillations are encountered, 
but to a lesser extent. The peak to 
valley distances shown in Figure 5.34 
are representative of the deviation of 
these profiles from roundness. 
Top 
Figure 5.35 - Hole roundness Profile 
relieved UAD, 28,500 Hz 
(Top) 
Axial hole rouqhness 
Axial hole roughness data was obtained for the samples, after they had been sectioned, 
using a Taylor Hobson Talysurf 4. This instrument provides hole roughness profiles, 
values of peak to valley displacement (in micrometers, as obtained in the hole roundness 
measurements), and calculates values of hole surface roughness (Ra, in micrometers). The 
roughness profiles allow the holes' textures to be depicted visually. 
it must be noted that the magnifications used in the hole surface plots are all identical with 
the exception of the Relieved UAD 27,030 Hz sample whose second trace is shown at a 
lower magnification. 
Two surface roughness measurements were conducted for each sample, one for each half 
of the sectioned sample. The roughness measurements were also taken at approximately 
the same axial position in each sample in order to obtain a good representation. 
The total distance travelled by the Talysurf's stylus was 5.6 mm, and a filter cut-off of 0.8 
mm was used. The first and last 0.8 mm sections were ignored by the instrument whilst 
calculating the roughness values but are included in the magnified surface traces. 
Included in the traces generated is a dot-dashed line indicating a least squares straight line 
of best fit. Figure 5.36 shows an example profile recorded for the conventionally drilled 
workpiece 1. This profile shows both low frequency and higher frequency deviations from 
a flat surface. All of the surface roughness profiles obtained are included in Appendix A2. 
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Figures 5.37,5.39 and 5.42 show the calculated surface roughnesses and Figures 5.38,5.41 
and 5.44 show the maximum peak to valley distances recorded. 
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Fiqure 5.36 - Hole rouqhness profile - Conventional 
Workpiece 1 
(Trace 2) 
ConventionallY drilled samples - See Figure 5.36. The surface profiles of the 
conventionally drilled samples indicate a wide variation in surface quality. The deviations 
from the least squares straight line of best fit are seen to be both low and high in frequency. 
These deviations are reflected in both the Ra surface roughness values (shown in Figure 
5.37) and peak to valley distances (shown in Figure 5.38). The workpieces are seen to 
range in quality with sample 3 being the best and sample 2 being the worst. The sample 
obtained from the relieved drill bit under conventional drilling conditions is also seen to 
give varying characteristics in its hole surface profiles. As can be seen in Figures 5.37 and 
5.38, its roughness and peak to valley distances are about comparable to the less favourable 
results obtained when drilling using the conventional drill bit. The surface roughness 
profile for the relieved drill bit also shows a higher magnitude of lower frequency 
components. 
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UAD, 22,500 Hz excitation - The surface profiles obtained for this sample are seen to 
deviate from the least squares straight line of best fit with relatively high frequency 
oscillation The lower frequency troughs encountered in the conventional drilling 
workpiece surfaces are not seen. The roughness value indicated in Figure 5.39 and the peak 
to valley distance shown in Figure 5.41 are both seen to be relatively poor when compared 
to those obtained during conventional drilling conditions. The values are considered 
consistent with the profiles recorded. 
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UAD, 27,030 Hz excitation - The surface profiles obtained for this sample show a higher 
magnitude of deviation from the least squares straight line of best fit than those obtained in 
the 22,500 Hz UAD sample. The frequency at which the deviations occur is slightly lower 
giving rise to larger grooves. The roughness and peak to valley values (shown in Figures 
5.39 and 5.41 respectively) represent well the increase in surface roughness. 
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Figure 5.39 - Measured surface roughness for UAD 
UAD, 27,850 Hz excitation - The surface profiles for this sample show an improvement 
in surface quality over those obtained for the 27,030 Flz UAD sample. The profiles show 
high frequency oscillation around the least squares straight line of best fit with periodic 
sharp troughs in the profile. The values obtained for both surface roughness and peak to 
valley distances are seen to be an accurate portrayal of the hole's surface but don't indicate 
the uniformity of the surface obtained. 
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UAD, 28,500 Hz excitation - See Figure 5.40. The surface profiles obtained for this 
sample show the lowest levels of deviation from the least squares straight line of best fit 
whilst conducting UAD experiments with a conventional drill bit. In a similar but more 
pronounced manner 
to the results 
obtained for the 
27,850 Hz UAD 
workpiece, the 
deviation from the 
least squares 
straight line of best 
fit is seen to be high 
in frequency with I , ak 10 111 (11\ lloru. ontal , calt: - 0.50 mm'dl\ 
periodic sharp flaure 5.40 - Hole rouqhness profile - UAD. 28,500 Hz troughs. The values (Trace 1) 
obtained for both 
surface roughness and peak to valley distances are seen to be an accurate portrayal of the 
hole's surface but, again, don't indicate the increased unifonnity of the surface obtained. 
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Figure 5.41 - Measured Peak to valley distances for UAD 
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Relieved UAD, 22,500 Hz excitation - The surface profiles for this sample are similar in 
nature to those of conventional drilling. They show components of both high frequency 
and low frequency oscillation about the least squares straight line of best fit. The values of 
surface roughness (shown in Figure 5.42) and peak to valley distances (shown in Figure 
5.44) are representative of this sample which is seen to be slightly rougher than that 
obtained under conventional drilling conditions with a normal drill bit. 
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Ficlure 5.42 - Measured surface roughness fOr relieved UAD 
Relieved UAD, 27,030 Hz excitation - The surface profiles for this sample show 
pronounced low frequency deviations from the least squares straight line of best fit. The 
first trace is shown at the same scale as the others presented, although the second trace, due 
to a pronounced deviation from the least squares straight line of best fit, is shown at a 
reduced scale. High frequency oscillations are also seen to the extent encountered in 
conventional drilling samples. The values of surface roughness (shown in Figure 5.42) and 
peak to valley distances (shown in Figure 5.44) are large, and are consistent with, if not 
understating, the hole surface encountered. 
Relieved UAD, 27,850 Ilz excitation - See Figure 5.43. The surface profiles for this 
sample are very good. Some high frequency deviation around the least squares straight line 
of best fit exists, but is of a relatively controlled nature. The same is true for lower 
frequency deviations, which are present, but are relatively small in magnitude. The values 
obtained for surface roughness (shown in Figure 5.42) and peak to valley displacements 
(shown in Figure 5.44) are seen to be representative of this sample. 
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Figure 5.43 - Hole roughness profile - relieved UAD, 27.850 Hz 
(Trace 1) 
Relieved UAD, 28,500 Hz excitation - The surface profiles for this sample are 
comparable with those obtained under conventional drilling conditions. Both high 
frequency and low frequency deviations occur around the least squares straight line of best 
fit at about the same magnitude as that encountered during conventional drilling. The 
values of surface roughness (shown in Figure 5.42) and peak to valley distance (shown in 
Figure 5.44) are representative of this sample. 
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optical microscope gictures 
In order to give a visual reference to the hole surfaces of the samples obtained from this 
work; high quality, relatively low magnification, optical microscope pictures were taken 
for both sectioned halves of each sample. All of the pictures taken are included in 
Appendix A3. 
Conventionally Drilled Samples - See Figure 
5.45. The samples obtained from conventional 
drilling show a uniform surface. They are matt 
silver in colour with some shiny rings present 
within the bore. Defects in the hole surface 
include light grooves, mild inclusions and some 
light material tearing. 
Conventionally Drilled Samples - Relieved Drill Bit - This sample is similar in nature to 
those obtained under conventional drilling conditions. The surface is matt silver in colour 
and slightly heavier (than the conventionally drilled workpieces) grooves, inclusions and 
material tearing is evident. 
Swept Excitation UAD Samples - See Figure 
5.46. These samples show a clear banding and 
are indicative of the swept excitation UAD that 
they have been subjected to. The surfaces 
alternate between being matt silver and shiny 
and, as for the samples drilled without 
ultrasonic assistance, show light grooves, mild 
inclusions and some light material tearing. No 
drastic material degradation is present. 
UAD, 22,500 Hz excitation - The inner surface of this hole is shiny with a speckled matt 
silver finish. Light grooves, mild inclusions and some light material tearing are observed to 
the same extent as that encountered in the conventionally drilled samples. Very small 
fragments appear to have been welded to the inner surface of this hole. 
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UAD, 27,030 Hz excitation - See Figure 5.47. The inner surface of this hole is clearly 
seen to be worse than that obtained during UAD 
at 22,500 Hz excitation. Heavier grooves are 
seen with a large increase in both material 
tearing and inclusions. Towards the hole entry, 
the hole is shiny with speckles of matt silver 
whilst the end of the hole is matt silver in 
colour. At the hole entry, the hole's surface 
appears as if either the grooves formed by the 
drilling process have been smoothed over to 
form shiny sections. Loose fragments of material have been welded to the sample, 
throughout its depth, and smoothed flat by the drill bit's margins. 
UAD, 27,850 Hz excitation - The inner surface of this sample is comparable to the 
deepest position in the hole described previously. The hole surface is matt in finish, again 
with heavy grooves, tears, and inclusions. Also, it appears that small fragments of material 
have been welded to the inner surface of the hole. 
UAD, 28,500 Hz excitation - See Figure 5.48. The inner surface of this hole is shiny with 
small matt silver grooves. The surface is seen to 
be far more uniform than the surfaces obtained 
with UAD at 27,030 Rz or 27,850 Hz excitation 
and does not show matt silver speckles to the 
same extent as that encountered with UAD at 
22,500 Rz. The levels of grooving, tearing and 
inclusions present are only very mild and it does 
not appear that any fragments are welded to the 
inner surface of the hole, however, they may 
have been smoothed flat. 
Relieved UAD, 22,500 Hz excitation - The surface quality of this sample appears very 
good. It is matt silver in finish with low levels of inclusions and tearing. Its surface appears 
very unifon-n with just the odd small shiny ring. A small amount of grooving is present. 
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Relieved UAD, 27,030 Hz excitation - See Figure 5.49. This sample is certainly the 
anomaly. Significant helical ridges are present; 
y embossed on the inner surface of the hole. The 
are raised to the touch. Grooves are also present. 
Low levels of tearing or inclusions are present 
in this sample. The surface is mainly shiny with 
a highly polished ring evident from the end of 
the hole to about 3 mm back and the ridges are 
more pronounced at the start of the hole 
indicating that they are formed after the material 
has been cut. 
Relieved UAD, 27,850 Hz excitation - See Figure 5.50. The quality of this hole is 
questionable. The main surface of the hole is, in 
general, outstanding. It has a very uniform spiral 
groove, which relates to the feed of the drill bit, 
and is relatively shiny in places. No tearing or 
inclusions are present on the main surface, and 
only very light grooving is present. Scratched 
into the surface of the hole are some coarsely 
pitched spiral grooves that originated from the Figur 5.50 - Photo of Relieve 
drill bit being removed from the hole. These UAD. 27,850 Hz workULece 
significantly deteriorate the surface of the hole. At the hole entrance, on one section of the 
sample, extremely mild tearing and inclusions are present. They are accompanied with 
what appear to be very small fragments welded to the hole's surface. 
Relieved UAD, 28,500 Hz excitation - See 
Figure 5.51. Surface quality is reasonably good 
with a relatively shiny finish. The main surface 
of the hole is uniform and consistent. It is not 
quite as good as that obtained for Relieved 
UAD at 27,850 Hz, with slightly higher levels 
of inclusions, tearing and grooving. Coarsely 
pitched spiral grooves are scratched into the 
surface, from the drill bit being retracted. 
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5.2.2 Chip analysis 
Chip shapes and characteristics can provide a valuable insight into the drilling process. For 
this reason during conventional drilling, swept excitation frequency UAD, and steady state 
UAD experiments, chips were collected and saved for subsequent analysis. 
Figure 5.52 shows examples of chips 
generated under conventional 
drilling conditions, Figure 5.53 
shows those generated under swept 
excitation frequency UAD trials, and 
Figure 5.54 shows those generated 
under steady state UAD conditions. 
At certain frequencies of excitation, 
the chips generated in the cutting 
zone were seen to fly out of the drill 
bit's flutes. It was these chips that 
were retained from the steady state 
UAD trials, as these were believed to 
be the chips that corresponded to the 
optimal ultrasonic vibration 
cilip Pitcli 
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Fioure 5.52 - Chips obtained from 
conventional drilling 
parameters, and hence show the greatest deviation from standard chips. 
The chip pitch is defined as the helical pitch of the chip (Figure 5.52). Figures 5.52 and 
5.54, show that the chips collected from both conventional drilling, and steady state UAD 
trials deviated with respect to their pitch. The finer pitched chips were produced during 
hole entry (chip numbers 1), and the chips with a larger pitch (5 upwards) were produced 
when the drill bit had 
cut further into the 
workpiece and the 
influence of the drill 
bits' flutes (guiding 
the chips) was more 
pronounced. The chip 
pitches were 
--r 
\ 
Fiqure 5.53 - Chips obtained from UAD with a swept 
excitation frequencv 
measured and the data recorded is shown in Figure 5.55 in which the chip numbers 
correspond to the chip numbers shown in Figures 5.52 and 5.54. The chip pitch for the 9 th 
UAD chip was estimated, conservatively, due to its discontinuous nature and is likely to be 
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greater in value. A lower total 
length of fragmented chips was 
collected than continuous ones. It 
is interesting to note that the pitch 
of the chips obtained during swept 
excitation frequency trials (Figure 
5.53) both increased and decreased 
as the excitation frequency was 
swept. This was not experienced 
during either conventional drilling 
or steady state UAD trials. It is 
believed to be caused by the 
kinematic motion of the drill tip's 
cutting edges changing as the 
ultrasonic vibration excitation 
frequency changes. The chips 
collected from steady state UAD 
trials were not collected at strategic 
times during drilling, and the chips 
collected from swept excitation 
r 
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Figure 5.54 - Chips obtained from steadv state 
UAD 
frequency trials would indicate that the ultrasonic vibration employed affected a greater 
influence than that recorded in the chip analysis from steady state UAD experiments. 
The chip colour, which can be used to indicate the temperature present in the cutting zone, 
was constant for all chips collected. As can be seen from Figures 5.52 to 5.54, the chips 
remained a dull silvery grey colour. This is assumed to result from the low cutting velocity 
(hence minimal heat generation) that was used for all drilling trials. The ultrasonic 
vibration present was assumed to have the effect of increasing the speed of cut within the 
cutting zone, but no deviation in chip colour was detected. 
A big difference observed between the chips collected from conventional drilling and UAD 
was that, whilst the conventional chips remained elastic and relatively strong, the chips 
generated by UAD were seen to be very brittle and some could easily be crumbled by 
hand. This characteristic is consistent with materials undergoing higher strain rates i. e. 
being subjected to increased levels of work hardening. 
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The average thickness of the chips retained for both conventional drilling and steady state 
UAD trials was measured to an accuracy of 0.01 mm using Vernier callipers, and recorded. 
This data obtained is presented in Figure 5.56, in which the chip numbers correspond to 
those shown in Figures 5.52 and 5.54. The chip thickness' measured indicate that, on 
average, there is a reduction in chip thickness when UAD is employed. 
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Figure 5.56 - Chip thickness comparison 
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5.2.3 Drill bit analysis 
A new drill bit was used for each set of experiments, and these were retained for 
subsequent analysis. The drill bit used to perform the swept sine excitation cutting trials is 
not considered in this section, as due to the nature of the experiment, any wear exhibited 
could not be attributed to any particular cutting mechanism. 
As such, the drill bits that are analysed here include those used for conventional drilling 
trials, steady state ultrasonic trials, and the relieved drill bit that was used for both steady 
state ultrasonic trials and conventional cutting. The number of holes drilled are as follows, 
Conventional Drill Bit - Under conventional drilling conditions, six holes were drilled in 
workpieces with pilot holes, and four solid workpieces were drilled. 
UAD Drill Bit - Under steady state ultrasonic conditions, thirteen holes were drilled in 
solid workpieces. 
Relieved Drill Bit - Five holes were drilled in solid workpieces under conventional 
drilling conditions and, under steady state ultrasonic conditions, eleven holes were drilled 
in solid workpieces. 
Fiqure 5.57 - Wear on drill bit 
after conventional drillinci 
Ficiure 5.58 - Wear on drill bit 
after UAD 
The conventional drill bit shows the wear characteristic shown in Figure 5.57. The wear 
regions are uneven across the cutting edges of the drill bit with concentrated wear marks 
existing on the outer edges of the drill bit's lips, the outer regions of the chisel edge (facing 
the direction of cut), the region just below the lips' outer comer, and on the upper points of 
the drill bit's heel (see Figure 1.1). Built up edges were encountered on the outer comers of 
the lips. In addition to this, as the drill bit was chemically blackened during its 
manufacture, it is possible to see some moderate polishing down the drill bit's margin. This 
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existed up to the depth to which the samples were drilled indicating a relatively mild 
mechanical interaction. 
The UAD drill bit shows the wear characteristic shown in Figure 5.58. A slightly greater 
region of wear was encountered across the length of the cutting lips without any high- 
concentration wear regions. As for the conventional drill bit, the outer regions of the chisel 
edge (facing the direction of cut) were seen to indicate higher regions of wear but to a 
much lesser extent that that shown on the conventional drill bit. In addition, several small 
notches exist in the lips and the drill bit's margins were seen to be highly polished up to the 
depth to which the drill bit drilled. The increased level of polishing to that observed on the 
conventional drill bit indicates a more pronounced interaction between the UAD drill bit's 
margin and the workpiece. 
The relieved drill bit was used for both conventional drilling and UAD. As such it is not 
possible to directly attribute the wear present with a particular mode of cut. The drill bit, 
however, showed characteristics of both the drilling processes. Points of greater wear exist 
in the same places as experienced on the conventional drill bit but the wear across the drill 
bit's cutting lips is far more uniform than that present on the conventional drill bit. No 
indications of any built up edges were present, although the UAD trials were conducted 
after the conventional drilling trials. No wear was observed on the drill bit's flutes or areas 
where the margins had previously been, but as they were relieved manually, and the area 
had been roughly ground, any wear would have been extremely difficult to determine. 
It would appear from these characteristics that the use of ultrasonic excitation causes the 
drill bit's cutting edges to be used more efficiently (as wear indicators are present along the 
whole cutting edge, not just a part of it). The notches present on the lips of the UAD drill 
bit are likely to be due to the impacting nature of the vibration assisted drilling process. 
5.2.4 Discussion on post-drillIng analysis 
Results from conventional drilling are used in this analysis as a base line to which to 
compare the UAD results obtained. The conventionally drilled workpieces show a 
reasonably good hole surface quality and it is interesting to note that the holes formed all 
reduced in size (towards the nominal hole size) with depth. This trend is also true when 
drilling conventionally with the relieved drill bit, although its hole size does increase 
slightly towards its end. Conventional drilling samples show mild lobes in the upper levels 
of the holes but are generally round with some higher frequency deviations from roundness 
lower down presumably caused by the influence of the drill bit's margins. Conversely, the 
results obtained from conventional drilling with the relieved drill bit show both mild lobes 
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and high frequency imperfections throughout the depth of the hole. The conventionally 
drilled holes show a variation with respect to surface roughness. This is seen to vary from 
being extremely good to moderately bad. The surface roughness profiles obtained from the 
relieved drill bit under conventional drilling conditions is seen to be comparable with the 
lower quality surface roughness results obtained from conventional drilling. Its deviations 
from smoothness are seen to be slightly lower in frequency indicating slight instability at 
the drill bit's tip and that the removed margins are required to guide the drill bit during its 
cut. 
All of the results obtained from UAD with a conventional drill bit show evidence of some 
form of interaction between the drill bit's margins and the workpiece material. Small 
fragments of metal are present, welded to the surface, or the surface is seen to be shiny and 
polished. The holes, however, are seen to be relatively round. The holes formed using 
UAD are seen to grow in size with depth. This is contrary to both conventional drilling and 
UAD with the relieved drill bit. It is assumed that the cause of this hole growth is 
interactions between the drill bit's margins and the hole's inner surface, coupled with the 
presence of lateral or bending vibration present in the drill bit's structure. 
The best and most consistent result obtained from the UAD process (with the unmodified 
drill bit) is when the frequency of excitation is 28,500 Hz. The hole formed when the 
system was excited at this frequency maintains a consistent size throughout its depth and 
also remains consistently round. The surface roughness within this hole is also maintained 
at reasonable levels with high frequency low amplitude oscillations. Also observed in the 
hole surface roughness plots are sharp periodic troughs in the surface. A visual inspection 
of the surface reveals a shiny finish with mild grooves (with a matt finish) and low levels 
of tearing. Due to the consistency of the results throughout the hole's depth, it is assumed 
that the vibration mode exhibited by the drill bit during the drilling of this hole is relatively 
stable. 
The second most favoured result from UAD is that obtained with an excitation frequency 
of 22,500 Hz. A relatively poor surface roughness is seen. Its hole roundness profiles, 
however, are seen to be good, and consistent, as are the hole sizes measured. 
The UAD samples analysed for excitation frequencies 27,030 Hz and 27,850 Hz are poorer 
in quality than the other two obtained. They show decreased hole roundness, an increase in 
surface roughness and the surface quality of the holes is visually poor. 
The most extreme workpiece analysed in this section results from relieved UAD at an 
excitation frequency of 27,030 Hz. This workpiece shows a very pronounced helical spiral 
embossed on its inner surface. This spiral can be readily detected by touch and sight and is 
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seen clearly in the optical microscope pictures taken. This sample's form is also clearly 
evident in both the hole roundness plots and the surface roughness profiles. It is believed to 
be formed by some form of steady state vibrating motion, excited by ultrasonic vibration, 
and involving interaction between the drill bit's flute -and the surface of the workpiece. The 
hole size in this sample is also seen to increase with depth. This is consistent with the 
results obtained for UAD, in which it is assumed that the increase in hole size at a lower 
depth was caused by oscillatory interactions between the drill bit's margins and the inner 
surface of the hole. It appears that these interactions have been extended to the drill bit's 
flutes in this instance. 
As for the holes obtained during conventional drilling, the other holes obtained from UAD 
with the relieved drill bit generally decrease in size towards their end. This is consistent 
with the assumption that a vibrating interaction between the drill bit's margin and the 
workpiece's inner surface in UAD, whilst using the unmodified drill bit, is responsible for 
the increase in hole size with depth. These holes are also seen to be far more consistent in 
their characteristics with depth. They exhibit both high frequency oscillation and lobes 
throughout their depths and their surface roughness profiles are seen to vary in quality 
between moderately bad, to comparable with those of conventional drilling. The best 
results obtained from UAD with a relieved drill bit are those obtained with an excitation 
frequency of either 27,850 Hz or 28,500 Hz. At an excitation frequency of 27,850 Hz, the 
hole size starts at 40 I= oversize, diminishing to 15 jim oversize towards the end of the 
hole. At an excitation frequency of 28,500 Hz, however, the hole size is consistently very 
good, being a maximum of 20 Am oversize. The 27,850 Hz sample is seen to deviate 
moderately with respect to roundness whilst the 28,500 Hz sample is seen to hold a 
reasonably round profile, which is more consistent throughout its depth. The surface 
roughness values obtained from both samples are comparable with those obtained from 
conventional drilling, with the 27,850 Hz sample being the best. Both samples exhibit 
coarsely pitched spirals scratched into their surface, caused by the removal of the drill bit 
after drilling. These spirals affect both the roundness and the surface roughness results 
detrimentally. The 27,850 Hz sample is seen, visually, to be of a better quality although, at 
one side of its entrance, very mild tearing, very mild inclusions, and very small particles 
are seen to be welded to its surface; indicating contact with the drill bit's land / relieved 
margin. 
When the chips obtained from UAD are compared with those obtained from conventional 
drilling, they are seen to have a reduced radius of curvature and a decreased thickness. In 
previous work, (Onikura, Ohnishi et al. 1996) also noted a reduced chip thickness with an 
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increased pitch and (Devine 1985) noted a greater chip curl radius but did not define the 
measurement. The effective radius of the cylindrical outer surfaces of the chips obtained 
during the drilling trials conducted remained approximately constant under all 
experimental conditions. This radius is ultimately controlled by the diameter of the hole 
being drilled. (Neugebauer and Stoll 2004) showed kinematically that the thickness of the 
chips obtained from UAD are likely to vary when longitudinal vibration is present within 
the cutting zone. It was argued that the drill bit's periodic longitudinal displacement is 
likely to be out of phase with the previously formed cut surface and would cause 
fluctuations in chip thickness facilitating chip fragmentation. Further plastic deformation 
of the chip, due to the ultrasonic vibration present and normal to the hole's end face, as it is 
conveyed into the drill bit's flutes could also serve to both thin the chip and reduce its 
pitch. Chip fragmentation was seen to occur during UAD which agrees with (Deng, Li et 
al. 1993), (Neugebauer and Stoll 2004), (Chang and Bone 2005), and (Chang 2004b) who 
all also reported chip fragmentation during UAD. Previous research at Loughborough 
University concerned with ultrasonically assisted turning has found that, although chips 
become harder, exhibiting higher levels of work hardening, the workpiece material 
remained less affected by an ultrasonically assisted cutting process than the workpiece 
material cut using a conventional machining method (Mitrofanov, Babitsky et al. 2003; 
Mitrofanov, Babitsky et al. 2004; Ahmed, Mitrofanov et al. 2006). No tests have been 
performed to measure the resulting workpieces' hardness, but given the relative complexity 
of UAD, mixed results would be expected. 
Chips generated under conventional drilling conditions are seen to jam in the flutes of the 
drill bits more readily than when ultrasonic vibration is present. The oscillating motion of 
the drill bits when subjected to ultrasound is likely to reduce friction between the chip and 
the drill bits' surfaces (due to increased motion between the two surfaces). With ultrasonic 
excitation at specific excitation frequencies, the chips are seen to stream continuously from 
the drill bit; this appears to confirm a reduction in friction. 
It is interesting to note that the pitch of the chips obtained during swept excitation 
frequency trials deviated as the excitation frequency was swept. This was not experienced 
during either conventional cutting or steady state UAD and is believed to be caused by the 
ultrasonic vibration exciting specific vibration modes within the system as its frequency is 
swept through the range of frequencies investigated. These vibration modes would affect 
the drill bit's tip's kinematic motion accordingly. 
When analysing the drill bits employed for the experiments documented, it was found that 
the drill bit used for conventional drilling experiments displayed high wear spots at 
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specific positions on its surfaces. Only a limited number of holes were drilled under 
conventional drilling conditions and it is envisaged that large degradations in quality would 
quickly be encountered as the drill bit becomes worn. Conversely, the unmodified drill bit 
employed for UAD experiments showed a better spread of wear, being less pronounced 
and distributed evenly across its cutting surfaces. This has been previously documented in 
(Devine 1985). Also, whilst the drill bit employed for conventional drilling was seen to 
exhibit built up edges (small fragments of workpiece material attached to the drill bits 
cutting surfaces), the unmodified drill bit employed for UAD did not. The reduction in 
built up edge formation in UAD has previously been documented in (Onikura, Ohnishi et 
al. 1996) and (Deng, U et al. 1993). The relieved drill bit, having been used for both 
conventional drilling and UAD experiments, displayed characteristics of both processes. 
One negative effect of employing UAD was seen in the analysis of the drill bits. Both the 
conventional and relieved drill bits employed for UAD had small notches chipped out of 
their cutting lips. It is assumed that these are due to the relatively uncontrolled kinematic 
motion that the drill bits' tips take during cutting with ultrasonic assistance. At this stage of 
development, the transducer / drill bit vibrating system is in no way optimised for UAD. If, 
for example, the drill bit's lips are repeatedly impacted vertically into the workpiece 
material, which is practically opposite to the sense in which they are designed to cut (the 
main direction of the lips' cutting motion is rotational), then it is foreseeable that they 
could be 'chipped' away by the impacts. These notches are consistent with observations 
presented in (Chang and Bone 2005) and (Chang 2004b). (Chang and Bone 2005) 
subsequently perfon-ned experiments using TiN coated HSS drill bits and found that the 
drill wear experienced was significantly reduced. 
5.3 Overview and discussion on drilling results 
By analysing the drilling torque and force reactions obtained during drilling in conjunction 
with the workpiece analysis, chip analysis and drill bit analysis conducted subsequently; 
general trends can be established that indicate process efficiency and characteristics. It has 
become apparent during the post drilling analysis that mechanisms other than purely 
ductile cutting occur when ultrasonic assistance is employed. Some of the workpieces' 
holes exhibited small fragments of metal welded to their inner surfaces, some showed 
pronounced grooving, material t=fing and inclusions, some showed polished, shiny 
surfaces, and some showed a matt silver finish. Each mechanism that occurs during drilling 
is likely to affect the vibration present in the vibrating system, which in turn will alter the 
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drilling mechanism. Section 5.1.5 discussed the possible mechanisms occurring in the 
cutting zone. 
It is interesting to note that ultrasonic welding has been documented as occurring during 
other ultrasonic processes such as ultrasonically assisted steel wire drawing (Balamuth 
1964). 
The oscillation amplitude of the ultrasonic system employed for UAD is extremely 
sensitive to excitation frequency (Section 4.2). The nonlinear nature of drilling will change 
the system's amplitude frequency characteristics substantially, and the fact that the 
ultrasonic system operates at differing vibration amplitudes (when excited at differing 
frequencies) should be noted. 
Due to the unknown mechanisms occurring in the cutting zone, each steady state result 
must be considered independently and as evident in the drilling reaction torques and forces 
measured, the slowly swept excitation data is not directly indicative of the results obtained 
at specific excitation frequencies. Having said that, it may well be possible to determine 
beneficial system excitation frequencies from the swept data obtained; further steady state 
analysis is required to confirm this. 
It is interesting to note that when comparing the workpiece surfaces, although the swept 
excitation frequency workpieces display banded sections, the surfaces of their holes are 
seen to be relatively uniform considering the various cutting mechanisms that occurred 
during their formation; hole surfaces resulting from steady state excitation showed far 
more pronounced characteristics. Chips obtained from swept excitation UAD were novel in 
form; their pitch was seen to both increase and decrease. This was not observed in any 
other drilling experiments. 
When UAD was conducted at a steady state excitation frequency of around 22,500 Hz the 
process was seen to be relatively consistent for both the unmodified and relieved drill bits. 
The hole size was seen to decrease with depth (although it rises slightly again with the 
unmodified drill bit), the hole roundness profiles show that the relieved drill bit exhibited 
some lobes towards the top of the hole (which could be due to geometrical inaccuracies), 
and both sets of hole roughness profiles show similar characteristics to conventional 
drilling with an unmodified drill bit. Hole surface inspection again revealed similar traits, 
with the unmodified drill bit sample showing some mild occurrences of particle welding. 
The drilling reaction forces were seen to be very similar at this excitation frequency, but 
the torques measured were seen to vary. The torque reaction for the relieved drill bit was 
seen, counter intuitively, to be greater than that seen for the unmodified drill bit. 
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The most pronounced results encountered occurred when the relieved drill bit was excited 
at a frequency of around 27,030 Hz. Around this excitation frequency, the minimum 
drilling reaction forces were encountered, although the torques recorded were relatively 
high. The workpiece resulting from this experiment shows an increase in diameter with 
depth, and extremely pronounced helical ridges embossed on the surface of the hole. These 
ridges are reflected in both the hole roundness profiles and surface roughness profiles. No 
material welding was observed. 
The unmodified drill bit, at an excitation frequency of around 27,030 Hz, also showed its 
minimum thrust force reactions (and high torques), an increase in hole size with depth and 
poor roundness / roughness profiles. The poor surface encountered, although not to the 
same extent as the relieved drill bit around this excitation frequency, showed pronounced 
material welding, tearing, inclusions and grooves. Its poor surface is reflected in its 
roundness and roughness profiles. 
The unmodified drill bit, at *an excitation frequency of around 27,850 Hz shows a slight 
improvement in workpiece quality over that obtained when 27,030 Hz excitation was 
employed. The surface obtained still exhibits all of the negative trends encountered 
previously and the surface roughness and roundness profiles only show a mild 
improvement. The thrust force required to drill this sample was slightly greater than that of 
27,030 Hz excitation, and the torque reactions are about average UAD values. 
The best result (with an unmodified drill bit), in terms of workpiece quality occurs at an 
excitation frequency around 28,500 Hz. In this instance, the hole holds a consistent 
diameter, which is the closest UAD result (with an unmodified drill bit) to the nominal 
hole diameter. It is still however, a minimum. of 55 Am oversize. The hole roughness and 
roundness profiles show good, relatively smooth surfaces (which are consistent with 
depth), but the surface is seen to be shiny and the roughness profile exhibits sharp periodic 
troughs. This would indicate that some form of interaction between the drill bit's margins 
and the workpiece's material has occurred in this instance; plastically deforming the 
material so that it appears smooth and polished. Although not tested, due to the shiny 
surface and the envisaged plastic deformation, it is likely that the ultrasonic process has 
hardened the surface formed in this sample. Also around this excitation frequency, squeal 
or high frequency chatter was encountered during the drilling process, 
The remaining two relieved drill bit UAD results (at excitation frequencies around 27,850 
Hz and 28,500 Hz) show better characteristics than the others obtained with the relieved 
drill bit. Both workpieces show scratches that were formed as the drill bit was retracted 
from the hole. It is unclear what mechanism (e. g. built up edge, geometrical inaccuracies, 
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or drill bit wear) caused these scratches and whether it would be a reoccurring feature of 
excitation around these frequencies but the numerical results obtained for both hole 
roundness and hole roughness are affected adversely. Both hole surfaces, however, are 
seen visually to be very good. The sample obtained at an excitation frequency around 
27,850 Hz is slightly better than the other. Conversely, the sample produced at an 
excitation frequency around 28,500 Hz is seen to hold a much tighter hole tolerance, its 
maximum deviation being 20 Am oversize. This is much better than the hole sizes obtained 
under conventional drilling conditions with an unmodified drill bit. In this instance, the 
hole sizes recorded were a minimum of 40 Am oversize. The relieved drill bit, under 
conventional drilling conditions, holds a far higher tolerance than the conventional drill bit, 
but varies more throughout its depth and still does not accomplish the accuracy obtained 
when the drill bit was excited at 28,500 Hz. Again, the 27,850 Hz and 28,500 Hz relieved 
drill bit UAD samples show conflicts between surface roughness and roundness profiles. 
The lower excitation frequency exhibits a smoother surface (the 28,500 Hz sample being 
comparable to conventional drilling) yet the 28,500 Hz sample shows better roundness 
profiles. The roundness profiles obtained at the lower excitation frequency exhibit lobes 
throughout the sample's depth. It must be noted that due to the scratches present in the hole 
surfaces of both of these samples, the roundness and roughness profiles may not be 
representative in these circumstances. 
The chips retained from UAD are seen to be more brittle, have a greater pitch, and more 
fragmented than chips obtained during conventional drilling. 
Drill bits employed for UAD were seen to show more evenly distributed wear patterns than 
that observed under conventional drilling conditions. Small notches were however 
observed in the drill bits' cutting lips. 
Although the vibrating system's unloaded characteristic (Chapter 4) holds significance to 
the system under investigation, during drilling, the system is assumed to be affected by the 
reaction loads applied to the drill bit, and a direct comparison may not be made between 
the unloaded system results and the results obtained from experimental drilling trials. An 
analytical or numerical model exhibiting the unloaded system characteristics documented 
in Chapter 4 could be developed to analyse the complete UAD system. This would 
necessitate the incorporation of the drilling reaction forces. As UAD has been proven to 
exhibit a strong dependence on prior cutting events, UAD models must retain cut 
interaction history. Material hardening and particle welding are also pertinent. 
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5.4 Previous ultrasonically assisted drilling results 
The experimental work in this thesis is mostly concerned with obtaining steady state data 
that can be used to validate numerical models. Previous work at Loughborough University 
has been concerned with drilling thin strips of material. Data obtained from experimental 
work in this area would be transient and difficult to employ when validating computer 
models although some results must be included for completeness. All of the results in this 
section were obtained whilst employing a longitudinal ultrasonic transducer to excite 
Tungsten Carbide drill bits at specific frequencies. 
5.4.1 Drilling thin alurniniurn strips 
One of the most impressive demonstrations on the use of UAD is when large drill bits (9.5 
mm, in this example) are employed to drill through weak, flexible and thin structures 
(Aluminium strips with a thickness of 0.9 mm). Figure 5.59 shows the start of a 
conventional drilling operation in which the strip being drilled is supported lightly at one 
end and is only held in place with an elastic band at the other. As the drill bit proceeds into 
the workpiece (machine feed was used to ensure consistency) the strip deforms until 
drilling is initiated at the point shown in Figure 5.60. As the drill bit progresses through the 
workpiece, the workpiece continues to deform until the drill bit eventually breaks through 
(Figure 5.61). 
A significant amount of deformation is present and the drilling operation leaves a large 
quantity of waste material on the exit face of the workpiece. Often, the strip will warp or 
twist to the extent that the drill exits at the edge or side of the workpiece. 
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When ultrasonic vibration is employed, drilling is 
initiated as soon as the drill bit touches the 
workpiece. Very little workpiece deformation 
occurs (Figure 5.62) and the drill bit passes straight 
through the workpiece (its tip can be seen in Figure 
5.62) leaving negligible waste material on the exit 
face. Identical drilling parameters (feed rate, 
rotational speed, etc) were used during both tests. 
The results from this experiment are impressive but 
cannot be duplicated reliably under differing 
conditions. The effect has been shown to be very 
sensitive to both ultrasonic system parameters 
(including transducer dimensions / characteristics, I 
drill bit type, and control system parameters) and material dimensions / properties. These 
experiments indicate that further research and development is required before UAD is 
optimised. 
Fiqure 5.62 - Photo of UAD 
Breakthrough 
5.4.2 Burr formations on plates 
A result from an experiment investigating burr formation on plates is shown in Figure 5.63. 
6mm drill bits were used to drill holes in 3.2 mm thick Aluminium Alloy 1050 plates. 
Aluminium Alloy 1050 is regularly employed in aerospace applications and the material is 
well known for being "stringy" i. e. the chips remain long and wrap around the drill bit. 
This also has the effects of increasing the size of burr fon-nations, and causing tool 
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jamming. The top row of holes in Figure 5.63 
were drilled under conventional drilling 
conditions and the bottom row were drilled with 
UAD. The macroscopic drilling parameters (speed 
and feed rate) were the same in both instances. 
As can be seen from the picture, a significant 
reduction in burr formation was encountered 
when ultrasonic assistance was employed. 
The results obtained are impressive but again, 
cannot be duplicated reliably under differing 
conditions. The effect encountered has been 
shown to be very sensitive to both ultrasonic 
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formations 
system parameters and material dimensions / properties. 
5.4.3 Chip formation 
The same drill bits, ultrasonic parameters, and test samples as that used in section 5.4.2 
were employed during experiments to investigate the affects of UAD on chip formation. 
Figure 5.64 - Conventional 
drillinq chip formation 
Figure 5.65 - Conventional 
drilling entrv burr 
Figure 5.64 shows a sample being drilled under conventional drilling conditions. The chip 
formed remains in the drill bit's flutes and, if the holes were deeper, and no periodic 
retraction / chip breaking cycle was employed, the chips would certainly jam in the flute of 
the drill bit causing workpiece or drill bit damage. Figure 5.65 shows a similar condition 
but in this instance chip material has attached itself onto the entry surface of the hole being 
formed. This was found to be a common occurrence and would need to be removed after 
the drilling operation. 
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When ultrasonic vibration was employed to excite the 
drill bit, the chip was simply thrown out of the drill 
bit's flutes. This can be seen in Figure 5.66. The use 
of UAD also ensured that the workpiece's entry 
surface remained free of chip debris. 
As per the previous two experiments, the conditions 
under which these results occurred were found to be 
extremely sensitive, and varied significantly 
depending on the ultrasonic system (its physical 
attributes), the drill bit and the control system 
parameters. 
5.4.4 Discussion on previous results 
lu3v 
Fi-qure 5.66 - UAD chip 
formation 
All of the examples documented in this section show characteristic UAD traits that are 
extremely advantageous. 
Each of the results described, however, are highly sensitive to all operating conditions 
including workpiece material properties, drill bit material properties, drill bit geometry, 
ultrasonic system parameters, and drilling parameters. The results obtained, although 
impressive, cannot be simply repeated on demand. 
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5.5 Summary 
Dynamically recorded drilling reaction torques and forces have been obtained by 
experiment. They were obtained under various conditions including steady state 
conventional drilling, swept excitation frequency UAD, steady state UAD, and steady state 
UAD employing a drill bit whose margins had been removed. 
All of the results obtained deviated from each other. It was found that, although the 
frequency sweep rate selected for the swept excitation frequency UAD experiments was 
relatively low, steady state conditions were not realised. This is confirmed due to the 
pronounced deviations between the swept excitation frequency UAD and steady sate UAD 
results. Mechanisms by which the results varied have been discussed. Further deviations 
between the unmodified drill bit's results and those obtained with steady state UAD 
conducted with a modified drill bit have also been noted and discussed. 
The workpieces obtained from the dynamic drilling experiments were analysed for hole 
size, roundness, roughness, and pictures were taken of the holes' surfaces in order to 
provide visual references. Chips obtained during drilling were also analysed, and the drill 
bits employed during the various experiments were scrutinized to determine characteristic 
wear marks. The results were interrelated and discussed to give an insight into the cutting 
mechanisms occurring in each experimental condition and an overview of the UAD 
process was given. 
Finally, previous results from UAD experiments conducted at Loughborough University 
on thin strips and structures was documented and discussed. 
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Chapter Six Numerical Modelling 
Chapter Six documents the numerical and analytical models employed in this work. 
Section 6.1 defines the numerical analysis strategy employed in this work. 
Section 6.2 is concerned with obtaining representative material coefficients to define the 
materials employed in the UAD system under consideration. 
Section 6.3 presents modal analysis models that have been used to analyse the UAD 
system, compares the results obtained with one-dimensional analytical theory and 
evaluates the mode shapes encountered for suitability in UAD. 
Section 6.4 describes the transient analysis model developed in this work and interprets the 
results obtained. 
Section 6.5 summarises this chapter. 
6.1 Approach and methodology 
The choice of numerical analysis method chosen and its subsequent optimisation is 
presented in this section. Once identified with real systems, numerical models can 
subsequently be employed as "virtual prototypine' tools negating the requirement for 
extensive empirical testing (Abboud, Mould et al. 1998). For this reason, the selection of 
the numerical analysis strategy employed in this work is important. 
6.1.1 Number of dimensions considered 
As documented in Section 2.1 one-dimensional models may be employed to analyse 
simple ultrasonic systems. However, as ultrasonic system geometries become increasingly 
complex; combined vibration modes can develop, oblique wave reflections can occur, and 
waves may be refracted or scattered by physical features or inhomogeneities within the 
systems. These mechanisms can result in more complex wave phenomena existing in 
dimensions other than those under consideration. In these circumstances, one-dimensional 
models cease to be able to characterise the ultrasonic systems satisfactorily and a transition 
is required to either two-dimensional or three-dimensional analysis. 
The drill bits under consideration in this work are helical in form, have no line of 
symmetry, and no geometrical simplifications can be made without significantly 
compromising the analysis accuracy. It is also worth mentioning at this point that even if 
lines of symmetry were to exist, it is entirely possible that symmetrical bodies may vibrate 
in non-symmetrical modes (Zienkiewicz and Taylor 2000). Since the modelling strategy 
under development is intended to be generic, i. e. applicable to all UAM processes, a fully 
three-dimensional modelling strategy is sought. 
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Three-dimensional continuum mechanics models can be employed to model all practical 
engineering problems because no dimensional approximation is assumed in representing 
the geometry and loads (Becker 2004). It must however be noted that the computational 
resources required to analyse three-dimensional problems is significant in comparison to 
the analysis of one-dimensional or even two-dimensional problems. 
6.1.2 Numerical methods In continuum mechanics models 
Numerical methods in continuum mechanics are generally classified into three main 
approaches: Boundary Element (BE), Finite Difference (FD), and Finite Element (FE). 
BE analysis only considers the boundary or surface of the geometric body under 
consideration. It readily accommodates complex geometries and rapidly changing variables 
yet consideration of points within a body is limited (Becker 2004). As such, due to 
envisaged bulk wave propagation, this method is unsuitable for employment in the current 
work. 
FD analysis is conducted by dividing the geometric body under consideration into a grid 
of cells; related to each other by finite difference equations. The complete body is 
considered (including internal points) although the size of the grid is usually uniform 
throughout the body imposing limitations on the analysis of geometrically complex bodies. 
In addition, FD analysis is unsuitable for the analysis of rapidly changing variables (Becker 
2004). These reasons preclude its employment in the current work. 
FE analysis is conducted by dividing the geometric body under consideration into small 
segments, each conforming to a continuum mechanics model of the material under 
consideration. The elements are interconnected resulting in a continuous system of 
elements under equilibrium. The FE analysis method is suitable for analysing complex 
geometric bodies (Lerch 1990) and can accommodate rapidly changing variables with a 
refinement in element size (Becker 2004). For these reasons, it is employed in the current 
work. 
6.1.3. Domains of analysis 
Several analysis domains are suitable for employment in this work. These include, 
Eigenfrequency Analysis, 
Frequency Response Analysis, 
Transient Analysis. 
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Eigenfrequency analysis may be performed in either damped or undamped form (Bathe 
1996) to extract natural frequencies and their associated modal shapes from geometrical 
models. It allows for the analysis of resonant mode concentrations and may be employed to 
predict modal "purity" in system designs. 
Frequency response analysis may be conducted to determine a system's steady state 
response to a given excitation frequency (Zienkiewicz and Taylor 2000). The response 
may be parametrically swept with respect to the excitation frequency in order to obtain a 
system's amplitude frequency response curve. This method, however, offers no facility for 
modelling nonlinear transient loads that are dependant on the displacement exhibited by 
the body under consideration, and the vibration locus that results from excitation at a given 
frequency is unobtainable. In addition, the computational load and memory requirement 
for three-dimensional solutions is very large (Abboud, Mould et al. 1998). For these 
reasons, this method is considered to be irrelevant to / outside the scope of this work and is 
not considered. 
Transient analysis (using step-by-step integration schemes) gives the best temporal 
evolution of a system when transient or broadband signals are of principal interest, and is 
the only valid solution approach if nonlinear phenomena are involved (Abboud, Mould et 
al. 1998). It may either be conducted using a complete continuum system of all of the 
elements that compose the geometrical body under consideration, or the method of Mode 
Superposition may be employed (Bathe 1996). To employ this method, an Eigenfrequency 
analysis is initially performed and only those vibration modes considered pertinent are 
considered in the transient analysis. The continuum equations describing the response of 
the body are recompiled with mass, damping and stiffness matrices that describe the 
selected mode shapes only. This method significantly reduces the computational capacity 
required for analysis although places direct limitations on the system responses accounted 
for. These responses would need to be intuitively defined by the user prior to dynamic 
analysis (usually selected up to a selected frequency). Another consideration is that of the 
extension of this work. If the nonlinear impacts resulting from a UAD or UAM process are 
to be modelled, these impacts would theoretically generate stress waves of relatively high 
frequency, and unpredictable nonlinear effects - these are more difficult to intuitively 
predict. Due to the limitations imposed on analysis (with respect to vibration mode 
response), the additional modelling complexity, and the possible restriction with respect to 
vibration mode conversion, this method is not considered suitable for this work. 
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6.1.4 Selection of damping model for transient analysis 
In traditional vibration system analysis, viscous dampers are employed to model the 
decrement of vibration amplitude within a system (Thomson 1993). The response of an 
oscillatory system when viscous dampers are employed is seen to be significantly 
frequency dependant (Abboud, Mould et al. 1998) and may not characterise a material to a 
sufficient accuracy over a wide range of vibration frequencies. Rayleigh's stiffness 
proportional damping exhibits a similar frequency dependant characteristic. Mass 
proportional damping also exhibits a frequency dependence (proportional to the vibration 
frequency's wavelength) (Abboud, Mould et al. 1998), and a combination of the two 
damping methods (i. e. full Rayleigh damping) requires greater insight into the materials 
characteristics over the frequency range considered. 
The field of rheology is concerned with defining material behaviour. Rheological models 
can be very accurate but are often extremely complex, containing nonlinearities. Due to 
their complexity (with associated computational requirements), rheological models are 
considered to be outside the scope of this work. 
The materials of interest in this study are generally assumed to exhibit constant levels of 
damping over the frequency range that this work is conducted within (Astashev 2006). For 
this reason, frequency independent damping is considered. 
The following simplistic frequency independent damping model is proposed. The losses 
within the material are assumed to be proportional to its strain rate, although instead of 
using a fixed damping coefficient, a linearized coefficient of dissipation, fl, may be 
substituted for each traditional viscous damping coefficient (assuming that damping 
resulting from both shearing and extensional motions are to be defined independently), 
2zoi 
where, w is the frequency of oscillation and V/ is the coefficient of energy dissipation. 
Values of Vr are fixed for each wave propagation mode for a given material. The main 
drawback of employing this model is that the frequency at which the material is vibrating 
must be determined. Also, if more than one frequency of vibration exists within the body 
under consideration, the system's response will behave as that of a system modelled with 
traditional viscous dampers exhibiting increased levels of damping on vibration that exists 
at higher frequencies. 
Alternative nonlinear frequency independent damping models such as the hysteretic, 
modified hysteretic, and the quasi-hysteretic models have also p reviously been developed 
(Muravskii 2004). Due to their nonlinear natures, and the envisaged future implementation 
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of nonlinear drilling forces, they are viewed as being overly complex additions to the 
numerical models documented in this work. 
In order to maintain low computational demands, the type of damping to be implemented 
in this work is selected to be a traditional viscous damper. This damping model, as 
mentioned previously, exhibits a frequency dependant system response; damping higher 
frequencies of vibration to a greater extent than lower frequencies of vibration (for a given 
vibration amplitude). Although inaccurate over a large frequency range, it may well offer 
advantages when employed in FE analysis since, as will be discussed in Section 6.1.8, time 
dependant FE analysis is less able to accurately characterise higher frequency oscillations, 
and increased damping in the higher frequency range is likely to assist in model solution 
convergence. As a note, since the damping present within a dynamic structure determines 
the sharpness of resonance, as discussed in Section 2.1.3, the bandwidths of resonance 
conditions occurring at higher frequencies will be seen to be increased, and those occurring 
at lower frequencies will be seen to be reduced (Powell, Mould et al. 1998). This must be 
considered when analysing the data resulting from time dependant (transient) FE analysis. 
6.1.5 Three-dimensional continuum mechanics model 
A three-dimensional continuum mechanics model of the drill bit's material is required. As 
described in Section 2.1, due to the amplitude and frequency (hence strain rate) of the 
ultrasonic excitation in UAD systems, inertia must be considered. 
The field equations of motion that describe the displacements due to three-dimensional 
wave propagation in isotropic, homogeneous solids that are subjected to negligible body 
forces and are under small displacement (infinitesimal strain) conditions can be written as 
(Wasley 1973), 
aui a at2 =, (A+#)-&-+/la2u' i=i=1,2,3, 2 
where, bold letters indicate tensors, p is density, u, is displacement, t is time, A and u 
are Lam6's material constants, x, and xj indicate the directions in which the derivatives 
are calculated, and A is the dilatation, 
A= ell I whcrc, % is strain (not summcd). 
This formulation was modified in order to introduce the internal material damping model 
selected in the previous section. The drill bit's material is assumed to exhibit traditional 
viscous damping which is otherwise known as a Kelvin-Voight solid; see Figure 6.1. Each 
elastic constant used to characterise the drill bit's material is complemented with a viscous 
equivalent in order that the damping within the material that relates to the two modes of 
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wave propagation (longitudinal and shear) could be assigned independently (Lemaitre and 
Chaboche 1990) allowing for substantial improvements in matching numerical results to 
those of real life (Abboud, Mould et al. 1998). The modified formulation can be written as, 
32 u a2U aA 
a 
ax, +b# at2 7XI ax 12. 
h12 
where, b, relates to the elastic constant A, and 
b. relates to the elastic constant it. A small dot 
above a symbol denotes its derivative with respect 
to time. 
Two forms of boundary condition are to be 
employed in the FE model. The first is a direct 
constraint of the dependant variable uj 
_EI: -- 
Figure 6.1 - SimPle viscoelastic 
model of a Kelvin-Volqht solid 
(Reproduced from (Flugge 1967)) 
(displacement). This condition is of the form, 
Ul = fl(t), where, f, (t) is a function of time, 
and can be employed to constrain a point, line, or surface on or within the drill bit's 
geometry. If fl(t)=O, a rigid constraint is imposed, otherwise, the drill bit can be 
subjected to a time dependant displacement. 
The second form of boundary condition may be applied to a point, line, or surface on or 
within the drill bit, and allows a force to be applied. An example of a surface condition can 
be written as, 
10A 
a2Ui 
+ (bA + b. ") 
a, & 
+ b# 
a2ij, 
(A+JU)L +JU n _IX ax 2 ax ax 2 01111 
where, n, is a unit vector non-nal to the surface of the boundary, and f2(t) is a function of 
time. If f2(t) =0 then no force is applied to the drill bit. 
This model can account for longitudinal, flexural, and torsional modes of wave 
propagation, and any vibration mode conversion that may occur as a result of the drill bit's 
helical structure. 
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6.1.6 Implicit or explicit solver for dynamic system modelling 
The various time integration schemes available for solving dynamic systems may be 
divided into two main categories. These are Implicit and Explicit. Implicit schemes 
factorise the (effective) stiffness matrix in each step-by-step solution whilst Explicit 
schemes do not require this (Bathe 1996; Zienkiewicz and Taylor 2000). Explicit schemes 
thus save computational time and require relatively little high-speed storage (computer 
RAM) in comparison to implicit schemes. The speed / size advantages of Explicit schemes 
over Implicit Schemes have been demonstrated to be up to factors of 100 (Abboud, Mould 
et al. 1998). As such, systems of a very large order can be solved efficiently with Explicit 
integration schemes. 
In order to ensure accurate and reliable convergence when explicit solvers are employed, 
their time step sizes must be limited, 
cr 
where, W, is the critical step size, and T,, is the smallest period of the FE assemblage 
with n degrees of freedom, i. e. the smallest natural period exhibited by any element (Bathe 
1996). As such, any small elements present in the geometry under consideration, as would 
occur when analysing complex geometries, would significantly reduce the step size 
permitted increasing the computational load accordingly. Explicit solvers, due to their 
limited time step, are said to be conditionally stable. If a time step larger than the critical 
time step is employed, numerical errors grow, rendering the solution worthless in most 
instances (Bathe 1996). 
Implicit solvers are not subject to a critical time step limit; they exhibit (or can be adjusted 
to exhibit) an unconditionally stable time integration of the structural response (Bathe 
1996). For this reason much larger time steps than those employed in Explicit schemes 
may be employed. 
It is possible to employ combined analysis schemes employing both Implicit and Explicit 
solvers (Zienkiewicz and Taylor 2000). This is usually performed when analysing several 
domains with fundamentally differing material characteristics such as liquid / solid 
interactions. This is outside the scope of this work, which is solely concerned with wave 
propagation in solids. 
Both Implicit and Explicit integration schemes may be employed for nonlinear system 
analysis (Bathe 1996). Having said that, the nonlinear analysis referred to in (Bathe 1996) 
relates to parametric nonlinearities in which a stiffening of the elements may occur. In this 
instance, the same critical time stepping limitations apply but the critical time step may 
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well be reduced as a result of element stiffening. Nonlinear capabilities must be considered 
since nonlinearities due to nonlinear load effects will be encountered in work stemming 
from that documented here. 
Since the geometry of the drill bit under consideration in this work is extremely complex, it 
is assumed that a significant number of elements will be required to accurately portray it. 
As such, it is also assumed that any advantages exhibited by Explicit schemes over Implicit 
schemes will become redundant (or even detrimental) owing to the extremely small time 
steps required for an Explicit solver to generate an accurate solution. For these reasons, and 
the fact that Implicit solver based commercial FE software packages are more readily 
available, an Implicit solver scheme is selected as being the most appropriate for 
employment in this work. 
6.1.7 FE software selectlon 
Various FE codes have previously been employed to analyse ultrasonic systems. These 
include, 
ANSYS (Hossack and Hayward 1991; Chang, Sherrit et al. 2005; ANSYS 2006), 
ATILA (Hamonic 1988; Dubus, Debus et al. 1991; ATILA 2006), 
PZFlex (Abboud, Mould et al. 1998; PZFlex 2006), 
Pafec (Pafec 2006), 
as well as custom derived FE schemes (Lerch 1988a; Lerch 1990). Numerous other 
commercially available FE packages may also be employed to undertake the required 
computational work. These include, 
0 MSC Software (MSC 2006), 
0 Comsol Multiphysics (Comsol 2006a), 
0 LUSAS (LUSAS 2006). 
After careful consideration, Comsol Multiphysics was chosen to be the FE analysis tool for 
this work. This numerical analysis software uses an Implicit time-stepping scheme and is 
capable of solving nonlinear systems of equations by employing Newton iterations to 
reduce the nonlinear elements, linearizing the system (or creating a weakly nonlinear 
system), for solution with a -linear solver (Becker 2004). Various linear solvers are 
included with the package, and it is capable of performing both Modal and Transient 
Dynamic analysis. 
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Comsol Script (Comsol 2006a), which is a high level mathematical programming language 
very similar to Matlab, may also be employed to manipulate data, perform optimisation 
routines, and automate analysis within Comsol Multiphysics. 
Furthermore, Comsol Multiphysics has the ability to reliably import three-dimensional 
CAD models and mesh them with its automatic meshing facility. 
For these reasons, it is considered to be the ideal tool for employment in this work. 
6.1.8 Guidelines and considerations for transient analysis 
When analysing wave propagation problems using Implicit FE analysis schemes, a careful 
selection of the process coefficients and traits must be performed. This helps to ensure that 
the results obtained are accurate / representative. 
Element Size. Shane and Order 
(Wasley 1973) states that for Hooke's law to apply to dynamic wave propagation 
problems, the size of each element under consideration must be less than a tenth of the size 
of the wavelength (for all frequencies considered) within the body. Further to this, 
(Abboud, Mould et al. 1998) documents that 10 elements per wavelength generates a 
numerical dispersion error of about 3% whilst 20 elements per wavelength reduces the 
numerical error to less than 1%. 
The elements' geometrical aspect ratios are also pertinent to numerical accuracy (Becker 
2004). (Abboud, Mould et al. 1998) states that the finite element aspect ratio should remain 
close to one, but can safely reach 2 or 3 to accommodate geometric constraints and (Bathe 
1996) states that, whilst employing Implicit integration schemes to model wave 
propagation, non-uniform meshes with low or high order elements may be used. Comsol 
Multiphysics automatically calculates the mesh quality q (Comsol 2006b), and guidelines 
(which are dependant on the element types employed) are given to ensure numerical 
accuracy. 
If Poisson's ratio effects (i. e. lateral stress gradients) are to be modelled accurately in long 
thin bars, (Abboud, Mould et al. 1998) states that a minimum of 6 element node points are 
required over the width of the bar for the effect to be resolved. 
In addition, (Becker 2004) states that if the geometry under consideration has complex 
boundary geometries, higher order elements should be employed, and (Abboud, Mould et 
al. 1998) states that, since vibration propagates throughout a FE model, the same degree of 
discretization should be maintained throughout the mesh to avoid directionality and 
spurious internal reflectors. 
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Finally, (Becker 2004) states that near sharp stress gradients, elements must be of a smaller 
size, and they must increase in size gradually to ensure that the degree of approximation is 
spread across the FE mesh. 
Maximum time ste12 allowed 
In order to ensure that each time step is accurately integrated, the time step At employed 
must be sufficiently small. (Abboud, Mould et al. 1998) states that, when analysing wave 
phenomenon, a time step smaller than 1/ 10 of the time period T of the highest frequency 
of interest is required. (Bathe 1996), however, recommends that At: 5 T/ 20. 
If this constraint is not adhered to, it is likely that the numerically derived system vibration 
will be inaccurate with respect to either or both vibration period and amplitude decay 
(Bathe 1996). 
The time step size determines the maximum oscillation frequencies that the numerical 
system can model, although any high frequency oscillations (higher than anticipated and 
accounted for) present in the model will more likely be portrayed inaccurately. 
A good approximation to the maximum significant frequency component exhibited by a 
system (if unknown) is 4xco where w is the system excitation frequency (Bathe 1996). 
Maximum error tolerance allowed 
HSS and the materials of interest in this study, as has been shown in Section 4.1, exhibit 
extremely low levels of damping around the ultrasonic frequencies and amplitudes of 
interest. Any damping modelled during FE analysis must be satisfactorily characterised in 
order that its effects remain consistent. 
Considering a linear one-degree of freedom system with viscous damping, its displacement 
at any time can be written as (Tse, Morse et al. 1978), 
e-cw-t s n(Wdt + 9) 9 
where, A is the initial amplitude of the system, ý is the system's damping factor, w. and 
wd are the system's undamped and damped natural frequencies, t is time, and (P is the 
phase shift. 
It is assumed (for sake of argument) that a simple bar of HSS, vibrating in its fundamental 
longitudinal resonant mode, can be modelled as a single degree of freedom system 
incorporating a mass, and a spring and'viscous damper arranged in parallel. As such, the 
system's vibration decay (hence damping) can be modelled using the single degree of 
freedom theory written above, and the logarithmic decrement in displacement amplitude 
(neglecting the periodic function) can be written as, 
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xi = Ae-cw. t. 
Due to the low levels of damping present in the system, it is also assumed that W. = Wd , 
and the substitution (Thomson 1993), 
where, Q is the systems Q factor, 
is also made, resulting in, 
-01.1 
2Q x Ae 
From this relationship, the decrement in vibration amplitude Ax over a time step At, at a 
given vibration amplitude and due to viscous damping alone, can be written as, 
2Q Ax=A(I-e 
As such, if a FE model is to exhibit a specified Q factor, it must be solved to an accuracy 
that, at the very minimum, resolves Ax accurately at the amplitudes at which the model 
oscillates. 
There are two assignable tolerance values incorporated into Comsol Multiphysics' time 
dependant solver. These are the Absolute Solution Tolerance, and the Relative Solution 
Tolerance. 
Each time step taken by Comsol's Time Dependant Solver is accepted if (Comsol 2006b), 
_LZ(.; ýM2 
where, N is the system's number of degrees of freedom, i is the degree of freedom under 
consideration, E, is the solver's estimate of the local error, A is the absolute tolerance 
setting, R is the relative tolerance setting, and U, is the displacement of the node under 
consideration. It must be noted that since the relative tolerance setting is dependant on the 
instantaneous magnitude of the displacement at the node being considered; careful 
selection of this value is required. No accuracy at all is achieved when the solution 
tolerance is greater than the displacement magnitudes calculated, and it must also be noted 
that the accumulated global error can be larger than the sum of the local errors. Having 
said that, (Comsol 2006b) states that the solver's error estimate is overly pessimistic and 
that the true global error is of the same order of magnitude as the local error. 
As can be seen from the above formula, the solver favours the least stringent tolerance, and 
in the oscillatory conditions under investigation, the controlling tolerance criteria will 
alternate between the absolute and the relative tolerance settings. This occurs because the 
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displacement magnitudes within the bodies under consideration will oscillate between 
positive and negative displacement values, sometimes achieving large displacement 
magnitudes, and sometimes attaining almost zero levels of displacement. 
6.2 Obtaining representative material coefficients 
Prior to any meaningful analysis of a drill bit, and as explained in Section 4.1, 
representative material coefficients were sought to accurately portray HSS's response to 
ultrasonic excitation. Small changes in measured material properties can have considerable 
impact on the FE predicted ultrasonic system response (Abboud, Mould et al, 1998). 
1 
6.2.1 - Material Identification strategy 
Since both modal and transient FE models were to be developed, and given that the HSS's 
density (as obtained in Section 4.1) is accurate and representative, material coefficients 
were required that determine HSS's two elastic coefficients (e. g. Young's Modulus and 
Poisson's Ratio) and its two corresponding damping coefficients. 
Transient analysis, performed on geometries similar to the HSS samples employed in 
Section 4.1, was employed to determine the four required coefficients. Comsol 
Multiphysics' three-dimensional "Structural Mechanics Module - Solid, Stress-Strain - 
Transient analysis" application mode was employed for this purpose. This application 
mode effectively solves the maths derived in Section 6.1.5, however, transformations are 
made to the material elastic coefficients (Wasley 1973) in order that they be described by 
Young's Modulus E and Poisson's Ratio tT rather than the two Lam6 coefficients 
employed in the derivation in Section 6.1.5. In standard form this application mode allows 
for the incorporation of Rayleigh damping but doesn't accommodate either viscous 
damping or for the damping coefficients to be assigned independently for the two modes of 
wave propagation. The equation that implements the continuum mechanics model of 
internal material forces was thus subtly modified (Comsol 2006b) to facilitate this and the 
modified formulation was employed in all subsequent transient / time depepdant analyses. 
The quality factors obtained for HSS vibrating in both shear and torsional vibration modes 
were found in Section 4.1 to be Qsh,. ý=18,000 and Qwni=19,000 respectively. Owing to the 
solution accuracy required (see Section 6.1.8) to successfully characterise such low levels 
of damping (and the corresponding computational resources), sufficiently representative 
but increased levels of damping were sought to characterise HSS. Since low levels of 
damping affect the frequency response of a system only marginally it is assumed that an 
increase in inner material damping (from that measured) would not significantly affect the 
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frequency responses of the systems under consideration. By investigating the 
experimentally measured Q factors exhibited by both the transducer and drill bit (which 
incorporate friction within joints and other real world losses (Ruzicka 1960) (see Section 
4.3) characteristic material Q factors of Q= 250 were selected as being representative for 
both longitudinal and torsional vibration modes. These levels of material damping are 
considered low enough to exhibit pronounced resonance characteristics but require more 
realistic computational resources. The material Q factors selected were employed in the 
material characterisation schemes and all subsequent analysis. 
As mentioned in Section 6.1.4, the viscous damping model employed to model inner 
material damping results in a frequency dependant solution. The HSS samples tested in 
Section 4.1 exhibited resonance frequencies of 20,155 Hz and 20,674 Hz for the 
longitudinal and torsional samples respectively.. Although these frequencies deviate 
slightly (up to 3.3%) from the originally intended natural frequencies of 20,000 Hz, they 
are considered sufficiently close to identify representative coefficients for both elastic and 
dissipative material properties. As such the prescribed Q factors were sought at these 
frequencies rather than for 20,000 Hz. 
Since Young's modulus is the principal elastic material coefficient that describes 
longitudinal vibration in a slender bar (Poisson's Ratio really comes into effect when bars 
have a greater ratio between width and length), the longitudinal vibration bar samples were 
employed to identify Young's modulus and the longitudinal damping coefficient. 
Consequently, the torsional samples were employed to identify Poisson's ratio and the 
torsional damping coefficient. The shear modulus (otherwise known as Lam6's U 
coefficient) can be related to a material's Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio by the 
theoretical equivalence relationship (Wasley 1973), 
I (TE 
2+ 
From this relationship it can be seen that Young's modulus significantly affects a 
material's torsional stiffness. To a similar but lesser extent in thin bars, Poisson's ratio also 
influences the longitudinal stiffness of a bar. For these reasons an iterative process was 
employed to identify the required material coefficients. 
It should be noted that in all time dependant analysis conducted, the continuum mechanics 
equations of motion were solved using the principle of virtual work. 
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6.2.2 Young's modulus and longitudinal damping coefficient 
The HSS sample employed to measure material characteristics was modelled within 
Comsol Multiphysics' three-dimensional "Structural Mechanics Module - Solid, Stress- 
Strain - Transient analysis" application mode. Since a nodal position existed at the centre 
of the bar, this can effectively be used as a plane of symmetry; only half of the bar need be 
modelled. All of the bar's boundary surfaces remained unconstrained apart from the 
surface that corresponded to the plane of symmetry. This surface was constrained, with 
respect to displacement, in the direction normal to the plane of symmetry. Constraints were 
not imposed in the directions along the plane of this surface since the bar should be 
allowed to expand and contract in these directions. 
Once the geometry had been modelled, approximate material coefficients had been defined 
and the relevant constraints had been imposed, an extruded mesh (of quadratic elements) 
was created along the axis of the bar. 
The mesh is shown in Figure 6.2 and 
with approximately 9 node points across 
the width of the bar (quadratic mesh 
elements have node points in the centres 
of their edges), and 10 elements along its 
length (a quarter wavelength) it more 
than conforms to the guidelines 
documented in Section 6.1.8. The 
Fiqure 6.2 - Lonqitudinal model mesh 
elements were interrogated for quality (in accordance with Comsol guidelines) and were 
found to be more than acceptable. 
Owing to the relative complexity of modelling an impulsive event in FE analysis, and since 
only the first longitudinal vibration mode was considered during experimentation, Comsol 
Multiphysics' three-dimensional "Structural Mechanics Module - Solid, Stress-Strain - 
Eigenfrequency analysis" application 
mode was employed to prime the 
transient analysis model with a 
representative modal shape initial 
condition. Modal analysis was employed 
for this purpose since, due to the 
Poisson's Ratio effect (although small in 
ý joll, ---- 
thin bars); the deformation present 
within the rod is three-dimensional. The 
I i-I 
Figure 6.3 - First longitudinal mode 
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mode shape employed as the initial condition for transient analysis, shown in Figure 6.3 (in 
which the arrow vectors and colour scale denote displacement in the direction of the bar's 
axis - dark blue is zero), was scaled to a representative peak initial amplitude (4 Arn), 
which was similar to that encountered during experimental analysis (initial experimental 
displacement amplitudes ranged from 2.8 to 7.2 Arn). This ensured that the simulation's 
amplitude was representative and known; the accuracy tolerance could be assigned 
accordingly. 
Since only one vibration mode is considered in this model, a time step that accurately 
represents the vibration present (see Section 6.1.8) is easy to assign. The experimental 
results show that the bar has a natural frequency of 20,155 Hz. A time step of 1.25XIO -6 s 
was employed which corresponds to 40 iterations per cycle at a natural frequency of 
20,000 Hz and should represent well the vibration predicted. The duration of the 
simulation was assigned to be 5x 10-3 s (100 cycles at a natural frequency of 20,000 Hz) in 
order that averaged data be obtained. 
The error tolerance assigned to the simulation was derived in accordance with the 
guidelines given in Section 6.1.8. Since the vibration present due to the wave form within 
the bar oscillates between peak amplitudes, the smallest critical displacement that must be 
resolved results from the level of vibration decay. The change in displacement amplitude 
of the bar's free end due to material damping alone is at a minimum towards the end of the 
simulation i. e. when the vibration amplitude has decayed from its initial value. Since 
vibration was due to occur at a frequency of 20,155 Hz, the Q factor was due to be 250, the 
time step was due to be 1.25xlO-6 s, the simulation end time was due to be 5X 10-3 s, and 
the initial amplitude at the bar's free end was due to be 4 Am, this change in displacement 
amplitude can be written as, 
-4.99875)dO'3(2XXX2OI55) -5xlO-3(2xffx2Ol55) 
Ax=4xlO-6(e 500 -e 
500 
j=3.569xIO"1O 
m, 
for the bar's free end. 
The absolute error tolerance selected for the simulation was IXIO-" m and the relative 
error tolerance was selected as 5XIO' which corresponds to a maximum error of 2xlO-" 
rn when the simulation has just been initiated and the maximum change in displacement 
due to damping alone can be written as, 
-1.25xlO-6(2)(SX20155) 
Ax = 
4XIO-6 
(I-e 
500 
) 
=1.266XIO' 
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The tolerances given were derived as a result of analysing the peak displacement 
amplitudes present at the bar's free end. Clearly, the change in displacement due to 
damping throughout the whole length of the bar will vary from the peak values analysed to 
zero. An infinite level of accuracy would be required to perfectly model the bar. For the 
purposes of assigning a representative Q factor to the numerical model, the accuracies 
presented are considered sufficient. 
When transient analysis was initiated (using the calculated mode shape as the bar's initial 
condition), the bar was predicted to oscillate with decaying vibrational amplitude as 
expected. 
The bar's free end's average longitudinal displacement was recorded for each time step 
simulated resulting in the bar's free end's decaying oscillatory motion. 
This simulation was written in Comsol Script to facilitate automation. 
6.2.3 Poisson's ratio and torsional damping coefficient 
As for the longitudinal sample, the torsional sample was modelled in Comsol 
Multiphysics' three-dimensional "Structural Mechanics Module - Solid, Stress-Strain - 
Transient analysis" application mode. The geometric model of the torsional bar is 
simplified slightly from the real bar in that it does not include the notches cut into the bar's 
ends - the modelled bar was decreased in length marginally to account for the small 
reduction in material. 
As for the longitudinal bar, a plane of symmetry exists in the centre of the bar and as such 
only half of the bar was modelled. At the plane of symmetry, in contrast to that of the 
longitudinal bar model, Poisson's ratio has no significance and the bar is thus rigidly fixed 
in all directions. All remaining faces of the bar were unconstrained. 
As for the longitudinal bar, an extruded mesh (employing quadratic elements) was created; 
see Figure 6.4. The mesh had approximately 
9 node points across the width of the bar, 
and 8 elements along its length (a quarter 
wavelength); again, it more than conformed 
to the guidelines documented in Section 
6.1.8. As previously, the elements were 
interrogated for quality (in accordance with 
the Comsol guidelines) and found to be 
more than acceptable. 
Figure 6.4 - Torsional model mesh 
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The experimental level of torsional excitation ranged from between 1.5 X 10-4 radians and 
6xIO-4 radians resulting in a maximum (at the periphery of the bar) linear displacement 
ranging from between 0.7 and 3 [tm. As such, the initial maximum linear starting 
displacement was chosen to be approximately 2 itm, which corresponds to an initial 
angular displacement of 4xlO-4 radians. 
Only one vibrational mode was considered and in torsional vibration, waves propagate as 
shear waves and the Poisson's Ratio effect does not occur. As such, an initial condition 
corresponding to a pre-twist in the torsional sample can be assigned directly by defining an 
initial displacement condition. As the point of interest is varied from the central axis of the 
bar to a point on its outer periphery, the linear displacement amplitude of a prescribed 
torsional displacement varies linearly and along its length the linear displacement 
amplitude varies as that of a sine wave; corresponding to the wave shape within the bar. 
The pre-twisted rod is shown in Figure 6.5 in which the arrow vectors and colour scale 
denote total linear displacement - dark blue is zero. 
The same time step (1.25xIO-6 s) and 
simulation duration (5xlO-' s) as that of 
the longitudinal model was employed 
for the torsional model. 
The error tolerance assigned to the 
torsional bar simulation was again 
derived in accordance with the 
guidelines given in Section 6.1.8. The 
decaying vibration was assumed to be 
i- 
Figure 6.5 - Initial torsional condition 
the critical factor in setting the simulation tolerance, and the change in torsional 
displacement amplitude of the bar's free end due to material damping alone is at a 
minimum towards the end of the simulation. Since vibration was due to occur at a 
frequency of 20,674 Hz, the Q factor was due to be 250, the time step was due to be 
1.25 x 10-6 s, the simulation end time was due to be 5x 10-3 s, and the initial amplitude at 
the bar's free end was due to be 4xlO' radians, this change in displacement amplitude 
can be wiitten as, 
-4.99875xl 0'-l (b=20674) -SXIO-3 (2xffx2O674) 
Ax = 4xIO-4 e 
500 
-e 
500 
= 3.544 x 10-8 radians, 
for the bar's free end. 
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Since the two-dimensional (planar) linear displacement vector exists in Cartesian space, 
the minimum vector component size that could exist in both axes (i. e. without one of the 
axes being dominant) occurs when the vector is at an angle of 45 degrees to one of the 
axes. By converting the torsional tolerance into a linear tolemnce, and dividing by vr2- to 
account for the potential 45 degree angle, the linear tolerance can be written as, 
3.544xlO-'x5x 10-3 
1.253XIO-'o 
%F2 
for the outennost periphery of the bar's free end. Since the vibration decay will be reduced 
in magnitude both towards the centre axis of the bar and along its length, the absolute error 
tolerance selected for the simulation was IXIO-" m and the relative error tolerance was 
selected as 5xlO-7 which corresponds to a maximum error of lxlO-" m at the outer 
periphery of the bar's free end when the simulation has just been initiated. Again, it must 
be noted that the tolerances derived result from the analysis of the peak displacement 
amplitudes present at the bar's free end. 
As the time dependant / transient simulation was initiated, the bar was effectively released 
from a deformed state and allowed to oscillate freely with decaying vibration. The 
averaged angular displacement of the torsional bar's free end was obtained, and, as 
previously, the torsional displacement values were recorded for each time step for use in 
subsequent analysis. 
The simulation was written in Comsol Script to facilitate automation. 
6.2.4 Automation of the material Identification process 
Four representative material coefficients were sought: Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, 
longitudinal damping coefficient, and shear damping coefficient. The two bar models 
(longitudinal and torsional) were run alternately starting with commercially available 
material data. Subsequent to each model run, the data obtained was imported into Comsol 
Script and the damped natural frequency and Q factor was calculated in the same manner 
as that employed during experimental investigation (see Section 4.1). Values by which 
each of the coefficients changed diminished as the natural frequencies and Q factors 
converged on the sought system characteristics. 
A complete cycle in the coefficient determination process took in the region of two hours 
on a Pentium 4 PC with 2 Gb RAM (although the simulations only consumed 
approximately I Gb) with a processor speed of 3.2 GHz running Windows 2000 and 
Comsol Multiphysics Version 3.3. 
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Towards the end of the iterative process the natural frequencies for both the torsional and 
longitudinal bars were seen to alternate between two fixed frequencies; 20,671.588 Flz and 
20,676.881 Hz for the torsional bar, and 20,155.400 Hz and 20,160.580 Hz for the 
longitudinal bar. This occurred since the way in which the bars' natural frequencies were 
identified was to determine the time period between the maximum points in the oscillating 
displacement curves. Since the simulation step size remained constant, and the maximum 
points on the displacement curves were not interpolated, the effect was to quantise the time 
period determination restricting the accuracy of the natural frequency identification. 
6.2.5 Discussion on the coefficients obtained 
The final material coefficients derived from the iterative process documented above are 
included in Table 6.1. Since a limit on accuracy had been reached with respect to the 
identification of the bars' natural frequencies, it is known that the coefficient values 
derived equate to a torsional bar natural frequency within the range 
20,671.588! ý fn, T " 20,676.881 Rz and a longitudinal bar natural frequency within the 
range 20,155.400: 5fn, L ! ý20,160.580 Hz. Since the recorded natural frequencies of the 
bars were 20,674 Hz and 20,155 Hz respectively, the coefficients are sufficiently accurate. 
The damping coefficients derived exhibit Q factors of 249.2 for the torsional bar, and 
252.6 for the longitudinal bar; the intended Q factor, in both instances, was 250. Again, 
this level of accuracy is considered acceptable. 
Coefficient Value Units Description 
P 8051 kg / M3 Density 
E 221443085938 N/ M2 
I 
Young's modulus 
or 0.2383004853516 Poisson's ratio 
Dampext 2.73647403x 10-8 Ns/m Extensional damping coefficient 
Dampshr 2.94988186xlO-8 
I 
Ns/rn Shear damping coefficient 
Table 6.1 - Derived HSS material coefficients 
As a final check, one-dimensional theory was employed to predict the natural frequencies 
of the torsional and longitudinal bars with the coefficients derived. The half wavelength 
longitudinal bar (neglecting Poisson's ratio effects) would have a natural frequency of, 
2.214 x1V ý 
f0, 
long -p - 
8051 
= 19,864 Hz, 2A 2x0.132 
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where, A is a full wavelength within the bar. This deviates from experimental results by 
1%. The half wavelength torsional bar would have a natural frequency of, 
E 2.214XIO" 
p (2 + 2cr) (2+2cr) 
A8051(2+2x0.238) 
=20,321 Hz, 2A 2xO. O82 
and deviates from the experimental results by 2%. 
6.3 Modal analysis 
Modal analysis was performed to identify the resonance frequencies and associated mode 
shapes exhibited by the UAD system. This was performed within the frequency range 
10,000: 5 f :5 30,000 Hz as per the experimental vibration characteristics analysis (Chapter 
4). 
6.3.1 Modal analysis strategy 
The Comsol Multiphysics three-dimensional "Structural Mechanics Module - Solid, 
Stress-Strain - Damped Eigenfrequency analysis" application mode was employed to 
perform modal analysis on the UAD system. The material coefficients derived in the 
preceding section were used to represent HSS (owing to it being a specialised tool alloy) 
and other material coefficients were taken from standard material coefficient sources. No 
vibration damping was employed in this analysis since the system under consideration 
(determined by experimental testing) exhibits low levels of damping which would not 
significantly influence the eigenmodes / eigenfrequencies calculated. 
6.3.2 Transducer mesh 
The UAD transducer employed in this analysis was modelled in CAD, imported into 
Comsol Multiphysics, and meshed (Figure 6.6). 
Small features were respected with an increased mesh density and the final mesh was made 
up of 28524 linear elements with 20937 associated degrees of freedom. It was interrogated 
for element quality and found to be acceptable. As can be seen in Figure 6.6, the mesh 
more than conforms to the guidelines given in Section 6.1.8. 
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6.3.3 Drill bit CAD model modification and mesh 
A three-dimensional CAD model for the Dormer A100 8mm HSS drill bit under test was 
acquired directly from Dormer (Dormer 2005 - 2006). This CAD model is the design to 
which drill bits are manufactured and is accurate, within manufacturing tolerances, to the 
drill bits employed in the experimental investigations. It was used to form the basis of the 
drill bit FE analysis conducted in this work. 
When the acquired CAD model was interrogated, several sharp and narrow geometric 
features were identified. When features of this nature are broken into discrete elements 
during FE analysis an extremely large number of small elements are required to portray the 
geometry to a good approximation. These elements are also likely to exhibit large aspect 
ratios, which significantly reduce their quality, and ultimately the accuracy of the solution. 
In order to facilitate accurate and efficient FE analysis, the CAD model was subtly 
simplified. This simplification process was assumed not to significantly influence the drill 
bit's vibration characteristics. The four model simplifications are shown in Figure 6.7, 
which shows both the original CAD model, and the modified version. From top to bottom, 
the simplifications are as follows; a small ridge present at the end of the margins was 
converted into two small charnfers, a very narrow section present at the intersection 
between two surfaces was removed by offsetting one of the surfaces marginally, two small 
ridges in the drill bit's shank were removed, and the chamfer at the end of the drill bit's 
shank was removed. The first two modifications were made to both sides of the drill bit. 
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Once the CAD modifications had 
been completed, the model was 
imported into Comsol 
Multiphysics. The position at 
which it was clamped in the 
ultrasonic transducer was then 
added as shown by the red ring 
in Figure 6.8. This completed the 
definition of the drill bit 
geometry. 
Mesh generation was performed 
in two stages. A free mesh was 
employed to define the drill bit's 
cutting edges, flutes, and the 
transition into the drill bit's 
shank, and an extruded mesh was 
/. // 
generated to characterise the 
remaining shank. The final mesh generated, which is shown in Figures 6.9 and 6.10, is 
seen to be uniform, considering the shape of the drill bit, and does not exhibit any 
unnecessary areas of high mesh density. The 
final mesh was made up of 3828 quadratic 
elements with 23703 associated degrees of 
freedom. It was interrogated for element 
quality and found to be acceptable. As can be 
seen in Figures 6.9 and 6.10, the mesh more 
than conforms to the guidelines given in 
Section 6.1.8. 
In addition to the drill bit in isolation, a 
combined drill bit / transducer model was 
created (Figure 6.11) with the drill bit 
connected to the transducer (as a continuous 
body) over the red surface shown in Figure 
6.8. 
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6.3.4 UAD system composition 
The UAD system employed in this work is arranged as shown in Figure 6.12, a. Two 
piezoceramic elements are clamped against the horn by the backing section and pre-stress 
bolt. The drill bit is then attached into the horn using set-screws (Figure 4.8). 
The system's external dimensions are shown in Figure 6.12, b. 
Baclong Section Pre-stress Bolt 
Horn 
Drill Bit 
---------- 
a) -------- - 
Piezoceramic Elements 
b) 
Figure 6.12 - Experimental transducer layout and dimensions 
a) Transducer components b) Dimensions 
(all dimensions in mm) 
6.3.5 One-dimensional mathematical theory 
One-dimensional theory is employed in conjunction with the modal analysis to predict 
validate the results. 
The longitudinal speed of sound in a thin metal bar can be written as, 
Clong =ýI 
P 
and the torsional speed of sound in a thin metal bar can be written as, 
2ý Clors ý 
!ý9 
P 
f 
where, E is Young's modulus, p is the shear modulus (also Lamd's second material 
constant), and p is the density of the material. 
___1-- 
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From these relations, the longitudinal and torsional speeds of sound within the transducer's 
components have been calculated (Table 6.2). 
Component Material Clong (M S-1 Ctors (M 6"1 
Backing Section Mild Steel 5110 3192 
Piezoceramic Elements PC4D 2902 2176 
Pre-stress Bolt Steel 5110 3192 
Horn Aluminium 1 
5099 
1 
3282 
Drill Bit HSS 
1 5239 1 3325 
1 
Table 6.2 - Component speeds of sound 
The average speed of sound c,,,,, in a composite body consisting of different metals that are 
fixed or clamped tightly together can be written as, 
I tot 
11 
+ 
12 
++ 
ln 
cl C, C, 
where, 1, is the length of each section of the body, c,, is the speed of sound in each section 
of the body, and 1,,,, is the total length of the composite body (i. e. 
',,,, = 11 + 12 +---+1, )- 
From c,,,,, resonance frequencies of a system can be predicted from the relation, 
nc 
21 
where, n is the mode number, i. e. n=1,2,3 
During one-dimensional analysis only simple calculations were performed over the 
system's main components, the pre-stress bolt was not considered. 
6.3.6 Transducer modal analysis 
Since the ultrasonic transducer is not bonded / welded between its elements, two modal 
analysis simulations were run. The first was conducted with the transducer defined as a 
continuous body (with each of its individual component's materials defined), and the 
second was conducted in which only an axial coupling (i. e. the transducer was only 
considered to be continuous in its axial direction) was applied over the four surfaces shown 
in Figure 6.13. 
Since only axial continuity was defined in the second analysis, the components that were 
joined using this method were free to rotate or slide over each other. The bolt's thread was 
considered to be rigidly attached (as a continuous body) to the hom in both simulations. 
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The modal analysis results for longitudinal vibration (bending and torsional vibration 
modes were not considered in this analysis), over the frequency range 
10,000! ý fo !ý 30,000 Rz, are included in Appendices A4 and A5 for the continuous and 
the axially continuous systems respectively. An example of a mode shape encountered is 
shown in Figure 6.14. The colour scale employed is shown in Appendix A4 and shows the 
interpolated magnitude of total displacement (i. e. in all directions) over the transducer's 
surface. The scale varies from dark blue, which indicates zero / low levels of displacement, 
to dark red, which indicates the positions of maximum displacement. The grey arrows 
included in the plot (which are plotted in three-dimensional space) indicate the direction of 
the deformation exhibited by the vibration mode. Each arrow relates to a specific point on 
the transducer's outer surface, and by tracing the three-dimensional vectors that they 
portray, the directions in which the transducer is calculated to deform may be visualised. 
Figure 6.14 - Modal result - Continuous transducer - 14.682 Hz 
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Some of the mode shapes encountered portrayed three-dimensional vibration modes. For 
example, the axially continuous modal analysis result at a frequency of 25,564 Hz (Figure 
6.15, and Appendix A5) is three-dimensional. The colour scale employed is shown in 
Appendix A5 and shows the interpolated displacement over the transducer's cross-section. 
The scale varies from dark blue, which indicates -ve axial displacement, to dark red, which 
indicates +ve axial displacement. The grey arrows included in the plot (which are plotted 
in three-dimensional space) indicate the direction of the deformation exhibited by the 
vibration mode. Each arrow relates to a specific point on the transducer's surface, and by 
tracing the three-dimensional vectors that they portray, the directions in which the 
transducer is calculated to deform may be visualised. 
In Figure 6.15, as the bolt head extends backwards out of the rear of the transducer, the 
rear faces of the backing section move forwards. This uneven motion is coupled with radial 
expansion in the piezocerarnic elements, and causes a three-dimensional effect to occur in 
the transducer's horn. 
As a note, at a frequency of 25,000 Hz, a quarter wavelength of longitudinal vibration in 
mild steel is equal to approximately 51 mm. Since the transducer is 54 mm in diameter, 
this size is not << 51 mm and three-dimensional effects are to be expected. 
Eigenfrequencies that may be predicted / verified using simple one-dimensional wave 
theory are included in Tables 6.3 and 6.4 for the continuous (FE results in Appendix A4) 
and axially continuous (FE results in Appendix A5) system models respectively. The tables 
include the FE eigenfrequencies predicted, a mode description, they reference the length 
over which the one-dimensional frequency predictions are made (Figure 6.16), they state 
the one-dimensional frequencies calculated, and give the percentage deviation between the 
one-dimensional frequencies predicted and the FE eigenfrequency results. 
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FE freq. Mode Description 
Length One-D. Deviation 
(Hz) figure 6.16) Freq (Hz) (%) 
14,682 First longitudinal resonance mode 11 14,283 3 
26 356 Second 
longitudinal resonance mode 11 28,565 8 
, (coupled radial expansion in piezoceramic) 
29,362 Three-dimensional mode - - - 
Table 6.3 - One-climension Trequencv Preamion - uonxinuous svstem 
FE freq. 
(Hz) 
Mode Description 
Length 
figure 6.16) 
One-D. 
Freq (Hz) 
Deviation 
M 
14,594 First longitudinal resonance mode 1, 14,283 2 
25,564 Three-dimensional mode - - 
27,248 Three-dimensional mode 
27,601 Three-dimensional mode 
Table 6.4 - One-dimension frecluencv precliction - Axially continuous svsxem 
----------- 
Ficiure 6.16 - Transducer lonqitudinal resonant lenqth 
It was not considered appropriate to calculate one-dimensional frequencies for some of the 
FE eigenmodes predicted and these results are marked "Three-dimensional mode". 
6.3.7 Transducer and drill bit modal analysis 
Two modal analysis simulations were run with the drill bit attached in the transducer. The 
first was conducted with the transducer defined as a continuous body (with each of its 
constituent materials defined), and the second was conducted in which only an axial 
coupling (i. e. the transducer was only considered to be continuous in its axial direction) 
was applied over the four surfaces shown in Figure 6.13. 
Since only axial continuity was defined in the second analysis, the components that were 
joined using this method were free to rotate or slide over each other. Both the bolt's 
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threaded section and the surface over which the drill bit was clamped (Figure 6.17) were 
considered to be continuous with the hom in both simulations. 
modes were not considered in this analysis), over the frequency range 
10,000! ý fo !! ý 30,000 Hz, are included in Appendices A4 and A5 for the continuous and 
the axially continuous systems respectively. An example of a mode shape encountered is 
shown in Figure 6.18. The colour scale employed is shown in Appendix A4 and shows the 
interpolated magnitude of total displacement (i. e. in all directions) over the transducer's 
surface. The scale varies from dark blue, which indicates zero / low levels of displacement, 
to dark red, which indicates the positions of maximum displacement. The grey arrows 
included in the plot (which are plotted in three-dimensional space) indicate the direction of 
the deformation exhibited by the vibration mode. Each arrow relates to a specific point on 
the transducer's outer surface, and by tracing the three-dimensional vectors that they 
portray, the directions in which the transducer is calculated to deform may be visualised. 
Figure 6.18 - Modal result - Continuous transducer with drill bit 
- 16,739 Hz 
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The modal analysis results for longitudinal and torsional vibration (bending vibration 
As for the transducer in isolation, some of the mode shapes encountered portrayed three- 
dimensional vibration modes. For example, the axially continuous modal analysis result at 
a frequency of 27,603 Hz (Figure 6.19, and Appendix A5) is three-dimensional. The colour 
scale employed is shown in Appendix A5 and shows the interpolated displacement over 
the transducer's cross-section. The scale varies from dark blue, which indicates -ve axial 
displacement, to dark red, which indicates +ve axial displacement. The grey arrows 
included in the plot (which are plotted in three-dimensional space) indicate the direction of 
the deformation exhibited by the vibration mode. Each arrow relates to a specific point on 
the transducer's surface, and by tracing the three-dimensional vectors that they portray, the 
directions in which the transducer is calculated to deform may be visualised. 
ds 
Ti'l 
Fiqure 6.19 - Modal result - Axiallv continuous transducer with 
drill bit - 27,603 Hz 
Eigenfrequencies that may be predicted / verified using simple one-dimensional wave 
theory are included in Tables 6.5 and 6.6 for the continuous (FE results in Appendix A4) 
and axially continuous (FE results in Appendix A5) system models respectively. The tables 
include the FE eigenfrequencies predicted, a mode description, they reference the length 
over which the one-dimensional frequency predictions are made (Figure 6.20), they state 
the one-dimensional frequencies calculated, and give the percentage deviation between the 
one-dimensional frequencies predicted and the FE eigenfrequency results. 
The continuous system mode at 16,739 Hz was considered to be a pre-dominantly 
longitudinal mode of vibration since, although torsional vibration existed at the interface 
between the horn and the drill bit, the overall mode shape (indicated by the arrows 
occurring at each end of the system) appears as that of a longitudinal mode. 
The axially continuous vibration modes at 18,982 Hz and 25,5 10 Hz are similar but exhibit 
pronounced torsional vibration at the drill bit's tip and are thus considered to be combined 
/ three-dimensional modes. 
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FE freq. 
(Hz) Mode Description 
Length 
Figure 6.20) 
One-D. 
Freq (Hz) 
Deviation 
(%) 
12,429 First longitudinal resonance mode 11 11,725 6 
14,573 Second torsional resonance mode 11 15,148 4 
16,739 Second longitudinal resonance mode 11 23,449 40 
18,975 Third torsional resonance mode 1, 22,722 20 
24,171 Third longitudinal resonance mode 11 35,174 46 
25,082 Forth torsional resonance mode 11 30,296 1 
21 
Table 6.5 - One-dimension freq. prediction - Complete continuous svstem 
FE freq. 
(Hz) 
Mode Description 
Length 
Figure 6.20) 
One-D. 
Freq (Hz) 
Deviation 
(%) 
12,065 First longitudinal resonance mode 1, 11,725 3 
15,932 Second longitudinal resonance mode 11 23,449 47 
16,576 First torsional resonance mode 12 10,256 62 
18,982 Three-dimensional mode - - - 
21,537 Third torsional resonance mode 12 30,768 43 
22,645 Three-dimensional mode - - - 
25,510 Three-dimensional mode - - 
27,266 Three-dimensional mode - - 
27,603 Three-dimensional mode - - 
Three-dimensional mode 
Table 6.6 - One-dimension freg. prediction - Complete axially continuous system 
12 
Figure 6.20 - Transducer with drill bit resonant lengths 
It was not considered appropriate to calculate one-dimensional frequencies for some of the 
FE eigenmodes predicted and these results are marked "Three-dimensional mode". 
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Although the mode shapes predicted have been shown pictorially, further information 
regarding longitudinal / torsional combined vibration modes and their implications for 
UAD is sought. During conventional drilling, the rotational velocity of the drill bit (the 
linear velocity at the outermost edges of the cutting lips) is far greater than the velocity in 
the axial (feed) direction. In the experimental drilling investigations documented the feed 
rate was set as 0.1 mm per revolution (a typical industrial value), and the circumference of 
an 8 mm diameter drill bit is equal to 21rr = 27r X4= 25.1 mm. If the ultrasonic vibration is 
to act in the direction in which the drill bit cuts, the ratio between the linear component of 
the torsional vibration and the longitudinal vibration needs to be; 
25.1 : 0.1. 
By writing this as a decimal relationship, 
XT" 
= 251. 
x9 
By stepping the phase angle of the modal analysis results (0:! ý 0:! ý, 360) and interrogating 
the displacement of a point on the peripheral edge of the drill bit's cutting lips, the linear 
torsional displacement component (obtained from an angular calculation) can be related to 
the longitudinal vibration displacement. These displacements are sinusoidal but may be 
plotted relative to each other in a configuration space plot to show their relative positions 
at each point in space. An example of this type of plot is shown in Figure 6.21 in which the 
blue line shows the torsional and longitudinal displacement positions for the continuous 
system mode encountered at 16,739 Hz (Appendix A4). 
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At resonance, for a combined vibration mode, the phases of the vibration modes involved 
coincide, hence the straight line encountered in Figure 6.21 
The red line in Figure 6.21 shows a curve fit of the linear torsional / longitudinal 
displacements resulting in the value, 
XTIII, 
XLong 
This value is independent of system excitation level / amplitude and the phase shift 
between vibration modes (since this is zero at combined resonances), and may be 
employed to characterise and compare system vibration modes. 
When +ve, the drill bit moves in the correct sense for drilling and as discussed previously, 
when employing conventional drill bits, its value should be approximately 251. 
The FE eigenmode shapes calculated were analysed for their torsional / longitudinal 
displacement relationships and the results are presented in Tables 6.7 and 6.8 for the 
continuous and axially continuous systems respectively. 
FE freq. 
(Hz) 
XT"', 
XLong 
12,429 -0.44 
14,573 -6.80 
16,739 0.63 
18,975 6.32 
24,171 0.13 
3.13 
Table 6.7 - Torsional / longitudinal 
displacement relationships - 
Complete continuous system 
FE freq. 
(Hz) 
XTor, 
XLAng 
12,065 -0.24 
15,932 -0.71 
16,576 1.86 
18,982 4.74 
21,537 -4.21 
22,645 -0.83 
25,510 -10.34 
27,266 5.82 
27,603 4.73 
2 
-8,45 
8 3.33 
Table 6.8 - Torsional / lonqitudinal 
displacement relationships 
Complete axially continuous 
svstem 
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6.3.8 Drill bit modal analysis 
The boundary conditions employed for modal analysis of the drill bit in isolation were a 
consideration since the position at which the drill bit was constrained would directly 
influence the modal analysis solutions obtained. The position at which the drill bit was 
clamped in the ultrasonic transducer during the experimental investigations, as shown in 
Figure 6.8 by the red fing, was considered intuitively accurate, yet when the drill bit is 
clamped in the transducer, it is not rigidly fixed but part of a larger continuous vibration 
system. Two sets of modal analysis results were thus sought. In the first instance, the drill 
bit remained entirely unconstrained; free vibration analysis. In the second instance, the drill 
bit was constrained at the position at which it was clamped into the ultrasonic transducer. 
Since the clamping mechanism in the ultrasonic transducer consisted of two grub screws 
(set 120 degrees apart) pushing the drill bit against the transducer's inner bore (see Section 
4.2 and Figure 4.8) the drill bit was effectively allowed to expand and contract radially at 
this position but was constrained axially, rotationally (prevented from moving in a bending 
direction), and torsionally. As such, the boundary condition applied to the drill bit took the 
form of two constraints on the dependant variables applied in the two directions tangential 
to the cylindrical surface of the drill bit's shank. The tangential constraint in the direction 
of the drill bit's axis prevented longitudinal motion, and the tangential constraint acting in 
the circumferential direction of the drill bit's shank prevented torsional (around the drill 
bit's axis), rotational (the drill bit was prevented from moving in the bending direction), 
and solid body motion. 
Pictures of the mode shapes obtained within the frequency range considered 
(10,000<f! ý30,000 Hz) are included in Appendix A6. Bending modes were ignored; 
they are not considered in this work. 
In free vibration (i. e. unconstrained) the drill bit exhibited three longitudinal / torsional 
combined modes. The frequency, vibration mode, and mode number for each free vibration 
modal analysis result is included in Table 6.9. 
Frequency (Hz) Vibration Mode Mode Number 
20,124 Long. / Tors. Combined I (Long. ), 2 (Tors. ) 
21,415 Long. / Tors. Combined I (Long. ), 2 (Tors. ) 
31,296 Long. / Tors. Combined 2 (Long. ), 3 (Tors. ) 
Table 6.9 - Free drill bit - Frequencies, modes. and mode_numbers 
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The last mode is outside the frequency range considered but is included for completeness. 
An example of a longitudinal / torsional vibration mode is included in Figure 6.22. The 
colour scale employed is shown in Appendix A6 and shows the interpolated magnitude of 
total displacement (i. e. in all directions) over the drill bit's surface. The scale varies from 
dark blue, which indicates zero / 
low levels of displacement, to dark 
red, which indicates the positions 
of maximum displacement. The 
grey arrows included in the plot 
(which are plotted in three- 
dimensional space) indicate the 
direction and magnitude (by their 
length) of the defon-nation 
exhibited by the vibration mode. 
Each arrow relates to a specific 
point on the drill bit's outer 
surface, and by tracing the three- 
dimensional vectors that they portray, the directions in which the drill bit is calculated to 
deform may be visualised. 
When constrained, the drill bit exhibited 2 combined longitudinal / torsional modes (in the 
flute / cutting tip region) and I torsional mode in its shank. The frequency, vibration mode, 
and mode number for each constrained modal analysis result is included in Table 6.10. 
Frequency (Hz) Vibration Mode Mode Number 
17,314 Long. / Tors. Combined I (Long. ), I (Tors. ) 
20,582 Long. / Tors. Combined I (Long. ), 2 (Tors. ) 
23,564 Shank - Torsional II 
Table 6.10 - Constrained drill bit - Frequencies. modes, and mode numbers 
Although each mode exhibited by the drill bit (apart from its shank's torsional mode) is a 
combined vibration mode, each eigenmode shape appears to have a dominant mode that is 
either longitudinal or torsional. As for the transducer and complete system models detailed 
above, simple one-dimensional theory was employed to verify / predict the frequency of 
the mode under consideration (by inspecting the mode shape). The one-dimensional 
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frequency predictions are shown in Tables 6.11 and 6.12 for the free drill bit and the 
constrained drill bit respectively. The lengths correspond to those shown in Figure 6.23. 
FE freq. 
(Hz) Mode 
Description 
Length 
ýFigure 6.23) 
One-D. 
Freq (Hz) 
Deviation 
(%) 
20,124 First longitudinal resonance mode 11 22,800 13 
21,415 Second torsional resonance mode 11 28,979 35 
31,296 Third torsional resonance mode 11 43,469 39 
Table 6.11 - One-dimension frequency prediction - Free drill bit 
FE freq. 
(Hz) 
Mode Description 
Length 
Figure 6.23) 
One-D. 
Freq (Hz) 
Deviation 
(%) 
17,314 First longitudinal resonance mode 13 16,808 3 
20,582 Second torsional resonance mode 13 32,045 56 
23,564 First shank torsional resonance mode 12 23,805 1 
Table 6.12 - One-dimension freauencv prediction - Constrained drill bit 
....................... 
12 13 
Figure 6.23 - Drill bit resonant lenciths 
As for the complete system models documented previously, the relationships between the 
linear torsional displacement and the longitudinal displacement, 
Xn"s 
x lo"g 
were calculated. These are included in Tables 6.13 and 6.14 for the free drill bit and the 
constrained drill bit respectively. 
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FE freq. 
(Hz) 
XTors 
XLmg 
20,124 -1.02 
21,415 3.66 
31,296 -2.82 
Table 6.13 - Torsional I 
lonaitudinal displacement 
relationshiDs - 
Free drill bit 
6.3.9 Discussion on modal analysis results 
FE freq. 
(Hz) 
XTors 
XLng 
17,314 0.23 
20,582 -7.48 
23,564 -2.57 
Table 6.14 - Torsional / 
lonqitudinal displacement 
relationshii)s - 
Constrained drill bit 
The diameter of the transducer is not << where A is the wavelength of vibration in a 4 
given material at a given frequency (Section 6.3.6), for the frequencies at which the system 
is operated in this work, For this reason, three-dimensional modes are encountered. 
Neither of the two sets of simulations for the transducer in isolation and the transducer 
with drill bit attached (i. e. continuous system or axially continuous system) correspond 
directly to real life boundary conditions (which would include friction). Macroscopic 
motion between the transducer's components was not encountered during experimentation 
although it is envisaged that some relative motion between the transducer's components is 
feasible. The axially continuous simulations neglect any physical constraints within the 
system other than in the axial direction. As such, any frictional interactions between the 
components is neglected and the transducer's components are free to slide / expand over 
each other. The continuous simulations assume perfect bonds between the system 
components. No motion is possible between the transducer's components and the device is 
a complete continuous body. These boundary representations represent the two extremes of 
interaction between the transducer's components. 
Combined modes of longitudinal / torsional vibration were encountered for both the 
transducer with the dill bit attached and the drill bit in isolation simulations. These 
combined modes can be excited by a single mode of oscillation such as, in this instance, 
longitudinal excitation. 
To further characterise the combined modes of oscillation encountered, and since at a 
combined mode of resonance the phase of the two oscillation modes coincide (Figure 
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6.21), values relating the magnitude of the torsional displacement amplitude to the 
longitudinal displacement amplitude were calculated, 
XL",. 
g 
These values are independent of system excitation level / amplitude, and may be employed 
to characterise and compare system vibration modes. In addition, the ideal value for UAD 
employing conventional drill bits and drilling parameters is calculated (Section 6.3.7) as, 
= 25 1. 
XL. 9 
+ve values of 
L" 
relate to the drill bit twisting and extending into the workpiece in the 
XL. 9 
correct sense, and -ve values relate to the drill bit operating in the wrong sense (i. e. as it 
progresses into the workpiece, it twists in the wrong direction for the cutting lips to cut). 
Various values of 2ý" , both +ve and -ve have been calculated for the various resonance XL. 9 
modes of the system / drill bit in isolation and these will be further discussed in Chapter 
Seven. An interesting point to note though is that in all resonance modes predicted, 
25 1. 
As such, strong longitudinal / torsional mode coupling exists in the helical Section of the 
drill bit which prevents torsional displacement amplitudes (in relation to longitudinal 
displacement amplitudes) reaching that required for efficient UAD. 
As a note, the eigenmode shapes and eigenfrequencies documented represent the vibration 
of the ultrasonic system / its components without the influence of a drilling load. A steady- 
state nonlinear drilling load would impart forces on the drill bit, which in turn would alter 
the system's dynamic response. Further investigation (which is outside the scope of this 
work) is required to ascertain the system's response under loaded conditions. 
Simple one-dimensional theory was employed to validate the numerical modal analysis 
results. In circumstances in which the physical form of the geometry under consideration 
resembled that of a slender rod, the agreement between the numerical results and one- 
dimensional theory was seen to be good (< 2% deviation); i. e. the drill bit shank's 
torsional resonant mode (Table 6.12) and in Section 6.2.5 in which the derived material 
coefficients were validated. 
Deviations were encountered (up to 62%), however, between the resonance frequencies 
predicted by numerical analysis and those predicted by one-dimensional theory. In some 
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circumstances, owing to the three-dimensional or coupled nature of the eigenmode shapes 
predicted by FE analysis, one-dimensional frequencies were not predicted. 
Only simple one-dimensional analytical theory was employed in this work. It is possible to 
extend analytical theory to account for both changes in bar system's cross-sectional areas 
(Astashev and Babitsky 2007), and to model vibration mode coupling in pre-twisted / 
helical structures, although in both instances analysis becomes significantly more involved 
and is outsid6 the scope of this work. Some observations made in relation to the one- 
dimensional theory employed are as follows, 
0 The one-dimensional theory employed corresponds to a solid bar rather than the 
geometry of the drill bit which has a partially helical and partially cylindrical 
structure. The drill bit's helical structure reduces the stiffness from that of a solid 
bar and distributes mass such that within the drill bit's flutes the material forming 
the drill bit's land (see Figure 1.1) is not subjected to a continuous internal material 
restoring force in either the drill bit's axial or shear (torsional) directions. Instead, a 
large proportion of the restoring forces within the drill bit's structure result from 
shear and moment reactions within the drill bit's lands. This reduction in effective 
stiffness is not considered in the simple one-dimensional theory employed and, as 
such, the resonance frequencies predicted by the one-dimensional theory are higher 
than those predicted by numerical analysis. 
0 Combined vibration modes and longitudinal / torsional vibration mode conversion 
results from the drill bit's helical structure unwinding / winding up as it is stretched 
/ compressed by longitudinal vibration. Similar complementary torsional resonance 
mode driven effects occur. 
Inspection of the distribution of torsional displacement amplitude in the mode 
shapes predicted by FE analysis of the free drill bit structure in isolation (Appendix 
A6) reveals that the predicted transition between +ve and -ve torsional maximum 
displacement positions happens over a shorter distance in the helical section of the 
drill bit than in its solid cylindrical shaft. This supports the theory that the drill bit's 
helical structure effectively reduces the stiffness of the drill bit in comparison to a 
solid rod. 
As a note, the modal analysis conducted in this section (when looking for 50 modes) took 
approximately 1.5 minutes and consumed approximately 800 Mb of RAM (for the drill bit 
analysis) or 1.3 Gb of RAM (when analysing the complete system) on a Pentium 4 PC with 
a processor speed of 3.2 GHz running Windows 2000 and Comsol Multiphysics Version 
3.3. 
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6.4 Transient vibration analysis of drill bit structure 
A transient / time dependant FE analysis was conducted on the drill bit in isolation (owing 
to limited computational resources) to investigate the manner in which the drill bit 
responded kinematically to ultrasonic excitation. 
6.4.1 Transient vibration analysis strategy 
As described in Section 4.2, the ultrasonic transducer employed to excite the drill bit does 
not exhibit a constant valued displacement amplitude-frequency response over the 
frequency range considered. For this reason, the time domain data recorded at the 
transducer's working end, when a drill bit was attached and the system underwent 
vibration over a swept range of frequencies, was employed to excite a transient FE model. 
Although the drill bit is part of the continuous ultrasonic system employed in the 
experimental analysis, it is presumed that the displacement at the working end of the 
transducer, having already been influenced by the drill bit's vibrating structure, can be 
employed directly in the FE model as a rigid displacement constraint and that, even though 
the material coefficients / model characterisation may be marginally inaccurate, ii would 
provide comparable vibration data at the drill bit's cutting tip. 
The FE drill bit model was started from a resting condition (i. e. no vibration present) and 
any frictional contact between the inside of the transducer and the cylindrical surface of the 
drill bit's shaft was neglected. 
The experimental vibration analysis of the vibrating ultrasonic system, as documented in 
Section 4.2, was conducted statically i. e. the drill bit was not subjected to rotation. The FE 
analysis was conducted accordingly. 
The geometrical drill bit model developed for the modal analysis, including the mesh 
generated (see Figures 6.9 and 6.10), was employed directly in the transient analysis. In 
addition, the same constraint position as employed previously (Figure 6.8) was used. 
Instead of having a zero displacement in the x direction (along the drill bit's axis), the axial 
drill bit displacement was prescribed by that measured during experimental analysis. 
6.4.2 , Preparation of experimental displacement data 
In order to excite the FE drill bit model with experimentally obtained displacement data, 
the transducer's velocity curve had first to be numerically integrated. This was achieved in 
the same manner as described in Section 4.2.4. A high pass filter set at 1,000 Hz was 
utilised to filter out low frequency error. The data employed originated from the mounted 
transducer with a drill bit attached (since further "loaded drill bit" analysis is anticipated) 
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whilst it was swept through a range of frequencies at a 1.5 V (zero to peak; from the signal 
generator - see Section 4.2.3) excitation level. It corresponds to the data shown as the blue 
curve in Figure 6.24. 
In order to ensure that the numerically integrated signal was accurate, its maximum points 
were isolated, and a 
direct comparison 
was made between 
the displacement 
amplitude frequency 
curve generated in 
Section 4.2.3 and the 
new curve obtained 
from the numerically 
integrated signal. The 
comparison between 
these two sets of 
results is shown in 
Figure 6.24, in which 
the green curve shows 
the numerical 
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from maximum velocities 
integration data. 
Both curves show excellent consistency. The deviations between them are due to the laser 
vibrometer losing its measurement signal. This loss of signal only instantaneously affects 
the results and the remaining sections of the curves are considered acceptably accurate. 
Having obtained the experimental displacement data, a section (analysing all of the data 
was prohibited owing to the lack of computational resources) of the data was sought over 
which to perform transient analysis. By considering the experimental amplitude - 
frequency characteristics for both the mounted transducer (with the drill bit attached; 
Figure 4.19) and the drill bit's tip (Figures 4.24 and 4.25 i. e. under the same conditions), a 
frequency range of 17800: 5 f :5 22000 was selected. Over this frequency range the 
transducer's amplitude - frequency characteristic is relatively flat and non-zero but the 
drill bit's tip shows pronounced vibration characteristics in both longitudinal and torsional 
vibration modes. The frequency range is also centred around 20,000 Hz which has 
traditionally been the approximate frequency at which UAD has been performed. 
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Once the data section required had been isolated (generating a 12.0 Mb displacement data 
file), the data's calculated frequency range (and sweep rate) was checked (this was initially 
determined and averaged over the whole of the swept frequency range; see Section 4.2). It 
was found to be accurate. In addition, spectral analysis was performed on the data to 
determine if high frequency components were present that might cause the FE convergence 
analysis to become unstable. Although high frequency vibration did exist within the data 
range considered (Section 4.2.3), it was found to be extremely low in amplitude and was 
not considered to pose a problem. 
6.4.3 Numerical data sought 
Due to the volume of data (and implications on required computational storage) generated 
by time dependant FE analysis, rather than retain the simulation in its entirety, 
characteristic displacement values were sought to reduce the volume of data generated and 
simplify subsequent analysis. 
In order to better understand the drill bit tip's motion (i. e. the 
part of the drill bit that cuts) and to be able to identify the FE 
analysis results with the experimental data obtained, a 
measure of the drill bit tip's torsional and longitudinal 
displacements were sought. The areas over which the 
longitudinal and torsional displacement values were averaged 
are shown in Figure 6.25. 
To provide sources of reference for these results, the time 
(relating to the experimental data - the duration of time after 
the oscilloscope had been triggered that the data was 
obtained) at which the displacement values occurred was 
recorded, as was the calculated and averaged excitation 
signal frequency at each time point. 
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6.4.4 Translent'analysis, automation, and results 
The transient analysis contained elements from each of the preceding analyses. The 
modification of the transient FE solution scheme allowing two independent damping 
coefficients to be employed (as documented in Section 6.2.1) was employed, as was the 
drill bit CAD model simplification and resulting FE mesh (which fulfilled the criteria 
documented in Section 6.1.8) as documented in Section 6.3.3. 
The time step size was assigned as 0.000002 s which equals the sample rate employed to 
capture the experimental data and ensured that more than 20 simulation steps were 
performed for all prominent frequency time periods encountered. This also fulfils the 
criteria specified in Section 6.1.8. Although the numerical data output time steps were 
defined, the solver was allowed to take arbitrarily derived (by its own solution schemes) 
time steps in between the output time steps specified in order that it may automatically 
ad . ust the simulation parameters during non-convergent simulation points. Due to the 
periodic and experimentally obtained (i. e. containing mild levels of error) displacement 
data employed, this promoted simulation stability. 
Pre-scaling was applied to the FE dependant variables in order that a good accuracy level, 
and convergence, was achieved. 
Since the FE solution scheme was likely to operate at times that did not directly correspond 
with the experimentally obtained displacement data points, the displacement data file was 
automatically interpolated using a cubic-spline interpolation scheme. The data generated 
by this interpolation technique was visually compared to the original displacement data and 
found to be accurate and representative. The direction sense (i. e. positive or negative) in 
which the. drill bit was displaced was the same as that recorded experimentally i. e. the 
motion experienced by the FE drill bit model is the same as that of the real drill bit. 
Since the experimental displacement data employed had a relatively stable displacement 
amplitude of approximately 0.5 jim (see Figure 6.24), and since, due to its nature, it results 
in a fixed displacement magnitude rather than an excitation force; larger vibration 
amplitudes throughout the drill bit's structure were envisaged within the FE model. For 
this reason (and in an effort to reduced computational resource demands) the absolute error 
tolerance selected for the simulation was lXlo-12 m and the relative error tolerance was 
selected as 5xlO-7. These tolerances were the same as those employed in Section 6.2.3 
and were believed to fulfil the criteria specified in Section 6.1.8. 
As stated previously, the outputted data took the form of an affay giving the following data 
at each output time step specified (the drill bit's shaft was aligned to coincide with the x 
axis), 
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1) Time (the time after the oscilloscope was triggered during experimentation), 
2) Calculated and averaged frequency at the time step specified, 
3) Averaged drill bit tip longitudinal displacement amplitude, 
4) Averaged drill bit tip torsional displacement amplitude, 
Automation 
Owing to the time duration and step size selected for the transient simulation an extremely 
large amount of computer RAM would be required to run the simulation in one continuous 
run. On closer investigation, neither was it feasible to solve the simulation by creating 
temporary RAM storage space on the hard disk (due to lack of available disk space - 
employing disk space in this manner also dramatically decreases simulation speed due to 
limited data transfer rates). For this reason, the simulation was broken into a number of 
smaller chunks with the number of time steps per simulation segment set at 650. On the 
computer employed (a Pentium 4 PC with a processor speed of 3.2 GHz and 2 Gb RAM 
running Windows 2000 and Comsol Multiphysics Version 3.3) this resulted in the memory 
usage per simulation segment reaching approximately 650 Mb. When a subsequent 
simulation segment was run the memory increased to approximately double that (1.3 Gb). 
After the second simulation segment had processed, the third and all following simulations 
cleared the data off from the simulation segment preceding the one that had just been run 
and the memory became available for the next simulation i. e. less than half of the available 
computer RAM was available for each simulation segment. 
Since the analysis under consideration was dynamic, any discontinuities in the 
displacement or velocity vectors throughout the model's continuum during the transition 
between the simulation segments would result in nonlinear effects and render the 
simulation void. For this reason, after the solution of each simulation segment, all 
displacements and velocities for the last simulation time step are saved to disk and 
employed as the initial condition for the subsequent simulation segment. This also 
facilitated a restart policy if the solution failed for any reason. Between the simulation 
segments the required solution time list was also updated. 
The transient analysis documented in this section (over the data range considered) took 
approximately 21 days and consumed up to 1.3 Gb of RAM (after which it crashed - 
memory leakage was a significant problem and the model was repeatedly restarted) on a 
Pentium 4 PC with a processor speed of 3.2 GHz running Windows 2000 and Comsol 
Multiphysics Version 3.3. 
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Although the simulation frequently crashed due to lack of computer memory (memory 
leakage and bad operating system management), it never crashed due to non-convergence. 
In total, the simulation generated 27.2 Mb of time, frequency and displacement data, and 
4.51 Gb of simulation restart data. This restart data allows any one of the simulation 
segments to be restarted for further analysis if required. 
Earlier FE model version 
The data presented in the paper published in (Thomas and Babitsky 2007) differs from that 
presented here. The models employed to generate the data presented were younger in 
evolution and were subsequently revised with respect to element size / shape (accounting 
better for the influence of the Poisson's Ratio effect), time step parameters (initially 
employed values were 
too strict resulting in 
long simulation 
durations), and error 
tolerances (again, 
initially employed 
values were too strict 
resulting in long 
simulation durations) 
giving rise to the 
models presented in 
this work. In addition, 
whilst a number of 
discontinuous 
simulations. startin2 
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Figure 6.26 - Lon-Ellitudinal displacement amplitude 
freguency characteristic as obtained from the early FE 
model 
from a resting condition, were employed in the earlier FE model version, this had the 
implication of essentially shock loading the drill bit's structure at the initiation of each 
simulation, and introducing nonlinearity. 
The longitudinal and torsional displacement amplitude - frequency characteristics 
generated by the earlier models are presented in Figures 6.26 and 6.27 respectively for 
comparison with the results generated by the models employed in this work. 
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Results 
Upon simulation 
X 10 FEA Longitudinal Drill Displacement 
completion, the data 
1.5 
obtained from the FE 
analysis was 
combined into one 'E 0.5 0) E 
a) continuous data file. L) 
.2 CL 05 0 An example of the 0 
data generated is 
-0.5 
shown in Figure 6.28. 
-j 
This figure shows the -1 
longitudinal 
displacement of the 2 2.05 2.1 2.15 2.2 2.25 2.3 2.35 2.4 
drill bit's tip against 
Time (s) 
time (relating to the Figure 6.28 - Longitudinal displacement against time 
time after the oscilloscope triggered in the experimental data). 
As mentioned previously, the simulation was started from a resting (static) state and the 
exciting displacement was effectively "switched on". For this reason, the initial 
displacements are high in amplitude and do not reflect the drill bit's response. Following 
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the drill bit's tip's initial peak displacement amplitude, the vibration amplitude decayed 
and the vibration within the system became more controlled (i. e. the dip in displacement 
amplitude at around 1.975s in Figure 6.28). It must be noted again at this point that the 
material Q factor employed in this model was much lower than that measured 
experimentally. This will affect the sharpness of resonance characteristics resulting in less 
pronounced peaks and the possible merging of resonance regimes. 
From Figure 6.28 it can be seen that practically all regions of the vibration encountered are 
greater than I Am in amplitude and that a good proportion of the vibration is seen to be 
greater than 3 Am in amplitude. This confirrns that the error tolerances to which the 
simulation was run were acceptable and that the data obtained is valid (i. e. the criteria 
specified in Section 
6.1.8 was fulfilled) 
and should be 
representative of the 
real drill bit's 
vibration 
characteristics. 
Having said that the 
elastic coefficients 
(and to a lesser 
extent the material 
density) used to 
define the FE model 
are likely to be 
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marginally inaccurate even though care was taken during their identification. The damping 
coefficients are also known not to be representative. These factors will directly influence 
the way in which the FE drill bit model reacted to the prescribed displacement by which it 
was excited. Since the transducer's displacement resulted from the real drill bit interacting 
with the ultrasonic transducer (Section 4.2.3) i. e. not the FE model of the drill bit, slightly 
varying amplitude frequency responses are envisaged as are higher stresses / forces and 
varying reaction force / displacement phase relationships occurring at the point of 
excitation. 
The one-dimensional analytical expressions employed (Section 6.3.4) to qualify the modal 
FE analysis results can be related in the same manner to the resonance / high displacement 
amplitude regions of the data obtained from transient FE analysis. However, since large 
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deviations were observed between the FE modal analysis and one-dimensional analytical 
expression results, this is not considered appropriate. 
As was performed for the experimental results (see Section 4.2), the maximum points on 
the displacement curves were isolated and plotted. Assuming that the vibration system has 
reached a quasi steady state at each frequency (i. e. the frequency sweep rate was slow 
enough) this results in the dynamically obtained displacement amplitude-frequency 
characteristics of the FE drill bit model. The frequency was calculated and averaged from 
the experimental data recorded from the system's excitation signal. The amplitude- 
frequency characteristics obtained are shown in Figure 6.29 in which the blue curve shows 
longitudinal displacement and the green curve shows torsional displacement. 
As a guide, for the drill bit under test, 1 mrad of torsional displacement is equal to 4 gm of 
linear displacement at the drill bit lip's outermost edge. The drill bit tip's response below 
18,000 Hz was discarded. 
As was the case for the experimental tip displacement (velocity) results (see Section 4.2.4), 
sufficient data was generated in order to plot the displacement of the drill bit's tip (in 
several directions) with respect to time. Plots similar to that shown in Figure 4.27 can'be 
created to identify the numerical data with that obtained from experimentation. Further 
analysis of this nature will be conducted in Chapter Seven. 
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6.4.5 Dynamic quality factor analysis 
The Q factors of the high amplitude peaks in each of the vibration modes exhibited by the 
FE drill bit model were calculated to determine their sharpness. 
Lonaitudinal vibration component 
The positions on the longitudinal curve at which data was taken for Q factor identification 
are shown in Figure 6.30 by coloured circle crosses. The Q factor data generated is shown 
in Table 6.15. By comparing the displacement amplitude - frequency characteristic's shape 
with the Q factor 
data points, it can 
be seen that in some 
instances the data 
points appear at 
positions that are 
not representative 
of the shape of the 
characteristic. The 
most representative 
Q factor obtained is 
seen to occur at a 
frequency of 18,099 
Hz. At this position, 
a pronounced peak 
occurs, and the data 
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Figure 6.30 - Amplitude - frequency characteristic of 
longilitudinal vibration component 
0-Factor data points 
is seen visually to produce a smoother, more defined, curve. The other Q factors obtained 
are seen to exaggerate the sharpness of the characteristic's peaks due to noise in the curve. 
Resonance Frequency (Hz) Colour of Data Points Q-Factor (0 d. p. ) 
18,099 Red 158 
18,294 Magenta 152 
18,489 Green 211 
19,679 Cyan 238 
20,370 Black 145 
20,632 Yellow 188 
Table 6.15 - Longitudinal displacement -0 factor data 
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Torsional vibration component 
The displacement amplitude-frequency characteristic for the torsional vibration component 
was analysed in exactly the same manner as for the longitudinal vibration component. The 
displacement amplitude - frequency curve with the Q factor data points superimposed is 
shown in Figure 6.31. Since only one pronounced peak is observed in the torsional 
characteristic, only one Q factor value is obtained; it is included in Table 6.16. 
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Figure 6.31 - Amplitude - frequency characteristic of 
torsional vibration component 
Q-Factor data points 
Resonance Frequency (Hz) Colour of Data Point Q-Factor (0 d. p. ) 
20,646 Red 186 
Table 6.16 - Torsional displacement -Q factor data 
The torsional vibration component displacement amplitude - frequency characteristic is 
seen to be very smooth and pronounced and the data obtained is considered representative. 
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6.4.6 Spectral analysis 
As performed on the experimental data (Section 4.2), the amplitude spectrum of the 
numerical results was interrogated. 
Longitudinal comoonent 
The results from the spectral analysis of the drill bit tip's longitudinal vibration component 
are shown in Figure 
6.32 over the 
frequency range 
0:! -ý f :5 160,000 Hz. 
The main simulation 
data of interest occurs 
over the frequency 
range 
17,800! ý f !ý 22,000 
Hz but the frequency 
components resulting 
from the numerical 
analysis are more 
numerous hence the 
range considered. The 
spectrum shows 
relatively small magnitude frequency components over a wide frequency range. 
A relatively high magnitude peak is seen to occur at a frequency of 7,500 Hz. Obviously 
the spectrum components resulting from the drill bit excitation occur within the range 
17,800! ý f :ý 22,000 Hz, but in addition, another, relatively high amplitude frequency 
component is seen just below 50,000 Hz. Interestingly, regularly spaced harmonics also 
occur at approximate frequencies 80,000 Hz, 110,000 Hz, and just below 140,000 Hz. The 
transient simulation was run with a step size of 0.000002 s which, according to Section 
6.1.8, resolves frequencies up to 50,000 Hz accurately. However, as described in Section 
6.4.4, the solver employed in the generation of this numerical data was allowed to freely 
determine its own time steps and only store data at the prescribed solution times. This is 
likely to have resulted in the numerical data obtained having a much wider frequency 
spectrum over which vibration characterisation is accurate. This must not be assumed, 
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however, and although frequency components higher than 50,000 Hz exist, their accuracy 
is questionable. 
A possible source of additional frequency components within the numerical data could be 
due to the manner in which the simulation was initiated. By immediately exciting the 
system at the transducer's operating displacement (which during experimentation had 
already reached a steady state), the system was essentially subjected to an impulsive 
loading. By perfon-ning spectrum analysis only on the steady state data i. e. from midway 
through the simulation, it is seen that the additional frequency components remain present 
and that they exist throughout the simulation in similar amplitudes to those found initially. 
This additional spectral analysis (initiated midway through the simulation) was performed 
subsequently on all displacement components obtained from the simulation and the results 
were found to be consistently as described. 
The frequency spectrum of the data over the frequency range intentionally excited 
(17,000! ý f :5 22,000 Hz) is similar to the displacement amplitude-frequency curve and is 
not included. 
Torsional component 
The displacement 
amplitude spectrum 
of the torsional 
vibration component 
of the drill bit's tip 
was obtained (Figure 
6.33). It is presented 
over the range 
0: 5 f !5 90,000 Hz, 
and as for the 
longitudinal 
component's 
spectrum, frequency 
components exist 
outside the frequency 
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Figure 6.33 - Amplitude spectrum of torsional component 
(0 to 90,000 Hz) 
range specifically excited. A relatively large magnitude peak exists at a frequency of 
approximately 7,500 Hz, and other smaller harmonics are seen at approximate frequencies 
32,500 Hz, 47,500 Hz, 60,000 Hz etc. 
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The displacement amplitude spectrum over the frequency range specifically excited 
(17,000: 5f: 522,000 Hz) was similar to the displacement amplitude-frequency 
characteristic obtained and is not included. 
6.4.7 Discussion on transient analysis results 
The results from the transient analysis show clear resonance regions and pronounced 
characteristic traits. The torsional resonance is seen to be very clean with a high Q factor 
characteristic and very little noise. 
By instantaneously exciting the drill bit at effectively a steady state excitation amplitude, 
the drill bit model was effectively shock loaded. After the initial high amplitude noise, the 
displacement amplitude exhibited by the drill bit was seen to reduce and reach a quasi 
steady-state. This was assumed to effectively happen / have occurred by the sharp drop in 
longitudinal vibration amplitude just below 18,000 Hz (see Figure 6.21). In order to 
confirm this, the peak vibration amplitude (calculated as for a one degree of freedom 
system) in the system after a period of time & can be written as, 
cow 
_717. A= Aoe 
where, 4 is the theoretical initial vibration amplitude, W is the frequency of oscillation, 
and ý is the damping factor for the frequency under consideration. The damping 
prescribed in the FE model was such that a simple bar oscillating in its longitudinal natural 
mode of oscillation (which was assigned for 20,000 Hz) has aQ factor of 250. Assuming 
the Q factor to remain at 250 at approximately 18,000 Hz, 1ý can be related to the Q factor 
by the relation, 
ý=- 
I-=I, 
ýQ 500 
and the vibration amplitude at the dip just below 18,000 Hz can be calculated (At = 0.0 18 s 
and the initial amplitude in the system was taken as 14 gm) as, 
18000x2s 
. is 
A=14x10-6e 
1112 
= 2.4x10. 
As such, the assumption is valid and the transient FE drill bit model should portray 
accurate vibration characteristics above 18,000 Hz. The principal regions of interest in the 
simulation results occur at readily identifiable points of high displacement amplitude and 
relatively small amplitudes of numerical error are expected in these regions. 
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In comparing the results from this analysis to those obtained from the earlier FE models 
(Figures 6.26,6.27, and 6.29), a good qualitative agreement is shown, with the 
characteristics of the model documented in this work appearing approximately 800 Hz 
lower down the frequency range swept. This is due to the slightly differing material 
coefficients and simulation parameters employed. Some deviation is also seen between the 
shapes of the amplitude - frequency curves generated. This is thought to occur due to the 
differing material coefficients employed and the models' resulting interactions with the 
experimentally obtained data (with a varying amplitude) used to excite them (see Figure 
6.24). It is interesting to note that the displacement amplitudes obtained from both sets of 
data (that obtained from the earlier model, and that obtained from this work) are very 
similar. This indicates that when each earlier model simulation was run, they were able to 
settle to representative vibration amplitudes. Although the results from the earlier model 
are seen to be valid with respect to amplitude, they are still discontinuous and better 
resolution of the drill bit's characteristic is seen in the model developed in this work. 
The torsional resonance occurring at 20,646 Hz in the transient analysis results (Figure 
6.29) corresponds to the torsional vibration resonance occurring at 20,582 Hz in the 
constrained drill bit modal analysis results. As such, the resonance encountered in the 
transient results are seen to occur 64 Hz higher in frequency. Further discussion on system 
resonances is held in Chapter Seven. 
It is interesting to note the relative magnitudes of the independent vibration modes 
considered in the transient analysis. At the torsional resonance condition, and by 
converting the maximum torsional displacement amplitude of approximately 0.0113 
radians into a linear displacement amplitude at the outer peripheries of the drill bit's 
cutting edges - approximately 45 jim, the longitudinal vibration component's displacement 
amplitude of approximately 6 tLm is seen to be relatively insignificant. 
Although some of the Q factors calculated are seen to be influenced negatively by noise, 
the Q factors obtained for the most pronounced resonance regimes are seen visually to be 
accurate and indicative of the drill bit model. As described in Section 6.2.1, a material Q 
factor of Q= 250 was assigned to both longitudinal and torsional vibration modes (at 
f- 20,000 Hz). 
Figures 6.32 and 6.33 show a broad bandwidth of frequency content in the data obtained 
from the numerical model. Since the data employed to excite the numerical drill bit model 
originated from experimental results, additional frequency components were anticipated. 
The transient simulation was run with a step size of 0.000002 s which, according to 
Section 6.1.8, resolved frequencies accurately up to 50,000 Hz although as described in 
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Section 6.4.4, the solver employed in the generation of this numerical data was allowed to 
freely determine its own time steps and only store data at the prescribed solution times. 
This is likely to have resulted in the numerical data obtained having a much wider 
frequency spectrum over which vibration characterisation is accurate. This must not be 
assumed, however, and although frequency components higher than 50,000 Hz exist, their 
accuracy is questionable. 
Transient swept excitation frequency FE models require greatly increased computational 
resources. than modal analysis FE models. They result in information regarding the 
system's characteristics in the immediate vicinity of resonance regimes as well as at 
resonance which is useful when investigating a complex process and its potential kinematic 
instabilities although the cost (especially in terms of computer memory and solution time) 
associated with its employment renders the analysis efficiency questionable. Transient 
analysis does, however, facilitate the analysis of more complex phenomenon such as 
nonlinear displacement dependant impulsive model loadings. The FE model generated in 
this work can be modified / developed to incorporate these types of nonlinear loadings. 
As stated in Section 6.4.4, and as was the case for the experimental tip displacement 
(velocity) results (see Section 4.2.4), sufficient data was generated in order to plot the 
displacement of the drill bit's tip with respect to time. Plots similar to that shown in Figure 
4.27 can be created to identify the numerical data with that obtained from experimentation. 
Further analysis of this nature will be conducted in Chapter Seven. 
6.5 Summary 
The numerical FE models developed in this work have been derived, described, and 
representative material coefficients have been generated from the experimental data 
obtained in Chapter Four. Modal analysis models of the UAD system's structure have been 
presented and their results interpreted and compared with one-dimensional theory. A 
transient dynamic model of the drill bit has also been presented and the results analysed. 
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Chapter Seven Comparison between Numerical and 
Experimental Results 
This chapter is concerned with comparing the results obtained from both experimentation 
and numerical analysis. 
Section 7.1 makes displacement amplitude-frequency (and modal result) comparisons 
between both the numerical and experimental results obtained in this work. The 
relationship between torsional and longitudinal vibration occurring in the UAD system is 
also considered with respect to its suitability for UAD. An overview is given of the UAD 
system characteristics both when isolated and mounted, and the implications of the 
mounting method employed are discussed. 
Section 7.2 considers the displacement amplitudes predicted by transient analysis and 
compares them to those measured. 
Section 7.3 performs a discussion on the result comparisons. 
Section 7.4 summarises this chapter. 
7.1 Displacement amplitude4requency characteristic comparisons 
The experimental displacement amplitude-frequency characteristics (Section 4.2) and the 
results obtained from numerical analysis (Sections 6.3 and 6.4) are compared in this 
section. One-dimensional validation / prediction of resonance frequencies is not included 
as it has been considered in Section 6.3 and limitations have been found in representing the 
system under consideration. 
7.1.1 Predicted and measured transducer characteristics 
The transducer's (when isolated) longitudinal displacement amplitude-frequency response 
(Section 4.2) and the eigenfrequencies of the modal results predicted (Section 6.3) are 
included in Figure 7.1, a, and Figure 7.1, b, respectively. In Figure 7.1, b, the blue stems 
relate to the transducer's modal results in which the transducer was considered as a 
continuous body, and the cyan stems relate to the axially continuous model. 
The peaks marked (1) and (2) in Figure 7.1, a) are not predicted by modal analysis and 
exhibit significant levels of noise in the data recorded (which may affect the signals 
amplitude). 
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Ficiure 7.1 - Comparison of isolated transducer displacement 
amWitude-f requencv characteristic with modal results 
Peak (3), which occurs at 14,525 Hz, corresponds to the first longitudinal mode of 
vibration of the transducer. It is predicted by the modal results occurring at 14,682 Hz in 
the continuous system (Appendix A4 - approximately 1% different in frequency) and 
14,594 Hz in the axially continuous system (Appendix A5 - less than 1% difference in 
frequency). 
The peak marked (4) in Figure 7.1, a, occurs at a frequency of 25,310 Hz. It corresponds, 
with respect to frequency, to the axially continuous modal analysis result at a frequency of 
25,564 Hz (Appendix A5 - approximately 1% deviation in frequency). The FE mode shape 
predicted is three-dimensional. As the bolt head extends backwards out of the rear of the 
transducer, the rear faces of the backing section move forwards. This motion is coupled 
with radial expansion in the piezoceramic elements, and causes a three-dimensional effect 
to occur in the transducer's horn. 
The peak marked (5) (26,505 Hz) in Figure 7.1, a, corresponds, with respect to frequency, 
to the continuous system modal analysis result occurring at a frequency of 26,356 RZ 
(Appendix A4 - less than 1% deviation in frequency). The FE mode shape is, again, three- 
dimensional and corresponds to both the transducer's second mode of longitudinal 
vibration and a combined radial mode of the piezoceramic elements. 
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The axially continuous system modal results occurring at 27,248 Hz and 27,601 Hz are 
both three dimensional in nature and coincide (in frequency) with the region in Figure 7.1, 
a, that is subsequent to resonance (5) i. e. the noisy section of the curve in the frequency 
range 26,500: 5 f :5 28,000. 
The resonant mode predicted by the continuous system modal analysis (Appendix A4) at a 
frequency of 29,362 Hz is not reflected (at the predicted frequency) in the experimentally 
measured characteristic. The mode is predicted to excite peak displacement amplitudes in 
the transducer's pre-stress bolt and the transducer's working end is not an antinode. Having 
said that, the mode shape is similar in form to the axially continuous system eigenmodes 
predicted at frequencies of 27,248 Hz and 27,601 Hz. Further evaluation of these three- 
dimensional modes and the possible occurrence of relative motion between the UAD 
system's components (as predicted by the axially continuous model's eigenmode shapes) is 
outside the scope of this work since although eigenmodes have been predicted to occur at 
frequencies around this region, the specific determination of the motion occurring within 
the transducer at these frequencies would require considerably more involved experimental 
work. 
7.1.2 Predicted and measured UAD system response 
Figure 7.2 shows the displacement amplitude-frequency characteristics for both the 
isolated transducer with the drill bit attached (Figure 7.2, a) and the drill bit's tip as 
measured under the same circumstances (Figure 7.2, c). In Figure 7.2, c, the blue curve 
shows peak longitudinal displacement and the green curve shows peak torsional 
displacement. Also included in Figure 7.2 are the transducer's (with the drill bit attached) 
resonance frequencies as predicted by modal analysis (Figure 7.2, b), and the drill bit's (in 
isolation) resonance frequencies as predicted by modal analysis (Figure 7.2, d). In Figure 
7.2, b, the blue stems relate to the numerical eigenmode results in which the transducer was 
considered as a continuous body, and the c'yan stems relate to the axially continuous 
model. In Figure 7.2, d, the modes represented by the blue stems relate to longitudinal 
torsional modes of the free'drill bit and the cyan stems relate to longitudinal / torsional 
modes of the constrained drill bit. 
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Since Figures 7.2, a and 7.2, c relate to the same system but measured from different 
positions, they may be directly compared. It should be noted, however, that the system's 
excitation amplitude was 1.5 V (0 to peak) when the data in Figure 7.2, a was captured and 
0.5 V (0 to peak) when the data in Figure 7.2, c was captured. A good correlation is seen 
between the curves' characteristic resonance peaks. 
To further characterise the experimental results 
depicted in Figure 7.2, c, values of (Section 
XI, 
Ong 
6.3.7) were calculated for the resonance peaks 
marked (1) to (11). The values were calculated from 
(linear) torsional and longitudinal displacements 
over 5 oscillatory cycles. The values calculated are 
included in Table 7.1. 
In accordance with that stated in Section 6.3.9 for 
the modal analysis results, 
-LT"r, 
I< 
14 << 251. 
Xb)ng 
As such, strong longitudinal / torsional mode 
coupling exists in the helical section of the drill bit 
which prevents torsional displacement amplitudes 
(in relation to longitudinal displacement 
amplitudes) reaching that required for efficient UAD. 
Position Frequency (Hz) 
XTOrS 
XLong 
1 11,670 3.53 
2 14,250 1.93 
3 15,082 0.67 
4 15,880 -13.29 
5 16,665 -0.17 
6 19,140 -0.06 
7 22,040 0.12 
8 24,290 0.83 
9 26,159 0.40 
10 27,210 0.23 
11 28,810 0.04 
Table 7.1 - Torsional / longitudinal 
displacement relationships 
ExDerimental results 
The peaks marked (1) in Figures 7.2, a (11,667 Hz), and 7.2, c (11,667 Hz), relate to the 
first longitudinal resonant mode of the system. This corresponds to the transducer with drill 
bit modal results that occur at frequencies of 12,429 Hz (Continuous system - Appendix 
A4 - approximately 7% higher in frequency than the resonance measured experimentally) 
and 12,065 Hz (Axially continuous system - Appendix A5 - approximately 3% higher in 
frequency than the resonance measured experimentally). It is interesting to note, however, 
that the 
XT" 
value calculated for the experimental results (3-53) deviates substantially XLong 
from those calculated by modal analysis (-0.44 for the continuous system and -0.24 for the 
axially continuous system). 
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Fiqure 7.2 - Comparison of isolated transducer with drill bit disDiacement 
amplitude-frecluency characteristics and modal analysis results 
The peaks marked (2) in Figures 7.2, a (13,495 Hz), and 7.2, c (14,240 Hz), are noisy and 
are of an unknown origin. They are presumed to correspond to the peak marked (1) in 
Figure 7.2, a. No modal result predicts their occurrence. 
The peaks marked (3) in Figures 7.2, a (14,415 Hz), and 7.2, c (15,082 Rz), are noisy and 
correspond with respect to frequency to the continuous system modal analysis result 
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occurring at 14,573 Hz (i. e. within 1% and 3% with respect to frequency respectively). 
They are presumed to correspond to peak (2) in Figure 7.1, a. By comparing the 
X12" 
XL. 9 
values however, the experimental value (0.67) does not correspond to the value obtained 
from modal analysis (-6.80). That said, the peak marked (3) in Figure 7.2, a (14,415 Hz), 
corresponds more closely with respect to frequency to the peak marked (2) in Figure 7.2, c 
(15,080 Hz) By comparing the 
X"' 
values between peak (2) in Figure 7.2, c and the 
XLM9 
modal analysis result, a larger deviation is seen between the experimental value (1.93) and 
the value calculated from modal analysis (-6.80). 
Further comparison between the experimental results and the numerically predicted 
eigenmodes (with their associated frequencies) is not considered appropriate. Although 
some of the numerical eigenfrequencies predicted appear consistent with experimentally 
measured resonance frequencies, when xTo" values are compared, the results do not 
X1.9 
correlate. By correlating the x" values alone, significant frequency discrepancies result, XL-9 
and not enough information is available to confirm the system's motion. 
The modal analysis results obtained by considering the drill bit in isolation (both free - 
, Figure 7.2, d: blue stems, and constrained Figure 7.2, d: cyan stems) do not relate to the 
experimental measured resonances either with respect to frequency or xTO" values. 
XL. 9 
Again, for all drill bit (in isolation) modal analysis results, <8ý, K 25 1, which 
indicates that the drill bit resonances calculated are not suitable for optimal UAD. 
7.1.3 UAD system characteristic overview 
Figure 73 shows a comparison' between the displacement amplitude-frequency 
characteristics recorded at the drill bit's tip for the isolated (Figure 4.7) UAD system 
(Figure 7.3, a), the mounted (Figure 4.8) UAD system at a low excitation amplitude 
(Figure 7.3, b), and the mounted UAD system at a high excitation amplitude (Figure 7.3, 
C). 
In each set of curves,. the blue curves relate to longitudinal vibration and the green curves 
relate to torsional vibration. 
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amolitude-freauencv characteristics 
It should be noted that the torsional measurement that resulted in the green curve in (Figure 
7.3, c) was recorded with the laser vibrometer operating in single beam mode only. 
Bending vibration within the system was not compensated for and neither was 
displacement resulting from axial motion and Poisson's effect. Poisson's effect is assumed 
to be negligible at the drill bit's tip (where the measurement was taken); at this position, 
internal material strain would be minimal. These factors do not affect the longitudinal 
vibration (blue curve) measured. 
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In each of the data sets presented, the longitudinal and torsional vibration data was 
recorded concurrently along with the excitation signal which was used to excite the system. 
The frequencies displayed were calculated and averaged directly from the excitation signal, 
and as such, give an accurate account of the system's excitation frequency in each instance. 
Each set of results was duplicated and was found to be consistent under the circumstances 
prescribed. 
A superficial investigation of the displacement amplitude-frequency curves presented 
reveals that, in agreement with the discussion held in Section 4.2.5, when the UAD system 
is mounted (Figure 7.3, b as opposed to Figure 7.3, a), additional elements attached to the 
system modify its displacement amplitude-frequency characteristics. This is to be expected 
since, as the system's geometry becomes more complex, its vibration characteristics will 
change with additional resonances and existing resonances will be modified. 
The curves presented in Figures 7.3, b and 7.3, c, however, correspond to the same system 
that is excited at different levels. Neglecting the system's torsional characteristics (since 
the characteristic portrayed in Figure 7.3, c is of questionable accuracy), a pronounced 
difference is seen between the longitudinal characteristics. Peaks occur at different relative 
amplitudes, and some resonance peaks are seen to deviate with respect to frequency at their 
maximum values. 
The mechanism employed to mount the UAD system (Figure 4.8) consisted of a set of 
bolts which were tightened against a clamping ring which fitted around the outside (the red 
ring shown in Figure 4.6) of the ultrasonic transducer. This ring held the transducer in 
place rigidly radially and by friction in both its longitudinal and torsional directions. Given 
the results presented here, it is proposed that frictional couplings in which the direction of 
friction acts in the direction of ultrasonic vibration should beavoided in ultrasonic systems. 
As a note, the vast majority of mechanical fasteners that are designed with the option of 
disassembly (nuts, bolts, clamps, tapered assemblies, etc. ) rely on friction for their 
operation. Further work is required in this area 
, 
of high power ultrasonic systems. 
Suitable vibration isolation features should be incorporated into high-power ultrasonic 
systems to both remove any influence of external features and maximise vibration. 
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7.1.4 Drill bit tip characteristics - Predicted and measured 
Figure 7.4 shows a comparison between the displacement amplitude-frequency 
characteristics recorded and predicted at the drill bit's tip for the isolated (Figure 4.7) UAD 
system (Figure 7.4, a), the mounted (Figure 4.8) UAD system at a low excitation amplitude 
(Figure 7.4, b), the mounted UAD system at a high excitation amplitude (Figure 7.4, c), the 
mounted UAD system at a high excitation amplitude measured longitudinally at the end of 
the transducer (Figure 7.4, d), and the numerical transient simulation drill tip displacement 
data (Figure 7.4, e) over the frequency range 18,000! ý f :5 22,000 Hz. 
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In each set of curves, the blue curves relate to longitudinal vibration and the green curves 
relate to torsional vibration. 
It should be noted that the torsional measurement that resulted in the green curve in (Figure 
7.4, c) was recorded with the laser vibrometer operating in single beam mode only; 
bending vibration within the system was not compensated for. This does not affect the 
longitudinal vibration (blue curve) measured. 
In each of the data sets presented, the longitudinal and torsional vibration data was 
recorded concurrently along with the excitation signal which was used to excite the system. 
The frequencies displayed were calculated and averaged directly from the excitation signal, 
and as such, give an accurate account of the system's excitation frequency in each instance. 
Each set of results was duplicated and was found to be consistent under the circumstances 
prescribed. 
The data presented in Figure 7.4, c which shows the drill bit tip's displacement amplitude- 
frequency response characteristic was recorded under exactly the same circumstances as 
that presented in Figure 7.4, d which shows the transducer's work end's (Figures 4.6 and 
4.7) displacement amplitude-frequency response characteristic. The characteristic 
portrayed in Figure 7.4, d was used to excite the transient numerical model which resulted 
in the displacement amplitude-frequency response characteristics shown in Figure 7.4, e. 
As such, Figures 7.4, c, d, and e may be directly compared. 
Figures 7.4, a and b show characteristics that differ significantly from those presented in 
Figures 7.4, c, d, and e. Since Figure 7.4, a corresponds to the UAD system in isolation, 
this is acceptable but, as discussed in Section 7.1.3, a pronounced deviation in 
characteristic is seen between Figures 7.4, b and c for the same system under different 
excitation levels. I 
A good agreement is seen with respect to frequency in the characteristic peaks (marked (1) 
to (3)) shown in Figures 7.4, c, d, and e. The system's damping representation employed in 
the transient analysis resulted in a frequency dependant displacement amplitude-frequency 
characteristic (the three peaks marked (1) in Figure 7.4, e were artificially higher in 
amplitude and the peak marked (3) in Figure 7.4, e is lower in amplitude than that 
measured experimentally) and distorted the results marginally. 
A deviation in the results is also encountered at the characteristic marked (2) in Figures 
7.4, c, and e. Whilst the measured experimental system response showed a peak, a dip and 
a peak, the numerically predicted results predicted a noisy section, a dip, and a peak. ' 
Another discrepancy is encountered at peaks (3) in'Figures 7.4, c, d, and e. Whilst the 
frequencies of peaks (3) coincide for Figures 7.4, c and d, peak (3) in Figure 7.4, e is 
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higher in frequency. This corresponds to the modal analysis result (20,582 Hz) of the 
constrained drill bit in isolation. The drill bit exhibits a predominantly torsional resonance 
at this frequency. 
It is to be expected that numerical analysis results deviate from those experimentally 
measured. As such, it is not considered feasible to section a continuous dynamic system, 
run simulations of each of its sections without incorporating the responses of each section, 
and expect the results to correlate. The superficial agreement of the curves presented in 
Figures 7.4, c, d, and e largely stem from the transducer's characteristic (Figure 7.4, d) 
having a relatively constant amplitude over the frequency range considered. A more 
pronounced displacement amplitude-frequency characteristic would result in more 
pronounced discrepancies and inaccurate results. Although transient analysis is likely to be 
critical for addressing nonlinear features in ultrasonic systems, the system must be 
considered as a whole rather than in sections. 
7.2 Displacement amplitudes predicted 
The damping representation employed in transient analysis resulted in the model exhibiting 
a frequency dependant damping characteristic. The longitudinal and torsional displacement 
amplitudes, however, may be compared around frequencies of 20,000 Hz. The high 
excitation amplitude experimental results (noting that bending vibration was not 
compensated for in the torsional displacements recorded - Section 4.2.4) correspond 
directly to the results obtained from the transient numerical analysis. 6 Am of longitudinal 
displacement is predicted in the numerical results at the resonance occurring at 20,582 Hz 
(from Figure 7.4, e), whilst a corresponding maximum displacement amplitude of 8 jurn is 
seen in the high excitation amplitude experimental results (Figure 7.4, c). Similarly, and at 
the same resonance frequency, the maximum torsional displacement encountered in the 
numerical results was seen to be approximately 0.0115 radians whilst an amplitude of 
approximately 0.006 radians was encountered in the experimental results; i. e. the 
numerical model was seen to under predict longitudinal vibration amplitude (by 33%) but 
over predict torsional vibration amplitude (by 92%). The material damping coefficients 
were selected intuitively and (as described in Section 6.2) numerical model accuracy of 
torsional damping resolution is reduced from that of longitudinal damping, especially at 
low levels of vibration. The intention of the numerical model was not specifically to 
predict amplitude although it is seen that the results obtained are of similar orders. 
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7.3 Discussion on result comparisons 
The modal analysis results predicted for both the transducer in isolation and the complete 
UAD system are questionable in validity in a number of instances. The first longitudinal 
modes of both the transducer and complete UAD system are considered accurate but 
subsequent modes (which are predicted to contain three-dimensional characteristics and the 
possibility of relative motion between ultrasonic system components) give rise to further 
questions regarding the system's nature. Resonance modes were sought for the axially 
continuous system in addition to a continuous system. These modes (owing to the 
boundary constraints and system continuum modes modelled) do not bear specific relation 
to real life scenarios since friction and its associated stick-slip motion between ultrasonic 
system components will alter the nature of the system's response. Further research and 
model development is required to identify the exact nature of the system's response and to 
model it in a representative manner. 
A direct result of both the numerical models and the experimental results is that the relative 
proportions between torsional and longitudinal displacement magnitudes are not conducive 
to optimal UAD. This has been proven. 
By comparing the isolated transducer characteristics to those of the mounted transducer in 
both low and high amplitude excitation regimes, discrepancies are encountered. Adding 
additional system components will certainly affect the vibration characteristics of the UAD 
system under consideration although, as has been proven, when mounted, the UAD system 
has amplitude dependent characteristics. This amplitude dependence has been attributed to 
the method by which the complete UAD system is mounted (i. e. with a frictional interface 
in which the direction of friction is in the same direction as the dominant motion of the 
system). Furthermore, the drill bit mounting method in the UAD system is similar in nature 
to that which secures the complete system in the lathe i. e. the complete UAD system is 
dependent on friction which acts in the direction of the system motion (both longitudinal 
and torsional). 
The transient results have been compared to experimental results that resulted from similar 
system excitation. Although a good superficial correlation is initially seen, discrepancies 
are evident and it is understood that ultrasonic systems must be analysed in their entirety as 
opposed to considered in sections. 
The displacement amplitudes predicted by transient analysis (regardless of the limitations 
in system definition), are of the same order as the displacement amplitudes measure in the 
experimental system. It is recommended that frequency dependent damping be 
incorporated to give more accurate displacement over a greater frequency range. 
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7.4 Summary 
The results obtained from both experimentation and numerical analysis have been 
compared. 
The displacement amplitude-frequency characteristics of the ultrasonic transducer 
employed for experimental work have been compared to both modal analysis and transient 
analysis results. Comparisons have also made between the longitudinal / torsional 
relationships predicted and experimentally recorded - the suitability of these results for 
UAD have been discussed. In addition, the mounting mechanism employed to mount the 
UAD system in the lathe was considered. Further research and numerical model definition 
was seen to be required to accurately portray the UAD system. 
The displacement amplitudes predicted by transient analysis were discussed, and finally a 
discussion was conducted on the comparisons between the experimental and numerical 
results. 
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Final Discussion 
Drill bits have remained largely unchanged with respect to their geometric features since 
the advent of HSS in around 1900 (Chapter One). Much research (Chapter Three) has been 
conducted on UAD using conventional drill bits but has always shown a high degree of 
empirical development and inconsistent / conflicting results. This is largely confirmed in 
the experimental drilling analysis performed in this work. Research has been conducted on 
the kinematic attributes of UAD systems assuming that the vibration present is one- 
dimensional, and one-dimensional dynamic models have been developed that determine 
the influence of nonlinear drilling forces on the ultrasonic systems employed. To this date 
however, UAD systems including standard helical twist drills, have not been analysed 
satisfactorily in three-dimensions. Since both the hole making process and standard helical 
twist drills are three-dimensional in nature, and since representative simplifications may 
not be made, this was considered unacceptable. 
This work has gone some way to remedy this. The UAD system analysed, when excited in 
a purely longitudinal mode, exhibits complex vibration characteristics including 
pronounced coupled longitudinal / torsional vibration modes. Both through 
experimentation and through numerical simulation, longitudinal vibration applied to the 
drill bit's structure has been proven to drive predominantly torsional resonance modes 
resulting in torsional displacement amplitudes in excess of longitudinal displacement 
amplitudes. 
The numerical models developed in this work, although they go some way to achieve 
understanding of UAD systems, are not sufficiently developed to be employed to 
accurately predict the characteristics of current UAD systems. Further work is required. 
As documented, frictional connections between system elements in which the direction of 
friction coincides with the direction of vibration cause complexity in ultrasonic systems. 
These types of connections should be avoided, however, subsequent model developments 
to incorporate additional nonlinear features such as frictional interactions in joints / 
touching components, and nonlinear interactions in threaded connections (including 
hysteresis) are considered a necessity. 
The numerical analysis guidelines' prescribed in this work ensure that transient analysis is 
dependable and reliable. This facilitates further development of UAD system models. 
Experimental data measured from the ultrasonic system under consideration repeatedly 
contained frequency content other than that specifically excited in the system. This 
indicates nonlinearity and should be further considered. 
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From both the experimental and numerical results, it is evident that the drill bit under test 
is not optimised to oscillate in a kinematic manner that is favourable for UAD. Standard 
drill bits exhibit four cutting actions (Section 1.1.1), two of which are material cutting 
mechanisms. As such, it is proposed that the standard helical drill bit structure is not 
suitable for employment in UAD systems, and that a special / refined structure be 
developed specifically for UAD. 
When developing UAD systems, the complete mechanical system must be analysed. 
Isolated analysis of individual system components is not an option when they will interact 
dynamically during operation. In addition, the kinematic displacement of the drill bit's tip 
relative to the workpiece's material will result in differing cutting loads acting on the 
vibration system. For example, if the drill bit's tip was to impact longitudinally into the 
workpiece's material, a restoring force would be generated by the impact. Friction would 
play a part during this interaction, and plastic deformation of the workpiece would serve to 
damp the vibration. The interaction in this circumstance, however, would be assumed to be 
largely elastic, and have the effect of stiffening the dynamic vibration system. Conversely, 
if the drill bit's tip was to interact with the workpiece's material in such a way as to 
plastically deform the material, such as is the case when the drill bit's lips cut, the 
interaction between the drill bit's tip and the workpiece would have the effect of damping 
the vibration system's motion, drawing kinetic energy from the oscillating system. These 
two scenarios are based on the interaction between the drill bit's cutting lips / top surface 
and the workpiece's material. Different cutting mechanisms would occur at the drill bit's 
chisel edge. Longitudinal interactions would have the effect of extruding the workpiece's 
material, whilst torsional interactions would effect plastic deformation of the workpiece's 
material in the interaction zone. Further to the interactions between the drills cutting lips 
and chisel edge, the margins on the side of the drill bit are likely to interact with the 
workpiece's material. Friction will be generated by this interaction along with possible 
plastic deformations of the workpiece, and as observed in Chapter Five, ultrasonic metal 
welding may well occur. These dynamic factors must be considered when designing and 
optimising a UAD system. 
The results presented in Chapter Five also prove that if the vibration characteristic of the 
UAD system is not consistent, the drilling reaction forces and torques generated are 
significantly dependant on prior cutting events. 
The experimental results documented (Chapter Five) support the development of a 
numerical oscillatory model into one that incorporates cutting mechanisms. The data can 
be employed to both characterise the model and identify the results obtained as being 
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representative. If conventional drill bits were employed in this analysis, further information 
would be gained regarding UAD in its current form. 
A future potential problem could arise with the employment of UAD; no consideration has 
yet been paid to the possibility of reactive workpieces i. e. those that react dynamically with 
high displacement / force amplitudes when excited ultrasonically. This should be 
considered in further development. 
Numerical analysis, once accurate models have been constructed and validated, is 
considered the ideal tool for ultrasonic system development work. Its employment resulted 
in the consideration of the coupled longitudinal / torsional vibration modes documented in 
this work. 
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Conclusions 
As documented in literature, and as found through experimentation, the 
employment of UAD can be extremely advantageous under the right circumstances. 
It can also be significantly detrimental to the drilling process if the wrong process 
parameters are selected. 
The UAD system considered in this work displayed strong vibration mode 
conversion / coupled vibration mode characteristics during both experimentation 
and numerical simulation. This has never previously been analysed or documented 
and, although standard twist drill structures have been proven to be unsuitable for 
efficient employment in UAD systems, the information generated in this work has 
significant implications on future UAD system development. 
Numerical FE analysis is the ideal tool for developing high power ultrasonic 
systems since it can be employed to calculate system characteristics and present the 
data visually and in accessible forms. It may be used to virtually prototype and 
develop new drill bit and UAD system structures. 
0 UAD has been proven to be significantly affected by prior cutting events (i. e. 
previous drill bit-workpiece interactions), especially when the UAD vibration 
system is unstable in its operation. In addition, auxiliary effects such as ultrasonic 
metal welding and pronounced workpiece plastic deformation (remote from the 
intended cutting region) have been encountered. These results are significant and 
require further consideration. 
0 The UAD system investigated in this work has demonstrated high sensitivity to 
deviations in excitation frequency, system loading, and the presence of (and 
interaction with) external bodies. Each of these factors have been demonstrated as 
being significant to the operation of the UAD system and should be explicitly 
considered during UAD system development. 
Further FE model development must be conducted to model, and identify complex 
ultrasonic system characteristics such as the potentia 
'I 
for frictional stick-slip 
interactions, and nonlinear impulsive system loadings. 
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Recommendations for Further Work 
Although they indicate prominent system characteristics, the numerical models 
developed in this work do not fully characterise UAD systems. Numerical models 
must be further developed in order that system characteristics may be accurately 
predicted. Complex characteristics such as the potential for frictional stick-slip 
interactions, and nonlinear impulsive system loadings should be considered. 
0A drill bit should be developed specifically for UAD. It must be developed in 
conjunction with its complimentary UAD system elements. Numerical models may 
be used to virtually prototype and analyse the response of the system. 
0 The nonlinear loading that occurs as a drill bit cuts a workpiece has not been 
modelled. It is necessary to incorporate these loads into numerical models and 
ascertain their implications on UAD systems. Since the experimental drilling data 
was seen to be dependant on prior cutting events, a cutting force model would need 
to incorporate a history of prior cut information. 
0 Mechanical connections and acoustic isolation features for employment in high- 
power ultrasonic systems should be analysed and developed. 
0 Workpieces that exhibit a pronounced dynamic response to ultrasonic excitation 
(within the operating range UAD systems) should be investigated both numerically 
and experimentally. This has not yet been addressed and could impose limiting 
criteria on the employment of UAD. 
The mechanism by which a UAD system 
, 
forms holes is not satisfactorily 
understood. This is clearly dependant on the material being drilled and should be 
considered in future work. - 
0A frequency independent internal material damping scheme should be identified / 
developed and incorporated into the F E'modelling strategy'documented. Although 
not necessitated for the analysis of systems that operate over a limited bandwidth, 
this would make transient numerical modelling more generic with increased 
accuracy over a wider frequency range. 
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All Hole roundness profiles 
On each hole profile, the red lines show the scale, the black line shows the measured hole 
profile and the green circle shows the ideal circularity of the hole. The ideal circularity of 
the hole was calculated using the method of least squares. 
There are either three of four profiles for each hole depending on the depth of the hole. The 
profiles are aligned rotationally in order that direct relationships can be drawn between the 
different hole depths. 
Please note that all roundness profiles are the same scale except the "Relieved Drill - 
Steady State UAD - 27,030 Hz" profile, which has a lower magnification. 
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A2 Hole roughness profiles 
Each surface profile was rneasured axially along the inside of the drilled hole. The 
direction in which the profiles were taken is the same as the drill's feed direction. The 
ideal, flat, surface profile is included in the plots as a black dot-dashed line. This can be 
used as a visual reference. 
Two profiles were taken for each hole, one from one half of the sectioned workpiece and 
the other from the other. The profiles were taken at approximately the same axial positions 
in both halves. 
Please note that all of the surface profiles are the same scale except the "Relieved Drill - 
Steady State UAD - 27,030 Hz" 'Trace 2" profile. This profile has a lower magnification 
on the vertical scale. 
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A3 Hole surface pictures 
The photographs show the hole surfaces towards the end of each hole. The drilling 
direction is from left to right in each photograph. 
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A4 System modal analysis results - Continuous system 
Each modal analysis result shows the deformed transducer and represents the 
nature of the vibration mode occurring at the frequency stated. The colour scale 
employed is shown in the bar on the right hand side. It shows the interpolated 
magnitude of total displacement (in all directions for the solid views and in the 
transducer's axial direction in the slice views) at each point on / within the 
transducer. The scale varies from blue, which is zero (-ve for the x direction 
slice plots) / low levels of displacement, to red, which indicates the positions of 
maximum (+ve for the x direction slice plots) displacement. The grey arrows 
also present in the plots indicate the three-dimensional direction of the 
deformation present. 
Additional bending and three-dimensional modes were encountered although 
since they were considered unlikely to occur in the system under consideration, 
they have not been included. 
is the (liner) torsional displacement amplitude divided by the longitudinal 
XLung 
displacement amplitude predicted to occur at the drill bit's tip in each resonant 
mode. This is further discussed in Chapter Six. 
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A5 System modal analysis results - Axially continuous system 
Each modal analysis result shows the deformed transducer and represents the 
nature of the vibration mode occurring at the frequency stated. The colour scale 
employed is shown in the bar on the right hand side. It shows the interpolated 
magnitude of total displacement (in all directions for the solid views and in the 
direction axial to the transducer in the slice views) at each point on / within the 
transducer. The scale varies from blue, which is zero (-ve for the x direction 
slice plots) / low levels of displacement, to red, which indicates the positions of 
maximum (+ve for the x direction slice plots) displacement. The grey arrows 
also present in the plots indicate the three-dimensional direction of the 
deformation present. 
Additional bending and three-dimensional modes were encountered although 
since they were considered unlikely to occur in the system under consideration, 
they have not been included. 
is the (liner) torsional displacement amplitude divided by the longitudinal 
Xl. onK 
displacement amplitude predicted to occur at the drill bit's tip in each resonant 
mode. This is further discussed in Chapter Six. 
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A6 Drill bit modal analysis results 
Each modal analysis result shows a deformed drill bit and represents the nature 
of the vibration mode that occurs at the frequency given. The colour scale 
employed is shown in the bar on the right hand side. It shows the interpolated 
magnitude of total displacement (in all directions) at each point on the drill bit. 
The scale varies from blue, which is zero / low levels of displacement, to red, 
which indicates the positions of maximum displacement. The grey arrows 
indicate the three-dimensional direction and magnitude (by their length) of the 
deformation present. 
Additional bending modes were encountered although they are not considered 
in this analysis and have not been included. 
is the (liner) torsional displacement amplitude divided by the longitudinal 
xl, 
)I)g 
displacement amplitude predicted to occur at the drill bit's tip in each resonant 
mode. This is further discussed in Chapter Six. 
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